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Abstract
I develop a formal framework for propositional satifisfiability with the conflict-
driven clause learning (CDCL) procedure using the Isabelle/HOL proof as-
sistant. The framework offers a convenient way to prove metatheorems and
experiment with variants, including the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland
procedure. The most noteworthy aspects of my work are the inclusion of
rules for forget and restart and the refinement approach.
I use the formalization to develop three extensions: First, an incremental
solving extension of CDCL. Second, I verify an optimizing CDCL (OCDCL):
Given a cost function on literals, OCDCL derives an optimal model with
minimum cost. Finally, I work on model covering. Thanks to the CDCL
framework I can reuse, these extensions are easier to develop.
Through a chain of refinements, I connect the abstract CDCL calculus first
to a more concrete calculus, then to a SAT solver expressed in a simple func-
tional programming language, and finally to a SAT solver in an imperative
language, with total correctness guarantees. The imperative version relies
on the two-watched-literal data structure and other optimizations found in
modern solvers. I used the Isabelle Refinement Framework to automate the
most tedious refinement steps. After that, I extend this work with further
optimizations like blocking literals and the use of machine words as long as




Ich entwickele ein formales Framework für propositionale Erfüllbarkeit mit
der conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) Prozedur in dem Beweisassistenten
Isabelle/HOL. Das Framework ermöglicht es, Metatheoreme zu beweisen
und mit Varianten zu experimentieren, wie den Davis–Putnam–Logemann–
Loveland Kalkül. Ein Schwerpunkte meiner Arbeit sind die Regeln für forget,
restart und den Verfeinerungsansatz.
Ich benutzte die Formalisierung um drei Erweiterungen zu entwickeln.
Zuerst, eine inkrementele Version von CDCL. Zweitens, habe ich ein opti-
mierendes CDCL (OCDCL) verifiziert. Für eine gegebene Kostenfunktion
auf Literale, berechnet OCDCL ein model mit minimalen Kosten. Schließlich,
habe ich an Modelüberdeckung gearbeitet. Dank dem Framework sind die
Erweiterungen einfach zu entwickeln.
Durch mehrere Verfeinerungsschritte verbinde ich das abstrakte CDCL
Kalkül erst zu einem konkreterem Kalkül, dann zu einem SAT solver in einer
simplen funktionalen Sprache, bis zu einem imperativen SAT solver mit totale
Korrektheit. Die imperative Version enthält die two-watched-literals Daten-
struktur und andere Optimierungen von modernen SAT Solvern. Ich benutze
das Isabelle Refinement Framework, um die mühsamsten Schritte zu automa-
tisieren. Später habe ich diese Formalisierung mit anderen Optimierungen
erweitert, wie blocking literals and die Nutzung von Machinwörtern so lange
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1 Introduction
This thesis describes my formalization of the conflict-driven clause learning
(CDCL) procedure to decide propositional satisfiability, how I use the devel-
oped framework to capture two CDCL variants without either redefining or
reproving most invariants, and how I extend it to a fully verified executable
solver called IsaSAT. The text is based on several publications [22, 24, 47, 49].
The articles are used with the permission from my coauthors.
1.1 Motivation
Researchers in automated reasoning spend a substantial portion of their
work time developing logical calculi and proving metatheorems about them.
These proofs are typically carried out with pen and paper, which is error-
prone and can be tedious. Today’s proof assistants are easier to use than their
predecessors and can help reduce the amount of tedious work, so it makes
sense to use them for this kind of research.
In this spirit, a few colleagues and I have started an effort, called IsaFoL
(Isabelle Formalization of Logic) [9], that aims at developing libraries and
a methodology for formalizing modern research in the field, using the Isa-
belle/HOL proof assistant [108, 109]. The initial emphasis of the effort is on
established results about propositional and first-order logic [18]. The inspira-
tion for formalizing logic is the IsaFoR (Isabelle Formalization of Rewriting)
project [135], which focuses on term rewriting. My contributions to the over-
all project are results on propositional logic, the development of libraries
(e.g., for partial models), and SAT solving.
The objective of formalization work is not to eliminate paper proofs, but to
complement them with rich formal companions. Formalizations help catch
mistakes whether superficial or deep, in specifications and theorems; they
make it easy to experiment with changes or variants of concepts; and they
help clarify concepts left vague on paper.
SAT solvers are widely used to find counter-examples or prove correct-
ness in various fields. Given a propositional problem in conjunctive normal
form, they answer SAT if there is a model and UNSAT if there is no model
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of the clauses of the propositional problem. They have for example been
used to solve long-standing open problems such as the Pythagorean Triples
Problem [63] and Schur Number Five [60]. The approach used to solve both
problems is to encode them into a satisfiability (SAT) problem, before divid-
ing these very large problems in several smaller and easier problems. Then
a SAT solver is run on each smaller problem, before checking the gener-
ated proof with another tool to rule out that a bug has occurred in the SAT
solver while solving the problem. This is a common approach to increase
the trustworthiness of SAT solvers: returning independently verifiable proofs
that certify the correctness of their answers. Proof checkers have also been
verified in proof assistants [39, 76]. However, the production of proofs does
not provide total correctness guarantees: Although a correct proof guaran-
tees that a solver has produced a correct result, it is not guaranteed that the
solver will be able to produce a proof in the first place.
The CDCL (conflict-driven clause learning) procedure [8, 17, 98, 102] is the
core algorithm implemented in most SAT solvers. The input problem is a set
of clauses, where a clause is a (finite) multiset of positive or negative Boolean
variables. The aim is to assign truth values to the variables such that all
clauses are true. CDCL gradually builds a partial model until either a model
of the clauses is found or the constraints are so restrictive that no model
can exist. The partial model can be extended by propagating information
or setting (deciding) a new value. Decisions are arbitrary choices and the
opposite choice has to be explored later. If the partial model cannot be
extended to a model anymore because there is a conflict between the problem
and the model, the latter has to be adjusted: The conflict is analyzed to derive
information from it, especially how to repair the current model and how to
avoid ending up in the same dead end.
For example, consider the formula corresponding to the sentences: It is
either a dog or a cat; If it is a cat, it meows; there are no meows. A logic
translation of this formula is (dog∨ cat) ∧ (cat −→ meow) ∧ ¬meow. In turn
this formula can be transformed in a conjunctive normal form like (dog ∨
cat) ∧ (¬cat∨ meow) ∧ ¬meow. The transformation is out of the scope of this
Ph.D. thesis, but I formalized an abstract transformation in my Master’s
thesis [46]. Finally, a SAT solver can be launched on this problem. It can first
propagate the information that meow is false: It is the only way to make the
clause ¬meow fulfilled. Then, it can guess that cat is true, which leads to a
conflict: The assignment is not compatible with making (¬cat∨ meow) true.
The conflict can be analyzed to derive the new clause ¬cat. Finally, dog can
be propagated from the clause dog∨ cat, yielding the model dog meow ¬cat.
In this thesis, I present my formalization based on Weidenbach’s forth-
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coming textbook, tentatively called Automated Reasoning—The Art of Generic
Problem Solving. I derive his CDCL as a refinement of Nieuwenhuis, Oliv-
eras, and Tinelli’s abstract presentation of CDCL [107]. I start with a family
of formalized abstract DPLL (Davis–Putnam–Logemann–Loveland) [41] and
CDCL [8, 17, 98, 102] transition systems. These calculi are presented as non-
deterministic systems and all aspects that do not need to be specified are
kept unspecified, like how decisions are made. All calculi are proved sound
and complete, as well as terminating under a reasonable strategy. My first
extension is the development of an incremental version of CDCL. If CDCL
has found a model, it is now possible to add new constraints to find for
example a different model (e.g., in order to enumerate all models).
After developing a verified CDCL calculus, I build upon the formalization
in two different directions. First, I use the framework to capture two exten-
sions of CDCL. The aim of the IsaFoL project is not only to develop tools,
but also to be able to develop variants and extensions of already defined
calculi. In this spirit, I add rules to the CDCL calculus to find a total model
with minimal weight. Given a cost function on literals, the aim is to find an
optimal total model. In the context of a product configuration system, this
answers the question what is the cheapest possible system. Furthermore, I
add another set of rules to CDCL to find a set of covering models. In the
context of a produce configuration system, this answers the question whether
every option can be taken or if the constraints are so restrictive that some op-
tions are impossible to take. Both variants are formalized within a common
framework, CDCL with branch and bound. The normal CDCL is responsible
for the branch part: It searches for a better model (either one with lower
weight or one new model to add to the set of covering models that is built).
In turn, this new model is stored. After that, CDCL can be called again to
either find a new model or to conclude that there is no model anymore. The
calculus can also use the additional information to cut branches by finding
a conflict because some part of the search space has already been excluded.
The stored information is used by additional rules (the bound part of the
calculus) to exclude several new models ensuring that subsequent CDCL run
does not find the model again. Conflicts discovered by the additional rules
are analyzed by the normal CDCL rules to adjust the model. While formal-
izing the optimizing CDCL, I have discovered that the calculus presented
in an earlier version of the draft Automated Reasoning was wrong, because
optimality for partial models was claimed, but does not hold. To solve this
issue, I formalize an encoding to reduce the search for optimal partial models
to optimal total models.
Furthermore, I extend the formalization towards executable code and effi-
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ciency. State-of-the-art SAT solvers are extremely efficient on practical prob-
lems. This is both due to the extreme optimization of their source code and
due to theoretical ideas to efficiently identify propagations and conflicts. The
two-watched-literal scheme [102] and blocking literals [36] are examples of
a theoretical idea. The key point is to reduce the tracking of the status of
clauses (can one propagate information? is it a conflict?) to the tracking of
only two literals per clause. I develop a new calculus that includes these two
ideas. It is still presented as a non-deterministic transition system and inher-
its correctness and termination from CDCL. Several versions of two watched
literals have been developed and I verify the version used in modern SAT
solvers.
Finally, I refine this non-deterministic transition system to deterministic
code written with imperative aspects. The resulting SAT solver is called
IsaSAT. Heuristics replace the non-deterministic aspects by deterministic
aspect like how literals are decided. Moreover, sophisticated data structures
are used. The resulting code can be exported from the Isabelle/HOL proof
assistant to functional languages like Haskell, OCaml, Scala, or Standard ML,
with imperative features like arrays. It is interesting to see how efficient or
inefficient the generated code from it. Since proof checkers and SAT solvers
share similar techniques and data structures, they face similar efficiency chal-
lenges, and some of the techniques presented here to optimize the verified
SAT solver are applicable to checkers too.
There are two other formalization that also include the two-watched literals
and executable code. First, Marić [95] has not implemented blocking literals
and verified a different version of two-watched-literals. The difference is
the interleaving of propagations and update of clauses to make the key
invariant true: I propagate during the updates, and not update some clauses,
then propagate, then update other clauses, and so on. Moreover, he has
not developed efficient data structure nor heuristics. The other solver is
versat by Oe et al. [112]. It has some efficient data structure (including two
watched literals but excluding blocking literals). However, only the answer
UNSAT is verified, whereas the answer SAT requires additional runtime
checks. Termination is not proved.
1.2 Plan of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows.
• In Chapter 2, I introduce Isabelle/HOL, the interactive theorem prover
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I use for the formalization. It is based on simple higher-order logic and
offers a readable proof format called Isar [142].
• Chapter 3 presents the formalization of CDCL: I formalize two vari-
ants, one based on Nieuwenhuis et al.’s account [107] and the other
based on Weidenbach’s presentation [140]. The latter is more concrete
and describes some aspects that are left unspecified in the former pre-
sentation. I connect these two presentations, making it possible to
inherit the proof of termination. The termination result is stronger than
Weidenbach’s version. The text is based on an article [22].
• Chapter 4 shows one extension of CDCL, namely a CDCL with branch
and bound. I instantiate this abstract calculus with two calculi: One that
derives an optimal total model and another that finds a set of covering
models. I also formalize an encoding to reduce the search from total to
the search of optimal partial models.
• In Chapter 5, I refine Weidenbach’s account of CDCL with the two-
watched-literal scheme. The resulting calculus is still presented as an
abstract non-deterministic transition system. It inherits from the cor-
rectness and the termination. After that, using the Isabelle Refinement
Framework, I refine the calculus to executable code. The resulting SAT
solver is called IsaSAT. The text is based on a paper [49].
• In Chapter 6, I extend the SAT solvers with other features. Most SAT
solvers use watched literals combined with another optimization, block-
ing literals, a technique to reduce the number of memory accesses (and
therefore, the number of cache misses). Moreover, the calculus from
Chapter 5 did not include the rules Restart and Forget. Restarts try to
avoid focusing on a hard part of the search space. Forgets limit the
number of clauses because too many of them slow down the solver.
The text is based on a paper [47].
• In Chapter 7, I discuss related work and my approach, and I compare
it to other verification attempts. I also give some ideas for future work.
Chapter 4 is independent of the Chapters 5 and 6, because they extend the
CDCL calculus from Chapter 3 in two different directions.
In this thesis, I will distinguish between “Proofs” that were done in Isabelle
and “Paper Proofs” that have been verified differently in Isabelle. The latter
happens only in Chapter 4, where the formalization path is very different
from the proof on paper. Similarly, all theorems and lemmas have been
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verified in Isabelle, except for the single “Non-Machine-Checked Lemma”
from Chapter 4.. Theorems and lemmas are marked with theorem name 3
that is the name of the theorem in my formalization and is also an hyperlink
to an HMTL-rendered version of my Isabelle formalization.
The Isabelle functions and definitions shown throughout the thesis are real
extract of my formalization, although some definitions have been refactored,
e.g., some optimizations presented in Chapter 6 required a change of the
functions presented in Chapter 5.
1.3 Contributions
My main contributions are the following:
1. I have developed a rich framework that captures the most important
features of CDCL. The calculus is modeled as a transition system
that includes rules for forget, restart, and incremental solving and the
application of stepwise refinement to transfer results.
2. I have used the CDCL framework I developed to verify variants of
CDCL, based on a common presentation, CDCL with branch and
bound. This is, to the best of my knowledge, the first time a CDCL
formalization has been reused for such purpose. Reusing a framework
makes it possible to reduce the cost of the development and the verifi-
cation of new CDCL variants.
3. I have developed the only verified SAT solver with efficient data struc-
tures, restart, forget, blocking literals, that is complete, and whose
response (satisfiable or unsatisfiable) is correct without runtime checks.
IsaSAT is also the only solver to feature the nowadays standard version
of the two-watched-literal scheme with blocking literals.
Beyond the contributions described here, I have worked on some topics
that do not fit in this thesis. First, I have extended Isabelle’s multiset li-
brary: I use multisets to represent clauses and, therefore, I heavily rely on
them. Beyond extending the Isabelle’s library of lemmas, I have created a
simplification procedure to simplify results like A + B + C = E + A + F into
B + C = E + F by canceling the common multiset A. This makes the han-
dling of multisets easier. This work is presented in a paper with Blanchette
and Traytel [23].
Isabelle features a tactic called smt. It asks an automatic prover to prove a
proof obligation. If a proof is found, then Isabelle replays the produced proof
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through its kernel. This means that the external prover is not trusted. Earlier,
only the SMT solver Z3 [103] was supported [27]. I have added support for
the SMT solver veriT [29]. This work can also be useful for developers of
automated theorem provers, because a failure in proof checking can indicate
unsoundness in the prover that might be unnoticed otherwise. A prototype
is presented in an article with Barbosa, Blanchette, and Fontaine [5]. Since
that, more work has been done with Schurr to make the reconstruction faster
and to make it possible to replay larger proofs [6, 50].
More related to my formalization, I have also worked on the SAT solver
of the SMT solver SPASS-SATT [30], mostly developed by Bromberger. Be-
ing forced to write down the invariants for a SAT solvers helped me when
debugging the communication between the SAT and the SMT solver and in
particular the theory learning, where clauses need to be sorted in a specific




Isabelle [108, 109] is a generic proof assistant that supports several object
logics. The metalogic is an intuitionistic fragment of higher-order logic
(HOL) [37]. This metasystem is called Isabelle/Pure (Section 2.1). The most
used object logic is the instantiation with classical higher-order logic (Sec-
tion 2.2). In my formalization, I heavily rely on the following features of
Isabelle:
• Locales [3, 67] parameterize theories over operations and assumptions,
encouraging a modular style. They are useful to express hierarchies
of concepts and to reduce the number of parameters and assumptions
that must be treated through a formal development (Section 2.3).
• Isar [142] is a textual proof format inspired by the pioneering Mizar
system [100]. It makes it possible to write structured, readable proofs
(Section 2.4).
• Sledgehammer [21, 115] integrates first-order superposition provers and
SMT (satisfiability modulo theories) solvers in Isabelle to provide auto-
mated assistance to the user for discharging proof obligations. Sledge-
hammer calls these provers as a filter of facts. If a proof is found, the
necessary facts can be used to replay the proof in Isabelle. The SMT
solvers, and one of the superposition provers [138], are built around a
SAT solver, resulting in a situation where SAT solvers are employed to
prove their own metatheory (Section 2.5).
• The code generator makes it possible to extract functions from Isabelle
to some functional languages. The translation is simple and trusted
(Section 2.6)





Isabelle’s metalogic is an intuitionistic fragment of higher-order logic (HOL)
[37]. This system is called Isabelle/Pure. The types are built from type
variables ′a, ′b, . . . and n-ary type constructors, normally written in postfix
notation (e.g., ′a list). The infix type constructor ′a ⇒ ′b is interpreted as
the (total) function space from ′a to ′b. Function applications are written
in a curried style without parentheses (e.g., f x y). Anonymous functions
x 7→ tx are written λx. tx. The notation t :: τ indicates that term t has type τ.
Propositions are terms of type prop, a type with at least two values. Symbols
belonging to the signature (e.g., f) are uniformly called constants, even if they
are functions or predicates. No syntactic distinction is enforced between
terms and formulas. The metalogical operators are universal quantification∧
:: (′a ⇒ prop) ⇒ prop, implication =⇒ :: prop⇒ prop⇒ prop, and equality
≡ :: ′a ⇒ ′a ⇒ prop. The notation ∧x. px abbreviates ∧ (λx. px) and simi-
larly for other binder notations. Several logics have deen developed inside
Isabelle/Pure (whose metalogic is an intuionistic fragment of higher-order
logic), notably Isabelle/ZF [110] (based on the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms) and
Isabelle/HOL [109] (based on higher-order logic with simple types).
2.2 Isabelle/HOL
Isabelle/HOL is the instantiation of Isabelle with HOL, an object logic for
classical HOL extended with rank-1 (top-level) polymorphism and Haskell-
style type classes. It axiomatizes a type bool of Boolean as well as its own set
of logical symbols (∀, ∃, False, True, ¬, ∧, ∨, −→, ←→, =). The object logic
is embedded in the metalogic via a constant Trueprop :: bool ⇒ prop, which
is normally not printed. In practice, the distinction between the two logical
levels HOL and Pure is important operationally but not semantically; for
example, resolution in Isabelle can derive q 0 from p 0 and p x =⇒ q x, but
it would fail if the last formula were p x −→ q x, because the resolution rule
is defined at the Pure level. In this thesis, I will not preserve the distinction
between the metalogic and the object logic and will identify prop with bool,∧
with ∀, =⇒ with −→, and ≡ with =.
Isabelle adheres to the tradition that started in the 1970s by the LCF sys-
tem [54]: All inferences are derived by a small trusted kernel; types and func-
tions are defined rather than axiomatized to guard against inconsistencies.
High-level specification mechanisms let the user define important classes of
types and functions, notably inductive datatypes, inductive predicates, and
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recursive functions. Internally, the system synthesizes appropriate low-level
definitions and derives the user specifications via primitive inferences.
Isabelle developments are organized as collections of theory files that build
on one another. Each file consists of definitions, lemmas, and proofs ex-
pressed in Isar [142], Isabelle’s input language. Isar proofs are expressed
either as a sequence of tactics (apply scripts) that manipulate the proof state
directly or in a declarative, natural-deduction format inspired by Mizar. My
formalization almost exclusively employs the more readable declarative style.
From now on, I will use the name Isabelle to mean Isabelle/HOL.
2.3 Locales
Isabelle locales are a convenient mechanism for structuring large proofs. A
locale fixes types, constants, and assumptions within a specified scope. A
schematic example follows:
locale X =





The definition of locale X implicitly fixes a type ′a, explicitly fixes a constant
c whose type τ ′a may depend on ′a, and states an assumption A ′a,c :: prop
over ′a and c. Definitions made within the locale may depend on ′a and c,
and lemmas proved within the locale may additionally depend on A ′a,c. A
single locale can introduce several types, constants, and assumptions. Seen
from the outside, the lemmas proved in X are polymorphic in type variable
′a, universally quantified over c, and conditional on A ′a,c.
Locales support inheritance, union, and embedding. To embed Y into X,
or make Y a sublocale of X, we must recast an instance of Y into an instance
of X, by providing, in the context of Y, definitions of the types and constants
of X together with proofs of X’s assumptions. The command
sublocale Y ⊆ X t
emits the proof obligation A υ, t, where the type υ and the variable t :: τυ may
depend on types and constants available in Y. After the proof of A υ, t, all the
lemmas proved in X become available in Y, with ′a and c :: τ ′a instantiated
with υ and t :: τυ.
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Sometimes an embedding is the wrong tool, especially if there are several
instantiations, because theorem names can be used only once, making it
impossible to refine the same locale several times with different parameters.
In this case, the command interpretation can be used:
locale Y
begin
interpretation a: X t
〈proof〉
end
Similar to the embedding via sublocales, The proof obligations A υ, t are
emitted, but the lemmas proved in X become available with the prefix a (e.g.,
a.thm for the theorem thm of X).
2.4 Isar
The original and most low-level proof style is the apply script: It is a back-
ward style and each tactic creates subgoals. It is ideal for proof exploration
and simple proofs. This proof style is, however, hard to maintain. A more
readable style states explicit statements of properties in Isar [142]. The styles
can be combined: each intermediate step can be recursively justified by ap-
ply scripts or Isar. For robustness, I use Isar where practicable. For example,
while formalizing some results that depend on multisets, I found myself
needing the basic property
lemma |A|+ |B| = |A ∪ B|+ |A ∩ B|
where A and B are finite multisets, ∪ denotes union defined such that for each
element x, the multiplicity of x in A∪ B is the maximum of the multiplicities
of x in A and B, ∩ denotes intersection, and | | denotes cardinality. This
lemma was not available in Isabelle’s underdeveloped multiset library.
A manual proof, expressed in Isar’s declarative style, might look like this:
proof –
have |A|+ |B| = |A + B| by auto
also have A ] B = (A ∪ B) ] (A ∩ B) unfolding multiset eq iff
proof clarify
fix a
have count (A ] B) a = count A a + count B a by simp
moreover have count (A ∪ B ] A ∩ B) a = count (A ∪ B) a
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+ count (A ∩ B) a
by simp
moreover have count (A ∪ B) a = max (count A a) (count B a)
by auto
moreover have count (A ∩ B) a = min (count A a) (count B a)
by auto
ultimately show count (A ] B) a = count (A ∪ B ] A ∩ B) a
by auto
qed
ultimately show |A|+ |B| = |A∪ B|+ |A∩ B| by simp
qed
The count function returns the multiplicity of an element in a multiset. The ]
operator denotes the disjoint union operation—for each element, it computes
the sum of the multiplicities in the operands (as opposed to the maximum
for the union operator ∪).
In Isar proofs, intermediate properties are introduced using have and
proved using a tactic such as simp and auto. Proof blocks (proof . . . qed) can
be nested.
2.5 Sledgehammer
The Sledgehammer subsystem [21,115] integrates automatic theorem provers
in Isabelle/HOL, including CVC4 [7], E [129], LEO-II [10], Satallax [31],
SPASS [141], Vampire [122], veriT [29], and Z3 [103]. Upon invocation, Sledge-
hammer heuristically selects relevant lemmas from the thousands available
in loaded libraries, translates them along with the current proof obligation to
the SMT-LIB or TPTP format, and invokes the automatic provers. In case of
success, the machine-generated proof is translated to an Isar proof that can
be inserted into the formal development, so that the external provers do not
need to be trusted.
Sledgehammer is part of most Isabelle users’ workflow, and I usually in-
voke it dozens of times a day (according to the log files it produces). Sledge-
hammer is able to prove the lemma |A|+ |B| = |A ∪ B|+ |A ∩ B|: Within
30 s, the tool came back with a brief proof text, which I could insert into my
formalization:
by (metis (no types) Multiset.diff right commute add.assoc add left cancel
monoid add class.add.right neutral multiset inter commute
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multiset inter def size union sup commute sup empty
sup multiset def )
The generated proof refers to 10 library lemmas by name and applies the
metis search tactic. However, the proof found by Sledgehammer is not very
readable and does not provide much information to the user about why the
theorem holds. The advantage of Isar proofs over one-line metis proofs is that
I can follow and understand the steps. However, for lemmas about multisets
and other background theories, I am usually content if I can get a (reasonably
maintainable) proof automatically and carry on with formalizing the more
interesting foreground theory.
2.6 Code Generation
To extract code from Isabelle in order to run it outside of Isabelle, I use
Isabelle’s code generator [57]. It allows to translate a function in Isabelle to
Haskell, OCaml, Scala, or Standard ML.
Internally it works on code equations that together form a rewriting system.
Once combined, functions can be translated and the resulting programs
are syntactically analogous to the source program in Isabelle, including its
dependencies, and uses the target language’s facilities for datatypes and
recursive functions with pattern matching. The translation is trusted. There
is no formal proof that the generated program and the original behave exactly
the same way, but the translation is simple enough to be considered correct.
The most conservative mode translates numbers to their unary (Peano)
representation. This avoids trusting the library for large integers in the target
languages but offers terrible performance. Therefore, usually a library is
imported to map Isabelle numbers to numbers in the target language. More
generally, the code generator has custom serialization to map some operations
in Isabelle to operations in the target language, like the addition on natural
numbers to the addition on unbounded integers in Standard ML. This map-
ping is trusted. However, as long as Isabelle, the target language, and the
compiler agree on the semantics of the operation, it is safe.
2.7 Isabelle/jEdit
The main graphical and official interface to interact with Isabelle is based on




Figure 2.1: Isabelle/jEdit screenshot: Isabelle was not able to verify the proof
highlighted in red
are continuously checked by Isabelle and an error is indicated if a proof step
could not be checked. A screenshot is shown in Figure 2.1: The main part
is the theory with pretty printing of mathematical symbols. At the bottom,
there is the current goal, i.e., the proof obligations that remains to prove the
current goal holds. When a goal cannot be discharged, the failing tactic is
highlight in red.
Isabelle also provides a second way to interact the theory via the use of the
language server protocol,2 developed by Microsoft. Wenzel [144, Section 2.3]
has worked on an extension for Visual Studio Code to interact with Isabelle,
e.g., by pretty-printing the symbols. Fewer features are supported than in
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This chapter presents my formalization of CDCL (conflict-driven clause learn-
ing), the algorithm implemented in modern propositional satisfiability (SAT)
solvers. I start with a family of formalized abstract DPLL (Davis–Putnam–
Logemann–Loveland) [41] and CDCL [8, 17, 98, 102] transition systems based
on Nieuwenhuis, Oliveras, and Tinelli’s abstract presentation of CDCL [107]
(Section 3.1). These families of calculi, called DPLL NOT+BJ and CDCL NOT,
are proved sound, complete, and terminating. Some of the calculi include
rules for learning and forgetting clauses and for restarting the search.
After that, I formalize another CDCL calculus based on Weidenbach’s
account based on Automated Reasoning and published earlier [140], called
CDCL W. It is derived as a refinement of CDCL NOT. The calculus spec-
ifies a criterion for learning clauses representing first unique implication
points [17, Chapter 3], with the guarantee that learned clauses are not redun-
dant and hence derived at most once. The correctness results (soundness,
completeness, termination) are inherited from the abstract calculus. In a mi-
nor departure from Weidenbach’s presentation, I extend the Jump rule that
repairs the model once a conflict is found to be able to express the conflict
clause minimization, which is an important technique in implementations
that shortens new learned clauses. CDCL W is closer to an implementation
and it is possible to prove complexity results on it: only 2V clauses can be
learned, where V is the number of atoms that appears in the problem. I also
extend the calculus to support incremental solving (Section 3.2).
The concrete calculus is refined further to obtain a verified, but very naive,
functional program extracted using Isabelle’s code generator (Section 3.3).
This very simple SAT solver is called IsaSAT-0.
The formalization of the DPLL and CDCL calculi and the simple functional
program consists of about 17 000 lines of Isabelle text. This includes some
theorems that are only needed during the refinements described in the next
chapters. The work was done over a period of 10 months, and I taught myself
Isabelle during that time.
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3.1 Abstract CDCL
The abstract CDCL calculus by Nieuwenhuis et al. [107] forms the first layer
of my refinement chain. The formalization relies on basic Isabelle libraries for
lists and multisets and on custom libraries for propositional logic. Properties
such as partial correctness and termination (given a suitable strategy) are
inherited by subsequent layers.
3.1.1 Propositional Logic
The DPLL and CDCL calculi distinguish between literals whose truth value
has been decided arbitrarily and those that are entailed by the current de-
cisions; for the latter, it is sometimes useful to know which clause entails
it. To capture this information, I introduce a type of annotated literals, pa-
rameterized by a type ′v of propositional variables and a type ′cls of clauses:
datatype ′v literal = datatype (′v, ′cls) ann literal =
Pos ′v Decided (′v literal)
| Neg ′v | Propagated (′v literal) ′cls
The simpler calculi do not use ′cls; they take ′cls = unit, a singleton type
whose unique value is (). Informally, I write A, ¬ A, and L† for positive,
negative, and decision literals, and I write LC (with C :: ′cls) or simply L (if
′cls = unit or if the clause C is irrelevant) for propagated literals. The unary
minus operator is used to negate a literal, with −(¬ A) = A.
As is customary in the literature [2, 140], clauses are represented by multi-
sets, ignoring the order of literals but not repetitions. Most of the time the
clauses will be duplicate free, meaning that clauses can be represented as
finite sets (this is the standard choice in the SAT literature [107]). A ′v clause
is a (finite) multiset over ′v literal. Clauses are often stored in sets or multisets
of clauses. To ease reading, I write clauses using logical symbols (e.g., ⊥, L,
and C ∨D for ∅, {L}, and C ]D, respectively). Given a clause C, I write ¬C
for the formula that corresponds to the clause’s negation. Remark that the
negation ¬C of a clause is not a clause anymore, but a multiset of clauses,
where each clause is a single literal and the negation of one of the literals
of C. The standard definition usually involves a signature Σ, the set of all
atoms. In Isabelle I simply take the set of all elements of type ′v.
Given a set or multiset I of literals, I  C is true if and only if C and I share
a literal. A model I is consistent if there is no literal L defined positively and
negatively (i.e., L ∈ I and −L ∈ I). I don’t enforce I to be consistent, but
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I use a predicate to require it whenever needed. Entailment is lifted to sets
and multisets of clauses or formulas: I  N ←→ ∀C ∈ N. I  C. A set or
multiset is satisfiable if there exists a consistent set or multiset of literals I
such that I  N. Finally, N  N′ ←→ ∀I. I  N −→ I  N′. These notations
are also extended to formulas.
3.1.2 DPLL with Backjumping
Nieuwenhuis et al. present CDCL as a set of transition rules on states. A
state is a pair (M, N), where M is the trail and N is the multiset of clauses to
satisfy. In a slight abuse of terminology, I will refer to the multiset of clauses
as the “clause set.” The trail is a list of annotated literals that represents the
partial model under construction. The empty list is written ε. Somewhat
nonstandardly, but in accordance with Isabelle conventions for lists, the trail
grows on the left: Adding a literal L to M results in the new trail L ·M, where
· :: ′a ⇒ ′a list ⇒ ′a list. The concatenation of two lists is written M @ M′.
To lighten the notation, I often build lists from elements and other lists by
simple juxtaposition, writing MLM′ for M @ (L ·M′).
The core of the CDCL calculus is defined as a transition relation called
DPLL NOT+BJ, an extension of classical DPLL [41] with nonchronological
backtracking, or backjumping. The NOT part of the name refers to Nieuwen-
huis, Oliveras, and Tinelli. The calculus consists of three rules, starting from
an initial state (ε, N). In the following, I abuse notation, implicitly converting
’s first operand from a list to a set and ignoring annotations on literals. A
literal L is defined in a trail M, if its value is fixed, i.e., M  L or M  −L (or
more formally, if L† ∈ M, −L† ∈ M, or there is an annotation C such that
LC ∈ M or −LC ∈ M):
Propagate (M, N) =⇒DPLL NOT+BJ (LM, N)
if N contains a clause C ∨ L such that M  ¬C and L is undefined in
M
Decide (M, N) =⇒DPLL NOT+BJ (L† M, N)
if the atom of L occurs in N and is undefined in M
Backjump (M′L† M, N) =⇒DPLL NOT+BJ (L′M, N)
if N contains a conflicting clause C (i.e., M′L† M  ¬C) and there exists
a clause C′ ∨ L′ such that N  C′ ∨ L′, M  ¬C′, and L′ is undefined in
M but occurs in N or in M′L†
The Backjump rule is more general than necessary for capturing DPLL, where
it suffices to negate the leftmost decision literal. The general rule can also
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express nonchronological backjumping, if C′ ∨ L′ is a new clause derived
from N (but not necessarily in N).
I represented the calculus as an inductive predicate. For the sake of mod-
ularity, I formalized the rules individually as their own predicates and com-
bined them to obtain DPLL NOT+BJ:
inductive DPLL NOT+BJ :: ′st⇒ ′st⇒ bool where
propagate S S′ =⇒ DPLL NOT+BJ S S′
| decide S S′ =⇒ DPLL NOT+BJ S S′
| backjump S S′ =⇒ DPLL NOT+BJ S S′
Since there is no call to DPLL NOT+BJ in the assumptions, I could also
have used a plain definition here, but the inductive command provides
convenient introduction and elimination rules. The predicate operates on
states of type ′st. To allow for refinements, this type is kept as a parameter
of the calculus, using a locale that abstracts over it and that provides basic
operations to manipulate states:
locale dpll state =
fixes
trail :: ′st⇒ (′v, unit) ann literal list and
clauses :: ′st⇒ ′v clause multiset and
prepend trail :: (′v, unit) ann literal⇒ ′st⇒ ′st and
tl trail :: ′st⇒ ′st and
add clause :: ′v clause⇒ ′st⇒ ′st and
remove clause :: ′v clause⇒ ′st⇒ ′st
assumes
state (prepend trail L S) = (L · trail S, clauses S) and
state (tl trail S) = (tl (trail S), clauses S) and
state (add clause C S) = (trail S, add mset C (clauses S)) and
state (remove clause C S) = (trail S, remove all C (clauses S))
where state converts an abstract state of type ′st to a pair (M, N). Inside the
locale, states are compared extensionally: S ∼ S′ is true if the two states have
identical trails and clause sets (i.e., if state S = state S′). This comparison
ignores any other fields that may be present in concrete instantiations of the
abstract state type ′st. tl stands for tail and removes the first element of a list.
Each calculus rule is defined in its own locale, based on dpll state and
parameterized by additional side conditions. Complex calculi are built by
inheriting and instantiating locales providing the desired rules. For example,
the following locale provides the predicate corresponding to the Decide rule,
phrased in terms of an abstract DPLL state:
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locale decide ops = dpll state +
fixes decide conds :: ′st⇒ ′st⇒ bool
begin
inductive decide :: ′st⇒ ′st⇒ bool where
undefined lit (trail S) L =⇒
atm of L ∈ atms of (clauses S) =⇒
S′ ∼ prepend trail (Decided L) S =⇒
decide conds S S′ =⇒
decide S S′
end
Following a common idiom, the DPLL NOT+BJ calculus is distributed over
two locales: The first locale, DPLL NOT+BJ ops, defines the DPLL NOT+BJ
calculus; the second locale, DPLL NOT+BJ, extends it with an assumption
expressing a structural invariant over DPLL NOT+BJ that is instantiated
when proving concrete properties later. This cannot be achieved with a
single locale, because definitions may not precede assumptions. Moreover,
unfolding definitions requires discharging assumption which is trivial if the
locale does not have assumptions.
Theorem 3.1 (Termination wf dpll bj 3). The relation DPLL NOT+BJ is well
founded.
Proof. Termination is proved by exhibiting a well-founded relation ≺ such
that S′ ≺ S whenever S =⇒DPLL NOT+BJ S′. Let S = (M, N) and S′ =
(M′, N′) with the decompositions
M = MnL†n · · ·M1L†1 M0 M′ = M′n′L′†n′ · · ·M′1L′†1 M′0
where the trail segments M0, . . . , Mn, M′0, . . . , M
′
n′ contain no decision literals.
Let V be the number of distinct variables occurring in the initial clause set N.
Now, let ν M = V − |M|, indicating the number of unassigned variables in
the trail M. Nieuwenhuis et al. define ≺ such that S′ ≺ S if
(1) there exists an index i ≤ n, n′ such that
[ν M′0, . . . , ν M
′
i−1] = [ν M0, . . . , ν Mi−1]
and ν M′i < ν Mi; or
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This order is not to be confused with the lexicographic order: I have [0] ≺ ε
by condition (2), whereas ε <lex [0]. Yet the authors justify well-foundedness
by appealing to the well-foundedness of <lex on bounded lists over finite
alphabets. In my proof, I clarify and simplify matters by mapping states S
to lists
[
|M0| , . . . , |Mn|
]
, without appealing to ν. Using the standard lexico-
graphic order, states become larger with each transition:
Propagate [k1, . . . , kn] <lex [k1, . . . , kn + 1]
Decide [k1, . . . , kn] <lex [k1, . . . , kn, 0]
Backjump [k1, . . . , kn] <lex [k1, . . . , k j + 1] with j ≤ n
The lists corresponding to possible states are bounded by the list [V, . . . , V]
consisting of V occurrences of V, thereby delimiting a finite domain D =
{[k1, . . . , kn] | k1, . . . , kn, n ≤ V}. I take ≺ to be the restriction of >lex to
D. A variant of this approach is to encode lists into a measure µV M =
∑ni=0 |Mi|Vn−i and let S′ ≺ S ←→ µV M′ > µV M, building on the well-
foundedness of > over bounded sets of natural numbers.
A final state is a state from which no transitions are possible. Given a
relation =⇒, I write =⇒! for the right restriction of its reflexive transitive
closure to final states (i.e., S0 =⇒! S if and only if S0 =⇒∗ S ∧ ∀S′. S 6=⇒ S′).
Theorem 3.2 (Partial Correctness, full dpll backjump final state from init
state 3). If (ε, N) =⇒!DPLL NOT+BJ (M, N), then N is satisfiable if and only if
M  N.
Proof. I first prove structural invariants on arbitrary states (M′, N) reachable
from (ε, N), namely: (1) each variable occurs at most once in M′; (2) if
M′ = M2LM1 where L is propagated, then M1, N  L. From these invariants,
together with the constraint that (M, N) is a final state, it is easy to prove the
theorem.
We do not add explicit final states to indicate that a solution has been
found. This means that even if the empty clause ⊥ is in N, more transitions
can be done.
3.1.3 Classical DPLL
The locale machinery allows me to derive a classical DPLL calculus from
DPLL with backjumping. I call this calculus DPLL NOT. It is achieved
through a DPLL NOT locale that restricts the Backjump rule so that it per-
forms only chronological backtracking:
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Backtrack (M′L† M, N) =⇒DPLL NOT (−L ·M, N)
if N contains a conflicting clause and M′ contains no decision literals
Because of the locale parameters, DPLL NOT is strictly speaking a family of
calculi.
Lemma 3.3 (Backtracking backtrack is backjump 3). The Backtrack rule is a
special case of the Backjump rule.
Proof. The Backjump rule depends on two clauses: a conflict clause C and
a clause C′ ∨ L′ that justifies the propagation of L′. The conflict clause is
specified by Backtrack. As for C′ ∨ L′, given a trail M′L† M decomposable as
MnL† Mn−1L†n−1 · · ·M1L†1 M0 where M0, . . . , Mn contain no decision literals, I
can take C′ = −L1 ∨ · · · ∨ −Ln−1.
Consequently, the inclusion DPLL NOT ⊆ DPLL NOT+BJ holds. In Isa-
belle, this is expressed as a locale instantiation: DPLL NOT is made a sublo-
cale of DPLL NOT+BJ, with a side condition restricting the application of
the Backjump rule. The partial correctness and termination theorems are in-
herited from the base locale. DPLL NOT instantiates the abstract state type ′st
with a concrete type of pairs. By discharging the locale assumptions emerg-
ing with the sublocale command, I also verify that these assumptions are
consistent. Roughly:
locale DPLL NOT =
begin
type synonym ′v state = (′v, unit, unit) ann literal list
×′v clause multiset
inductive backtrack :: ′v state⇒ ′v state⇒ bool where . . .
end
sublocale DPLL NOT ⊆ dpll state fst snd (λL (M, N). (L ·M, N))
. . .
sublocale DPLL NOT ⊆ DPLL NOT+BJ ops . . .
(λC L S S′. DPLL.backtrack S S′) . . .
sublocale DPLL NOT ⊆ DPLL NOT+BJ . . .
If a conflict cannot be resolved by backtracking, I would like to have the
option of stopping even if some variables are undefined. A state (M, N) is
conclusive if M  N or if N contains a conflicting clause and M contains no
decision literals. For DPLL NOT, all final states are conclusive, but not all
conclusive states are final.
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Theorem 3.4 (Partial Correctness full dpll normal form from init state 3).
If (ε, N) =⇒∗DPLL NOT (M, N) and (M, N) is a conclusive state, N is satisfiable if
and only if M  N.
The theorem does not require stopping at the first conclusive state. In an
implementation, testing M  N can be expensive, so a solver might fail to
notice that a state is conclusive and continue for some time. In the worst
case, it will stop in a final state—which is guaranteed to exist by Theorem 3.1.
In practice, instead of testing whether M  N, implementations typically
apply the rules until every literal is set, because the cost of applying the
remaining rules (i.e., the remaining decisions) is low. When N is satisfiable,
this produces a total model.
3.1.4 The CDCL Calculus
The abstract CDCL calculus extends DPLL NOT+BJ with a pair of rules for
learning new lemmas and forgetting old ones:
Learn (M, N) =⇒CDCL NOT (M, N ] {C}) if N  C and each atom of C is
in N or M
Forget (M, N ] {C}) =⇒CDCL NOT (M, N) if N  C
In practice, the Learn rule is normally applied to clauses built exclusively
from atoms in M, because the learned clause is false in M. This property
eventually guarantees that the learned clause is not redundant (e.g., it is not
already contained in N).
I call this calculus CDCL NOT. In general, CDCL NOT does not terminate,
because it is possible to learn and forget the same clause infinitely often. But
for some instantiations of the parameters with suitable restrictions on Learn
and Forget, the calculus always terminates.
Theorem 3.5 (Termination of CDCL NOT wf cdclNOT no learn and forget
infinite chain 3). Let C be an instance of the CDCL NOT calculus (i.e., C ⊆
CDCL NOT). If C admits no infinite chains consisting exclusively of Learn and
Forget transitions, then C is well founded.
In many SAT solvers, the only clauses that are ever learned are the ones
used for backtracking. If I restrict the learning so that it is always done
immediately before backjumping, I can be sure that some progress will be
made between a Learn and the next Learn or Forget. This idea is captured by







































Figure 3.1: Connections between the abstract calculi
Learn+Backjump (M′L† M, N) =⇒CDCL NOT merge (L′M, N ] {C′ ∨ L′})
if C′, L, L′, M, M′, N satisfy Backjump’s side conditions
The calculus variant that performs this rule instead of Learn and Backjump is
called CDCL NOT merge. Because a single Learn+Backjump transition corre-
sponds to two transitions in CDCL NOT, the inclusion CDCL NOT merge ⊆
CDCL NOT does not hold. Instead, I have CDCL NOT merge ⊆ CDCL NOT+.
Each step of CDCL NOT merge corresponds to a single step in CDCL NOT or
a two-step sequence consisting of Backjump followed by Learn.
3.1.5 Restarts
Modern SAT solvers rely on a dynamic decision literal heuristic. They pe-
riodically restart the proof search to apply the effects of a changed heuris-
tic. This helps the calculus focus on a part of the search space where it
can make progress. Upon a restart, some learned clauses may be removed,
and the trail is reset to ε. Since my calculus CDCL NOT has a Forget rule,
the Restart rule needs only to clear the trail. Adding Restart to CDCL NOT
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yields CDCL NOT+restart. However, this calculus does not terminate, be-
cause Restart can be applied infinitely often.
A working strategy is to gradually increase the number of transitions
between successive restarts. This is formalized via a locale parameterized by
a base calculus C and an unbounded function f :: nat⇒ nat. Nieuwenhuis
et al. require f to be strictly increasing, but unboundedness is sufficient.
The extended calculus C+restartT operates on states of the form (S, n),
where S is a state in the base calculus and n counts the number of restarts.
To simplify the presentation, I assume that base states S are pairs (M, N).
The calculus C+restartT starts in the state ((ε, N), 0) and consists of two
rules:
Restart (S, n) =⇒C+restartT ((ε, N′), n + 1)
if S =⇒mC (M′, N′) and m ≥ f n
Finish (S, n) =⇒C+restartT (S′ ′, n + 1) if S =⇒!C S
′
The symbol =⇒C represents the base calculus C ’s transition relation, and
=⇒mC denotes an m-step transition in C. The T in restartT reminds me that I
count the number of transitions; in Section 3.2.5, I will review an alternative
strategy based on the number of conflicts or learned clauses. Termination
relies on a measure µV associated with C that may not increase from restart
to restart: If S =⇒∗C S
′ =⇒restartT S′′, then µV S′′ ≤ µV S. The measure may
depend on V, the number of variables occurring in the problem.
I instantiated the locale parameter C with CDCL NOT merge and f with
the Luby sequence (1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, . . . ) [88], with the restriction that no clause
containing duplicate literals is ever learned, thereby bounding the number
of learnable clauses and hence the number of transitions taken by C.
Figure 3.1a summarizes the syntactic dependencies between the calculi
reviewed in this section. An arrow C −→ B indicates that C is defined in
terms of B. Figure 3.1b presents the refinements between the calculi. An
arrow C =⇒ B indicates that I proved C ⊆ B∗ or some stronger result—either
by locale embedding (sublocale) or by simulating C ’s behavior in terms of
B.
3.2 A Refined CDCL Towards an Implementation
The CDCL NOT calculus captures the essence of modern SAT solvers with-
out imposing a policy on when to apply specific rules. In particular, the
Backjump rule depends on a clause C′ ∨ L′ to justify the propagation of a
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literal, but does not specify a procedure for coming up with this clause. For
Automated Reasoning, Weidenbach developed a calculus that is more specific
in this respect, and closer to existing solver implementations, while keeping
many aspects unspecified [140]. This calculus, CDCL W, is also formalized
in Isabelle and connected to CDCL NOT.
3.2.1 The New DPLL Calculus
Independently from the previous section, I formalized DPLL as described
in Automated Reasoning. The calculus, called DPLL W, operates on states
(M, N), where M is the trail and N is the initial clause set. It consists of three
rules:
Propagate (M, N) =⇒DPLL W (LM, N)
if C ∨ L ∈ N, M  ¬C, and L is undefined in M
Decide (M, N) =⇒DPLL W (L† M, N)
if L is undefined in M and occurs in N
Backtrack (M′L† M, N) =⇒DPLL W (−L ·M, N)
if N contains a conflicting clause and M′ contains no decision literals
Backtrack performs chronological backtracking: It undoes the last decision
and picks the opposite choice. Conclusive states for DPLL W are defined as
for DPLL NOT (Section 3.1.3).
The termination and partial correctness proofs given by Weidenbach depart
from Nieuwenhuis et al. I also formalized them:
Theorem 3.6 (Termination wf dpllW 3). The relation DPLL W is well founded.
Proof. Termination is proved by exhibiting a well-founded relation that in-
cludes DPLL W. Let V be the number of distinct variables occurring in the
clause set N. The weight ν L of a literal L is 2 if L is a decision literal and 1
otherwise. The measure is
µ (Lk · · · L1, N) =
[
ν L1, . . . , ν Lk, 3, . . . , 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
V−k occurrences
]
Lists are compared using the lexicographic order, which is well founded
because there are finitely many literals and all lists have the same length. It
is easy to check that the measure decreases with each transition:
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Propagate [k1, . . . , km, 3, 3, . . . , 3] >lex [k1, . . . , km, 1, 3, . . . , 3]
Decide [k1, . . . , km, 3, 3, . . . , 3] >lex [k1, . . . , km, 2, 3, . . . , 3]
Backtrack [k1, . . . , km, 2, l1, . . . , ln] >lex [k1, . . . , km, 1, 3, . . . , 3]
Theorem 3.7 (Partial Correctness dpllW conclusive state correctness 3). If
(ε, N) =⇒∗DPLL W (M, N) and (M, N) is a conclusive state, N is satisfiable if and
only if M  N.
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.2. Some lemmas are
shared between both proofs. Moreover, I can link Weidenbach’s DPLL calcu-
lus with the version I derived from DPLL NOT+BJ in Section 3.1.3:
Theorem 3.8 (DPLL dpllW dpllNOT 3). If S satisfies basic structural invariants,
then S =⇒DPLL W S′ if and only if S =⇒DPLL NOT S′.
This provides another way to establish Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. Conversely,
the simple measure that appears in the above termination proof can also be
used to establish the termination of the more general DPLL NOT+BJ calculus
(Theorem 3.1).
3.2.2 The New CDCL Calculus
The CDCL W calculus operates on states (M, N, U, D), where M is the trail;
N and U are the sets of initial and learned clauses, respectively; and D is a
conflict clause, or the distinguished clause > if no conflict has been detected.
In the trail M, each decision literal L is marked as such (L†—i.e., Decided L),
and each propagated literal L is annotated with the clause C that caused its
propagation (LC—i.e., Propagated L C). The level of a literal L in M is the
number of decision literals to the right of the atom of L in M, or 0 if the atom
is undefined. The level of a clause is the highest level of any of its literals,
with 0 for ⊥, and the level of a state is the maximum level (i.e., the number
of decision literals). The calculus assumes that N contains no clauses with
duplicate literals and never produces clauses containing duplicates.
The calculus starts in a state (ε, N, ∅,>). The following rules apply as
long as no conflict has been detected:
Propagate (M, N, U,>) =⇒CDCL W (LC∨L M, N, U,>)
if C ∨ L ∈ N ]U, M  ¬C, and L is undefined in M
Decide (M, N, U,>) =⇒CDCL W (L† M, N, U,>) if L is undefined in M
and occurs in N
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Conflict (M, N, U,>) =⇒CDCL W (M, N, U, D) if D ∈ N ] U and M 
¬D
Restart (M, N, U,>) =⇒CDCL W (ε, N, U,>) if M 6 N
Forget (M, N, U ] {C},>) =⇒CDCL W (M, N, U,>)
if M 6 N and M contains no literal LC
The Propagate and Decide rules generalize their DPLL W counterparts. Once
a conflict clause has been detected and stored in the state, the following rules
cooperate to reduce it and backtrack, exploring a first unique implication
point [17, Chapter 3]:
Skip (LC M, N, U, D) =⇒CDCL W (M, N, U, D)
if D /∈ {⊥,>} and −L does not occur in D
Resolve (LC∨L M, N, U, D ∨−L) =⇒CDCL W (M, N, U, C ∪ D)
if D has the same level as the current state
Jump (M′K† M, N, U, D ∨ L) =⇒CDCL W (LD∨L M, N, U ] {D ∨ L},>)
if L has the level of the current state, D has a lower level, and K and D
have the same level
Exhaustive application of these three rule corresponds to a single step by the
combined learning and nonchronological backjumping rule Learn+Backjump
from CDCL NOT merge. The Learn+Backjump rule is even more general and
can be used to express learned clause minimization [134].
In Resolve, C∪D is the same as C∨D (i.e., C]D), except that it keeps only
one copy of the literals that belong to both C and D. When performing prop-
agations and processing conflict clauses, the calculus relies on the invariant
that clauses never contain duplicate literals. Several other structural invari-
ants hold on all states reachable from an initial state, including the following:
The clause annotating a propagated literal of the trail is a member of N ]U.
Some of the invariants were not mentioned in the textbook (e.g., whenever
LC occurs in the trail, L is a literal of C). Formalizations help develop a better
understanding of the data structure and clarify the book.
Like CDCL NOT, CDCL W has a notion of conclusive state. A state (M, N,
U, D) is conclusive if D = > and M  N or if D = ⊥ and N is unsatisfiable.
The calculus always terminates, but without a suitable strategy, it can block
in an inconclusive state. At the end of the following derivation, neither Skip
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nor Resolve can process the conflict further:
(ε, {A, B}, ∅,>)
=⇒Decide (¬A†, {A, B}, ∅,>)
=⇒Decide (¬B† ¬A†, {A, B}, ∅,>)
=⇒Conflict (¬B† ¬A†, {A, B}, ∅, A)
3.2.3 A Reasonable Strategy
To prove correctness, I assume a reasonable strategy: Propagate and Conflict
are preferred over Decide; Restart and Forget are not applied. (I will lift
the restriction on Restart and Forget in Section 3.2.5.) The resulting calculus,
CDCL W+stgy, refines CDCL W with the assumption that derivations are
produced by a reasonable strategy. This assumption is enough to ensure that
the calculus can backjump after detecting a nontrivial conflict clause other
than ⊥. The crucial invariant is the existence of a literal with the highest
level in any conflict, so that Resolve can be applied. The textbook suggests
preferring the rule Confict to Propagate and Propagate to the other rules. But
it is not needed for any of my metatheoretical results and not compatible
with implementations that stop at the first found conflict (like MiniSat [43],
unlike the SAT solver of SPASS [30]).
Correctness. With the reasonable strategy, the calculus terminates in a
conclusive state, which makes it possible to conclude on the satisfiability of
the original formula:
Theorem 3.9 (Partial Correctness full cdclW stgy final state conclusive from
init state 3). If (ε, N, ∅,>) =⇒!CDCL W+stgy S′ and N contains no clauses with
duplicate literals, S′ is a conclusive state.
Once a conflict clause has been stored in the state, the clause is first reduced
by a chain of Skip and Resolve transitions. Then, there are two scenarios:
(1) the conflict is solved by a Jump, at which point the calculus may resume
propagating and deciding literals; (2) the reduced conflict is ⊥, meaning that
N is unsatisfiable—i.e., for unsatisfiable clause sets, the calculus generates a
resolution refutation.
No relearning. The CDCL W+stgy calculus is designed to have respectable
complexity bounds. One of the reasons for this is that the same clause cannot
be learned twice:
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Theorem 3.10 (No Relearning rtranclp distinct cdclW state inv 3). If (ε, N,
∅,>) =⇒∗CDCL W+stgy (M, N, U, D), then no Jump transition is possible from the
latter state causing the addition of a clause from N ]U to U.
The formalization of this theorem posed some challenges. The informal
proof in Automated Reasoning is as follows (with slightly adapted notations):
Proof. By contradiction. Assume CDCL learns the same clause
twice, i.e., it reaches a state (M, N, U, D ∨ L) where Jump is appli-
cable and D ∨ L ∈ N ]U. More precisely, the state has the form
(Kn · · · K2K†1 M2K† M1, N, U, D ∨ L) where the Ki, i > 1 are propa-
gated literals that do not occur complemented in D, as otherwise
D cannot be of level i. Furthermore, one of the Ki is the comple-
ment of L. But now, because D ∨ L is false in Kn · · ·K2K†1 M2K† M1
and D ∨ L ∈ N ]U instead of deciding K†1 the literal L should be
propagated by a reasonable strategy. A contradiction. Note that
none of the Ki can be annotated with D ∨ L.
Many details are missing. To find the contradiction, I must show that there
exists a state in the derivation with the trail M2K† M1, and such that D ∨ L ∈
N ] U. The textbook does not explain why such a state is guaranteed to
exist. Moreover, inductive reasoning is hidden under the ellipsis notation
(Kn · · ·K2). Such a high-level proof might be suitable for humans, but the
details are needed in Isabelle, and Sledgehammer alone cannot fill in such
large gaps, especially when induction is needed. The first version of the
formal proof was over 700 lines long and is among the most difficult proofs
I carried out about CDCL.
I later refactored the proof and the definition of CDCL W+stgy. Following
the book, each transition in CDCL W+stgy was initially normalized by apply-
ing Propagate and Conflict exhaustively. For example, I defined Decide+stgy
so that S =⇒Decide+stgy U if Propagate and Conflict cannot be applied to S and
S =⇒Decide T =⇒!Propagate,Conflict U for some state T. However, normalization
is not necessary. It is simpler to define S =⇒Decide+stgy T as S =⇒Decide T,
with the same condition on S as before. This change shortened the proof
by about 200 lines. In a subsequent refactoring, I further departed from
the book: I proved the invariant that all propagations have been performed
before deciding a new literal. The core argument (“the literal L should be
propagated by a reasonable strategy”) remains the same, but I do not have
to reason about past transitions to argue about the existence of an earlier
state. The invariant also makes it possible to generalize the statement of
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Figure 3.2: Proof tree for the clauses A ∨ B, ¬A ∨ C, and B ∨ ¬C, where
dashed edges indicate conflicts with one of the three clauses
Theorem 3.10: I can start from any state that satisfies the invariant, not only
from an initial state. The final version of the proof is 250 lines long.
A better bound. Using Theorem 3.10 and assuming that only backjumping
has a cost (which is the same as counting the number of learned clauses), I
get a complexity of O(3V), where V is the number of different propositional
variables, but a better complexity bound can be found: O(2V). Each time
Jump is applied, a new clause is learned and at least a model is excluded.
Since there are only 2V models, the conclusion follows. Another intuitive
point of view is to look at all models seen as a tree, where each node contains
an atom L, the right branch is L and the left branch is ¬L. A decision
introduces two branches, while a propagated literal does not introduce a
branch. Each leaf represents a total model (Figure 3.2). Since there are only
2V leafs and each Jump goes to a different branch, the number of learned
clauses is bounded by 2V . This point of view is useful to understand the
argument, but not useful for a proof, because it implicitly relies on an order
of the decisions (the order given by the model tree). However, the argument
can be adapted by taking the measure:
µ′ (Lk · · · L1, N) =
[
ν′ L1, . . . , ν′ Lk, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
V−k occurrences
]
where the weight ν′ L of a literal L is 1 if L is a decision literal and 0 otherwise.
In Isabelle, I simply consider µ′ as the digits of a binary number. It is
obviously bounded by 2V . The function µ′ is not a measure for CDCL, since
it only decreases for backtrack and propagate, not when decisions are made,
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and even increases when applying Skip or Resolve. Surprisingly to me, the
proof does not depend on the strategy. In the worst case, the calculus will be
stuck before reaching a final state. This also explains how crude this bound
actually is: It does not depend on propagations and in particular does not
require them to be done eagerly.
The proof in Isabelle is a perfect example of how much bookkeeping is
sometimes required: In a paper, I would simply say that a CDCL run is an
interleaving of the conflict analysis (Conflict, Skip, Resolve, and Backtrack) com-
bined together and of Propagate and Decide combined together. In Isabelle,
this interleaving has to be built explicitly from all considered transitions. I
did so with a combination of recursive functions and choice operators. This
requires several inductions and, even though conceptually important, these
inductions are only a proof detail and hide the important arguments. Recur-
sive definitions cannot be defined within a proof by the function package [70],
and instead, direct calls to the recursor have to be used. This requires to do
by hand what is normally done automatically, especially proving simplifica-
tion rule for the base case. For example, if I consider the sequence of states
(s i) such that for all i si =⇒CDCL W si+1, here is the recursive function that
enumerates the position of all the Jumps occurring in (s i):
define nth bj :: nat⇒ nat where
nth bj = rec nat 0(
λ j. LEAST n.
(
n > j ∧ sn =⇒Jump sn+1
))
LEAST n. P n returns the smallest n such that P n is true—it is defined in
Isabelle’s standard library in terms of Hilbert’s choice operator. The value 0
is used to initialize the sequence, instead of the first Jump in the sequence:
LEAST n. n ≥ 0 ∧ sn =⇒Jump sn+1. If there are no Jumps in the sequences
or if there are no Jumps anymore, then the function returns an unspecified
element.
After that, two simplifications rules have to be derived by hand:
nth bj 0 = 0
nth bj (j + 1) = LEAST n.
(
n > nth bj j ∧ sn =⇒Jump sn+1
)
Deriving the theorems is not hard, but not very interesting either. To avoid
this kind of reasoning, I usually express whenever possible my invariants
as properties on states instead of properties on transitions. In the case above,
this is not avoidable, without defining an alternative calculus that groups the
rule as expected.
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After that, I define a similar (non-recursive) function that returns when a
conflict has been found:
define nth confl :: nat⇒ nat where
nth confl j = LEAST n.
(
n > nth bj j ∧ n < nth bj (j + 1) ∧
sn =⇒Conflict sn+1
)
Once the transitions have been decomposed, it remains to show that:
µ′(trail snth confl j) > µ′(trail snth bj j)
µ′(trail snth bj j) > µ′(trail snth confl (j+1))
This is the core point of the argument. Combined with µ′(trail snth confl j) <
2V , the final bound can be derived (by yet another induction).
In Automated Reasoning, and in my formalization, Theorem 3.10 is also
used to establish the termination of CDCL W+stgy. However, the argument
for the termination of CDCL NOT also applies to CDCL W irrespective of the
strategy, a stronger result. To lift this result, I must show that the calculus
CDCL W refines CDCL NOT.
3.2.4 Connection with Abstract CDCL
It is interesting to show that CDCL W refines CDCL NOT merge, to establish
beyond doubt that CDCL W is a CDCL calculus and to lift the termination
proof and any other general results about CDCL NOT merge. The states are
easy to connect: I interpret a CDCL W tuple (M, N, U, C) as a CDCL NOT
pair (M, N ]U), ignoring C.
The main difficulty is to relate the low-level conflicts-related CDCL W rules
to their high-level counterparts. My solution is to introduce an intermediate
calculus, called CDCL W merge, that combines all consecutive low-level tran-
sitions Skip, Resolve, and Jump into a single transition. This calculus refines
both CDCL W and CDCL NOT merge and is sufficiently similar to CDCL W so
that I can transfer termination and other properties from CDCL NOT merge
to CDCL W through it.
Whenever the CDCL W calculus performs a low-level sequence of transi-
tions of the form Conflict (Skip |Resolve)∗ Jump?, the CDCL W merge calculus
performs a single transition of a new rule that subsumes all four low-level
rules:
Reduce+Maybe Jump S =⇒CDCL W merge S′′
if S =⇒Conflict S′ =⇒!Skip, Resolve, Jump S′′
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When simulating CDCL W merge in terms of CDCL NOT, two interesting
scenarios arise. First, Reduce+Maybe Jump’s behavior may comprise a back-
jump: The rule can be simulated using CDCL NOT merge’s Learn+Backjump
rule. The second scenario arises when the conflict clause is reduced to the
empty clause⊥, leading to a conclusive final state. Then, Reduce+Maybe Jump
has no counterpart in CDCL NOT merge. The two calculi are related as fol-
lows: If S =⇒CDCL W merge S′, either S =⇒CDCL NOT merge S′ or S is a con-
clusive state. Since CDCL NOT merge is well founded, so is CDCL W merge.
This implies that CDCL W without Restart terminates.
Since CDCL W merge is mostly a rephrasing of CDCL W, it makes sense to
restrict it to a reasonable strategy that prefers the rules Propagate and Reduce+
Maybe Jump over Decide, yielding CDCL W merge+stgy. The two strategy-
restricted calculi have the same end-to-end behavior:
S =⇒!CDCL W merge+stgy S′ ←→ S =⇒!CDCL W+stgy S′
3.2.5 A Strategy with Restart and Forget
I could use the same strategy for restarts as in Section 3.1.5, but I prefer
to exploit Theorem 3.10, which asserts that no relearning is possible. Since
only finitely many different duplicate-free clauses can ever be learned, it
is sufficient to increase the number of learned clauses between two restarts
to ensure termination. This criterion is the norm in many modern SAT
solvers. The lower bound on the number of learned clauses is given by an
unbounded function f :: nat ⇒ nat. In addition, I allow an arbitrary subset
of the learned clauses to be forgotten upon a restart but otherwise forbid
Forget. The calculus C +restartL that realizes these ideas is defined by the two
rules
Restart (S, n) =⇒C+restartL (S′′′, n + 1)
if S =⇒∗C S′ =⇒Restart S′′ =⇒∗Forget S′′′ and
|learned S′| − |learned S| ≥ f n
Finish (S, n) =⇒C+restartL (S′, n + 1) if S =⇒!C S′
I formally proved that CDCL W+stgy+restartL is totally correct. Figure 3.3
summarizes the situation, following the conventions of Figure 3.1.
3.2.6 Incremental Solving
SMT solvers combine a SAT solver with theory solvers (e.g., for uninterpreted
functions and linear arithmetic). The main loop runs the SAT solver on a
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Figure 3.3: Connections involving the refined calculi
clause set. If the SAT solver answers “unsatisfiable,” the SMT solver is done;
otherwise, the main loop asks the theory solvers to provide further, theory-
motivated clauses to exclude the current candidate model and force the SAT
solver to search for another one. This design crucially relies on incremental
SAT solving: The possibility of adding new clauses to the clause set C of a
conclusive satisfiable state and of continuing from there.
As a step towards formalizing SMT (or incremental SAT solving), I de-
signed a three-rule calculus CDCL W+stgy+incr that provides incremental
solving on top of CDCL W+stgy:
Add Nonconflict C (M, N, U,>) =⇒CDCL W+stgy+incr S′
if M 6 ¬C and (M, N ] {C}, U,>) =⇒!CDCL W+stgy S′
Add Conflict C (M′LM, N, U,>) =⇒CDCL W+stgy+incr S′
if LM  ¬C, −L ∈ C, M′ contains no literal of C, and
(LM, N ] {C}, U, C) =⇒!CDCL W+stgy S′
I first run the CDCL W+stgy calculus on a clause set N, as usual. If N
is satisfiable, I can add a nonempty, duplicate-free clause C to the set of
clauses and apply one of the two above rules. These rules adjust the state
and relaunch CDCL W+stgy.
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Theorem 3.11 (Partial Correctness incremental conclusive state 3). If S is
conclusive and S =⇒CDCL W+stgy+incr S′, then S′ is conclusive.
The key is to prove that the structural invariants that hold for CDCL W+
stgy still hold after adding the new clause to the state. Then the proof is easy
because I can reuse the invariants I have already proved about CDCL W+
stgy.
3.2.7 Backjump and Conflict Minimization
In order to prepare the refinement to code, I slightly changed and adapted
the Jump to be able to express conflict clause minimization. It consists of
removing some literals from the conflict clause while ensuring that the clause
is still entailed by the other clauses. Typically, literals that have been deter-
mined to be false are removed from the conflict clause, because they do not
only take space in memory but do not change whether the clause can be used
to propagate a value or find a conflict. The rule with conflict minimization
is:
Jump (M′ · K† M, N, U, D ∨ L) =⇒CDCL W (LD
′∨L M, N, U ] {D′ ∨ L},>)
if L has the level of the current state, D has a lower level, D′ ⊆ D,
N ]U  D′ ∨ L, and D′ has the same level as K
Instead of learning the clause D ∨ L, the clause D′ ∨ L is learned, which can
be smaller.
One of the invariants on CDCL states that the analyzed clause is entailed
by the clauses, i.e. N ]U  N ∨ L. Therefore, the original Jump is a special
case of Jump. Minimizing the conflict clause is optional. All results described
remains true with the enhanced Jump, including the link to CDCL NOT.
3.3 A Naive Functional Implementation of CDCL,
IsaSAT-0
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 presented variants of DPLL and CDCL as parameterized
transition systems, formalized using locales and inductive predicates. I now
present a deterministic SAT solver that implements CDCL W+stgy, expressed
as a functional program in Isabelle.
When implementing a calculus, I must make many decisions regarding the
data structures and the order of rule applications. My functional SAT solver,
called IsaSAT-0, is very naive and does not feature any optimizations beyond
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those already present in the CDCL W+stgy calculus; in Chapter 5, I will re-
fine the calculus further to capture the two-watched-literal optimization and
present an imperative implementation relying on mutable data structures
instead of lists.
For my functional implementation, I choose to represent states by tuples
(M, N, U, D), where propositional variables are coded as natural numbers
and multisets as lists. Each transition rule in CDCL W+stgy is implemented
by a corresponding function. For example, the function that implements the
Propagate rule is given below:
definition do propagate step :: state⇒ state where
do propagate step S =
(case S of
(M, N, U,>)⇒
(case find first unit propagation M (N @ U) of
Some (L, C)⇒ (Propagated L C · M, N, U,>)
| None⇒ S)
| S ⇒ S)
The data structures are exactly those used to represent CDCL, except that
multisets have been replaced by lists. The trail is only represented by a list
of propagated or decided literals and testing the polarity of a literals is done
by iteration over the list.
The functions corresponding to the different rules are combined into a
single function that performs one step. The combinator do if not equal takes
a list of functions implementing rules and tries to apply them in turn, until
one of them has an effect on the state:
fun do cdcl step :: state⇒ state where
do cdcl step S = do if not equal [do conflict step,
do propagate step, do skip step, do resolve step,
do backtrack step, do decide step] S
The main loop applies do cdcl step until the transition has no effect, meaning
that no further CDCL transition is possible:
function do all cdclW stgy :: state⇒ state where
do all cdclW stgy S = (let S′ = do cdcl step S in
if S′ = S then S else do all cdcl stgy S′)
The main loop is a recursive program, specified using the function command
[70]. For Isabelle to accept the recursive definition of the main loop as a
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terminating program, I must discharge a proof obligation stating that its
call graph is well founded. This is a priori unprovable: The solver is not
guaranteed to terminate if starting in an arbitrary state.
To work around this, I restrict the input by introducing a subset type
that contains a strong enough structural invariant, including the duplicate-
freedom of all the lists in the data structure. With the invariant in place, it
is easy to show that the call graph is included in the CDCL W+stgy calculus,
allowing me to reuse its termination argument. The partial correctness theo-
rem can then be lifted, meaning that the SAT solver is a decision procedure
for propositional logic.
The final step is to extract running code. Using Isabelle’s code genera-
tor [57], I can translate the program to Haskell, OCaml, Scala, or Standard
ML. The resulting program is syntactically analogous to the source program
in Isabelle, including its dependencies, and uses the target language’s facili-
ties for datatypes and recursive functions with pattern matching. Invariants
on subset types are ignored; when invoking the solver from outside Isabelle,
the caller is responsible for ensuring that the input satisfies the invariant.
The entire program is about 520 lines long in Standard ML. It is not efficient,
due to its extensive reliance on lists, but it satisfies the need for a proof of
concept.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, I have presented my formalization of CDCL: Two accounts
have been presented and formally connected. Both presentations were for-
malized in Isabelle as abstract transition systems trying to keep some aspects
unspecified (like Decide does not specify how the literal is found). I extended
Weidenbach’s account for CDCL in two directions: First, I made it incremen-
tal. Second, I refined it to executable deterministic functional code, that can
be exported from Isabelle. This code, IsaSAT-0, featured only very naive
heuristics: propagations and conflicts were identified by iterating over all
clauses. Decisions also iterated over all clauses and stop on the first unset
literal.
The length of the formalization is about 2600 lines of shared libraries, plus
6000 lines for the formalization of CDCL [22], and 4500 lines for Nieuwenhuis
et al.’s account for CDCL [107].
I use CDCL W in two ways in the remainder of this thesis. First, I extend
it to a CDCL calculus with branch and bound (Chapter 4). This stays at
the level of a transition system. Second, I extend it towards more efficient
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execution by adding the two-watched-literal scheme to identify propagation
and conflict in a more efficient manner and I add more efficient heuristics
and imperative data structures (Chapters 5 and 6).
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In this chapter, I extend the formalization of CDCL presented in the pre-
vious chapter. My formalization tries to reuse as much from my previous
formalization as possible and especially tries to avoid copy-paste, thanks to
the abstractions on states developed earlier.
I introduce an optimizing CDCL, called OCDCL, based on the presentation
of Automated Reasoning (Section 4.1). Given a cost function on literals, it finds
an optimal total model. OCDCL is described as an abstract non-deterministic
transition system and has the conflict analysis for the first unique implication
point built-in. It is well suited for a formalization as its core rules are exactly
the rule of the calculus I have formalized earlier. During the formalization
I realized that an OCDCL run can also be seen as a sequence of CDCL runs
interleaved by adding new clauses. This makes it possible to reuse many
proofs form CDCL. I actually develop a framework to express CDCL exten-
sions with branch and bound, CDCLBnB. This framework is then instantiated
to get OCDCL (Section 4.2). The main idea is to consider the transitions of
CDCLBnB as special cases of CDCL transitions. This makes it possible to reuse
the proofs I have already done previously.
One limitation of OCDCL is that only optimal total models can be found.
To overcome the limitation of totality of my calculus, I use the dual rail
encoding to reduce finding a partial optimal model into a total optimal model
(Section 4.3). I also formalized this in Isabelle (Section 4.4). Formalization
and verification in proof assistants are often justified by the idea that they
can be reused and extended. This is exactly what I am doing here. In
the formalization, I eventually solve the problem of finding optimal models
with respect to the two types of valuations using the very same framework.
The OCDCL formalization amounts to around 3300 lines of proof. This is
small compared to the 2600 lines of shared libraries, plus 6000 lines for the
formalization of CDCL [22], and 4500 lines for Nieuwenhuis et al.’s account
for CDCL [107]. Thus, thirdly, I show that one of the standard arguments
supporting formal verification, the reuse of already proved results, works
out in the case of CDCL and OCDCL. The overall formalization took around
1.5 person−month of work and was easy to do. The extension to partial
valuations amounts to 1300 lines. As the formalization path is different on
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paper and in Isabelle, I distinguish the approach on paper (“Paper Proofs”
and “Paper Lemmas”) from their Isabelle counterpart (“Isabelle Lemmas”),
even if the latter is used to prove the former.
I further demonstrate the potential of reuse, by applying my framework
to two additional problems: MaxSAT [83] and covering models (Section 4.5).
First, MaxSAT considers a different optimization problem: Instead of a cost
on literals that are assigned, the cost is on clauses that are not satisfied. This
problem can be solved with OCDCL by adding new literals to the problem,
with a cost. Second, model covering tries to find a set of models such that
every literal is true in one of the models. Again the results from CDCLBnB
and the framework, respectively could be reused. The overall effort for the
two extensions was 800 and 400 lines, respectively.
Finally, I give some ideas how to extend the formalization further (Sec-
tion 4.6), either to add new rules or to restrict applications of current rules.
4.1 Optimizing Conflict-Driven Clause Learning
I assume a total cost function cost on the set of all literals Lit(Σ) over Σ into
the positive rationals, cost : Lit(Σ) → Q≥0, but my results do not depend
specifically on the non-negative rationals (including 0), e.g., they also hold for
the naturals or non-negative reals. In Isabelle, I take all values of an arbitrary
type as Lit(Σ). The cost function can be extended to a pair of a literal and a
partial valuation A by cost(L,A) := cost(L) if A |= L and cost(L,A) := 0 if
L is not defined in A. The function can be extended to (partial) valuations by
cost(A) = ∑L∈Lit(Σ) cost(A, L). I identify partial valuations with consistent
sequences M = [L1 . . . Ln] of literals. Trails are always consistent. A valuation
I is total over clauses N when all atoms of N are defined in I.
The intuition behind the extension is to have an incremental CDCL with
the usual rules as basis. The calculus is extended in two ways: First, trails
that are also models are identified as such and stored in a new component
of the state. Second, CDCL runs are pruned by adding conflict clause on the
fly, based on the best model found so far. Another way of seeing it consists
in considering the calculus as a special case of branch-and-bound algorithm:
CDCL finds a model that is stored (the branching part), while the stored
model is used to limit the depth of the search (the bounding part) by adding
conflict clauses that are subsequently analyzed by the usual CDCL rules.
The optimizing conflict-driven clause learning calculus (OCDCL) solves
the weighted SAT problem on total valuations. Compared with a normal
CDCL state, a component O is added resulting in a five tuple (M; N; U; D; O).
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O either stores the best model so far or >. I extend the cost function to > by
defining cost (>) = ∞ (i.e., > is the worst possible outcome). OCDCL is a
strict extension of the CDCL rules with additional rules to take the cost of
models into account. The additional component O is ignored by the original
CDCL rules.
The start state for some clause set N is (ε; N; ∅;>;>). The calculus
searches for models in the usual CDCL-style. Once a model is found, it
is ruled out by generating a conflict clause resulting from its negation (rule
Improve, defined below) which is then processed by the usual CDCL conflict
analysis. If a partial model M already exceeds the current cost bound, a con-
flict clause is generated (rule ConflOpt, defined below). The OCDCL calculus
always terminates by deriving the empty clause ⊥. If in this case O = >,
then N was unsatisfiable. Otherwise, O contains a cost-optimal total model
for N.
The level of a literal is the number of decisions right of its atom in the trail
M. I lift the definition to clauses, by defining the level of a clause as the
maximum of the levels of its literals or 0 if it is empty.
First, there are three rules involving the last component O that implement
a branch-and-bound approach on the models:
Improve (M; N; U;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U;>; M)
provided M |= N, M is total over N and cost(M) < cost(O).
ConflOpt (M; N; U;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U;¬M; O)
provided O 6= > and cost(M) ≥ cost(O).
Prune (M; N; U;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U;¬M; O)
provided for all total trail extensions MM′ of M, cost(MM′) ≥ cost(O).
The Prune rule is not necessary for the correctness and completeness. In
practice, Prune would be an integral part of any optimizing solver where a
lower-bound on the cost of all extensions of M is maintained for efficiency.
The other rules are unchanged imports from the CDCL calculus. They
simply ignore the additional component O. The rules Propagate and Decide
extend the trail searching for a model. The rule ConflSat detects a conflict. All
three rules implement the classical CDCL-style model search until conflict or
success.
Propagate (M; N; U;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (LC∨L M; N; U;>; O)
provided C ∨ L ∈ N ∪U, M |= ¬C, L is undefined in M.
Decide (M; N; U;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (L† M; N; U;>; O)
provided L is undefined in M, contained in N.
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ConflSat (M; N; U;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U; D; O)
provided D ∈ N ∪U and M |= ¬D.
Once a conflict has been found, it is analyzed to derive a new clause that
is then a first unique implication point [17].
Skip (LC∨L M; N; U; D; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U; D; O)
provided D 6∈ {>,⊥} and ¬L does not occur in D.
Resolve (LC∨L M; N; U; D ∨−L; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U; D ∨ C; O)
provided D is of level k, where k is the number of decisions in M.
Backtrack (M2K† M1; N; U; D∨ L; O) =⇒OCDCL (LD∨L M1; N; U∪{D∨ L};
>; O)
provided L is of level k and D and K are of level i < k.
The typical CDCL-learned-clause mechanism in the context of searching
for (optimal) models does not apply with respect to partial valuations. Con-
sider the clause set N = {P ∨Q} and cost function cost (P) = 3, cost (¬P) =
cost (Q) = cost (¬Q) = 1. An optimal-cost model based on total valuations
is [¬P, Q] at overall cost 2, whereas an optimal-cost model based on partial
valuations is just [Q] at cost 1. The cost of undefined variables is always
considered to be 0. Now the run of an optimizing branch-and-bound CDCL
framework may start by deciding [P†] and detect that this is already a model
for N. Hence, it learns ¬P and establishes 3 as the best current bound on
an optimal-cost model. After backtracking, it can propagate Q with trail
[QP∨Q,¬P¬P] resulting in a model of cost 2 learning the clause P ∨ ¬Q. The
resulting clause set {P ∨Q,¬P, P ∨ ¬Q} is unsatisfiable and hence 2 is con-
sidered to be the cost-optimal result. The issue is that although this CDCL
run already stopped as soon as a partial valuation (trail) is a model for the
clause set, it does not compute the optimal result with respect to partial val-
uations. From the existence of a model with respect to a partial valuation [P]
I cannot conclude the clause ¬P to eliminate all further models containing P,
because P could be undefined.
Definition 1 (Reasonable OCDCL Strategy). An OCDCL strategy is reasonable
if ConflSat is preferred over ConflOpt, which is preferred over Improve, which is
preferred over Propagate, which is preferred over the remaining rules.
The idea behind preferring ConflSat over ConflOpt is simply that the latter
produces longer clauses.
Paper Lemma 4.1 (OCDCL Termination, wf ocdclW 3). OCDCL with a rea-
sonable strategy terminates in a state (M; N; U;⊥; O).
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Paper Proof. If the derivation started from (ε, N, ∅,>,>), the following func-
tion is a measure for OCDCL:
µ((M; N; U; D; O)) =
{
(3n − 1− |U|, 1, n− |M|, cost(O)) if D = >
(3n − 1− |U|, 0, |M|, cost(O)) otherwise
It is decreasing for the lexicographic order. The hardest part of the proof is
the decrease when the rule Backjump is applied: 3n − 1− |U ∪ {D ∨ L}| <
3n − 1− |U| is decreasing since no clause is relearned. The proof is similar
to the one for CDCL (Theorem 3.10).
Theorem 4.2 (Correctness, full ocdclw stgy no conflicting clause from init
state 3). An OCDCL run with a reasonable strategy starting from state (ε; N; ∅;
>; ε) terminates in a state (M; N; U;⊥; O). If O = ε then N is unsatisfiable. If
O 6= ε then O |= N and for any other total model M′ with M′ |= N it holds
cost(M′) ≥ cost(O).
The rule Improve can actually be generalized to situations where M is not
total, but all literals with weights have been set.
Improve+ (M; N; U;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U;>; MM′)
provided M |= N, the model MM′ is a total extension, cost(M) <
cost(O), and for any total extension MM′′ of the trail, it holds cost(M) =
cost(MM′′).
Paper Lemma 4.3 (OCDCL with Improve+, wf ocdclW p 3and full ocdclW p
stgy no conflicting clause from init state 3). The rule Improve can be replaced
by rule Improve+: All previously established OCDCL properties are preserved.
The rules ConflOpt can produce very long conflict clauses. Moreover, with-
out conflict minimization, the subsequent backtrack is only chronological, i.e.,
only the last decision literal is removed from the trail. Even with conflict
minimization, they will contain the negation of all decision literals from the
trail. It can be advantageous to generate the conflict composed of only the
literals with a non-zero weight, i.e., ¬{L ∈ M | cost L > 0} instead of ¬M.
In this case a more general Skip is required that can skip over decision: After
enough skips, the conflict will contain at least one literal of highest level mak-
ing it possible to apply the standard conflict analysis, ending with Backtrack.
As said, this is not always beneficial, e.g., the rule used in Lingeling, based
on an idea by Donald Knuth (private communication between Biere and
Knuth [12]), switches between the two options by taking the shorter clause
after the analysis of the clause.
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Figure 4.1: CDCLBnB, CDCL, and Incremental CDCL
The rules Restart and Forget can also be added to OCDCL with the same
well-known implications from CDCL. For example, completeness is only
preserved if the number of steps between two Restart rules is unbounded (as
described in Section 3.1.5).
4.2 Formalization of OCDCL
The formalization takes a different path in order to reuse proofs. First, I can
reuse exactly the CDCL rules and invariants to get the OCDCL rules and
invariants. This avoids defining the same concepts anew and reprove the
same lemmas.
Second, an OCDCL run can be seen as a finite sequence of CDCL runs,
separated by Improve or ConflOpt. This is very similar to the incremental
version of the calculus developed in Section 3.2.6, except that several clauses
can be added instead of a single one. I can go further with the analogy:
ConflOpt is a conflict rule, except that the clause does not appear in N or U.
Therefore, I consider a CDCL run extended with an additional set of clauses,
{¬C. cost C ≥ cost O}. With this idea, the Prune rule is now another special
case of ConflOpt. Only Improve is different: It extends the clauses, because
more models are now excluded. Figure 4.2 shows the correspondence on a
run. Figure 4.1 shows how CDCL is used twice in the formalization.
If I abstract over the additional set of clauses, by calling it T N(O), and use
a predicate is improving M M′ O to indicate that Improve can be applied, then
I obtain an abstract branch-and-bound calculus CDCLBnB (Section 4.2.1).
CDCLBnB can be seen as a generalized CDCL interleaved with adding new
clauses (Section 4.2.2). However, since it might not always be possible to cal-
culate explicitly T N(O), the calculus does not apply the reasonable strategy
for clauses in T N(O).
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The advantage of this approach is two-fold: First, I formalize a more
general calculus that can be instantiated with a different set of clauses to
obtain a different branch-and-bound CDCL. Second, and more importantly,
the resulting calculus can reuse many proofs already done on CDCL, because
it is a CDCL interleaved with adding new clauses. In particular, if applying
Improve is terminating, then CDCLBnB is also terminating, because CDCL is
also terminating.
I instantiate CDCLBnB to get a generalized version OCDCLg: The set of
clauses T N(O) is instantiated by the set {D | {¬C. cost C ≥ cost O}  D}
(Section 4.2.3). This additional set of clauses is too weak to be able to express
the rule Prune in the set of clauses. Therefore, I actually use the clauses that
are entailed by the clauses of weight larger than the optimal model found
so far, i.e. the clauses D such that {¬C | cost C ≥ cost O}  D. Finally, I
specialize OCDCLg to get OCDCL from Section 4.1 (Section 4.2.4).
4.2.1 Branch-and-Bound Calculus, CDCLBnB
I use a similar approach to my CDCL formalization with an abstract state and
selectors, except that I extend the state with a component representing infor-
mation on the optimizing branch-and-bound part of the calculus. I do not yet
specify the type of this additional component. I parameterize the calculus by
a set of clauses T N that contains the conflicting clauses that can be used by
the rules ConflOpt and Prune, and a predicate is improving M M′ O to indicate
that Improve can be applied. For weights, the predicate is improving M M′ O
means that the current trail M is a model, M′ is the information that will
be stored, and O is the currently stored information. T represents all the
clauses that are entailed. I require that:
• the atoms of T N (O) are included in the atoms of N; i.e., no new
variables are introduced.
• the clauses of T N (O) do not contain duplicate literals, because dupli-
cates are incompatible with the conflict analysis.
• if is improving M M′ O, then T N (O) ⊆ T N (M′); i.e., extending the set
of clauses is monotone.
• if is improving M M′ O, then ¬M ∈ T N (M′); i.e., the clause ¬M is
entailed by T N (M′) and can be used as conflict clause.
The rules ConflOptBnB, ImproveBnB, and BacktrackBnB are defined as follows:
ConflOptBnB (M; N; U; k;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U; k;¬M; O)
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OCDCL Run Corresponding CDCL Run
(ε, N, ∅,>,>) (ε, N ∪ N0, ∅,>,>)
where N0 = ∅ and U0 = ∅
=⇒?Decide (Q†P†, N, ∅,>,>) =⇒?Decide (Q†P†, N ∪ N0, U0,>)
=⇒Improve (Q†P†, N, ∅,>, PQ) =⇒ (Q†P†, N ∪ N1, U0,>)
where N1 = N0 ∪ {¬P ∨ ¬Q}
=⇒ConflOpt (Q†P†, N, ∅,¬P ∨ ¬Q,
PQ)
=⇒Conflict (Q†P†, N ∪ N1,
U1,¬P ∨ ¬Q)
where U1 = {¬P ∨ ¬Q}
=⇒Backtrack ((¬Q)¬P ∨ ¬QP†, N,
{¬P ∨ ¬Q},>, PQ)
=⇒Backtrack (¬Q)¬P ∨ ¬QP†(, N ∪
N1, U1,>)
=⇒Improve ((¬Q)¬P ∨ ¬QP†, N,
{¬P ∨ ¬Q},>,¬PQ)
=⇒ ((¬Q)¬P ∨ ¬QP†, N ∪ N2,
U1,>)
where N2 = N1 ∪ {P ∨ ¬Q,
¬P ∨ Q}
=⇒ConflOpt (¬Q†P†, N, ∅, P ∨ ¬Q,
PQ)
=⇒Conflict (¬Q†P†, N ∪ N2,
U1,¬P ∨ ¬Q)
=⇒Backtrack (¬P¬P, N,
{¬P ∨ ¬Q,¬P},>, P¬Q)
=⇒?Backtrack (¬P¬P, N ∪ N2, U2,>)
where U2 = U1 ∪ {¬P}
=⇒Propagate (QP∨Q¬P¬P, N,
{¬P ∨ ¬Q,¬P},>,¬PQ)




=⇒?Conflict+Resolve (ε, N ∪ N2, U2,⊥)
Figure 4.2: OCDCL transitions and corresponding CDCL transitions for N =
{P ∨ Q} with cost P = cost Q = 1 and cost¬P = cost¬Q = 0
where the horizontal lines separate two successive CDCL runs,
separated by adding new clauses.
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provided ¬M ∈ T N (O)
ImproveBnB+ (M; N; U; k;>; O) =⇒OCDCL (M; N; U; k;¬M; M′)
provided is improving M M′ O holds
BacktrackBnB (M2K† M1; N; U; D ∨ L; O) =⇒OCDCL (LD
′∨L M1; N; U ∪
{D′ ∨ L};>; O)
provided L is of maximum level, D′ ⊆ D, N + U + T N (O)  D′ ∨ L, D′
and K are of same level i, and i strictly less than the maximum level
I can simply embed into my CDCL formalization the states with the
weights and reuse the previous definitions, properties, and invariants by
mapping OCDCL states (M, N, U, D, O) to CDCL states (M, N, U, D). For
example, I can reuse the Decide rule and the proofs on it. At this level,
anything can be stored in O.
Compared with the rule from Section 4.1, I make it possible to express
conflict-clause minimization: Instead of D ∨ L, a clause D′ ∨ L is learned
such that D′ ⊆ D and N + U + T N (O)  D′ ∨ L. While all other CDCL
rules are reused, the Backtrack rule is not reused for OCDCL: If I had reused
Backtrack from CDCL, only the weaker entailment N + U  D′ ∨ L would
be used. The latter version is sufficient to express conflict minimization as
implemented in most SAT solvers [134], but the former is stronger and makes
it possible for example to remove decision literals without cost from D.
I use the Improve+ rule instead of the Improve rule, because the latter is a
special case of the former. The strategy favors Conflict and Propagate over all
other rules. I do not need to favor ConflOpt over the other rules for correctness,
although doing so helps in an implementation.
4.2.2 Embedding into CDCL
In order to reuse the proofs, I did previously about CDCL, CDCLBnB is seen
as a special instance of CDCL by mapping the states (M; N; U; D; O) to the
CDCL state (M; N ∪ T N (O); U; D).
In Isabelle, the most direct solution would be to instantiate the CDCL cal-
culus with a selector returning N + T N (O) instead of just N. For technical
reasons, I cannot do so: This confuses Isabelle, because it leads to dupli-
cated theorems and notations.1 Instead, I add an explicit conversion from
(M; N; U; D; O) to (M; N + T N (O); U; D) and consider CDCL on tuples of
the latter.
Except for the Improve rule, every OCDCL rule can be mapped to a CDCL
rule: The ConflOptBnB rule corresponds to the Conflict rule (because it can
1The command inductive cases and the tactic auto stopped working.
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pick a clause from T N (O)) and the extended Backtrack rule is mapped to
CDCL’s Backtrack. On the other hand, the Improve rule has no counterpart
and requires some new proofs, but adding clauses is compatible with the
CDCL invariants.
In my formalization, I distinguish the structural from the strategy-specific
properties. The strategy-specific properties ensure that the calculus does not
get stuck in a state where I cannot conclude on the satisfiability of the clauses.
The strategy-specific properties do not necessarily hold: The clause ⊥ might
be in T N (O) without being picked by the ConflOptBnB rule. However, I
can easily prove that they hold for CDCLBnB and I can reuse the proof I have
already done for most transitions. To reuse some proofs on CDCL’s Backtrack,
I generalized some proofs by removing the assumption N + U  D′ ∨ L′
when not required. This is the only change I did on the formalization of
CDCL.
Not all transitions of CDCL can be taken by OCDCL: Propagating of
clauses in T N (O) is not possible. The structural properties are sufficient
to prove that OCDCL is terminating as long as Improve+ can be applied
only finitely often, because the CDCL calculus is terminating. At this level,
Improve+ is too abstract for us to prove that it terminates. With the additional
assumptions that Improve can always be applied when the trail is a total
model satisfying the clauses (if one exists), I show that the final set of clauses
is unsatisfiable.
Theorem 4.4 (CDCLBnB Termination, wf cdcl bnb 3). If Improve is well founded,
then CDCLBnB is also well founded.
Theorem 4.5 (CDCLBnB Termination, full cdcl bnb stgy no conflicting clss
unsat 3and no step cdcl bnb stgy empty conflict 3). If Improve can be applied
when all literals are set in the trail M and M  N + U, then a run terminates in a
state (M′, N, U,⊥, O) and the resulting set of clauses is unsatisfiable.
4.2.3 Instantiation with weights, OCDCLg
Finally, I can instantiate the CDCLBnB framework with weights and save the
best current found model in O. I assume the existence of a cost function that
is monotone with respect to inclusion:
locale cost =
fixes cost :: ′v literal multiset⇒ ′c
assumes ∀C. consistent interp B ∧ distinct mset B ∧ A ⊆ B −→
cost A ≤ cost B
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I assume that the function cost is monotone with respect to inclusion
for consistent duplicate-free models. This is natural for trails, which by
construction do not contain duplicates. The monotonicity is less restrictive
than the condition from Section 4.1, which mandates that the cost is a sum
over the literals. I take
T N(O) = {C | atom(C) ⊆ atom(N)
∧ C is not a tautology nor contains duplicates
∧ {−D | cost (D) ≥ cost (O)}  C}}
is improving M M′ O↔ M′ is a total extension of M, M  N,
any total extensions of M has the same cost, and
cost M < cost O
and then discharge the assumptions over it.
OCDCLg inherits from the invariants from CDCLBnB. For termination, I
only have to prove that Improve+ terminates to reuse the proof I already made
on CDCLBnB. The key property of OCDCLg is the following:
Isabelle Lemma 4.6 (entails too heavy clauses too heavy clauses 3). If I is a
total consistent model of N, then either cost (I) ≥ cost (O) or I is a total model of
N ∪ T N (O).
Proof. Assume cost (I) < cost (O). First, I show that I  {−C | cost (C) ≥
cost (O)}. Let D be a clause of {−C | cost (C) ≥ cost (O)}. C is not a subset
of I (by monotonicity of cost, cost (I) ≥ cost (C)). Therefore, there is at least
a literal L in C such that −L in I. Hence I  C.
By transitivity, since I is total, I is also a model of T N (O) and therefore of
N ∪ T N (O).
This is the proof that breaks if partial models are allowed: Literals of D
might not be defined. Some additional proofs are required to specify the
content of the component O. First, the sequence of literals O is always a total
consistent model. This property cannot be inherited from the correctness of
CDCL, because it does not express any property about the component O.
4.2.4 OCDCL
Finally, I can refine the calculus to precisely the rules expressed in Section 4.1.
I define two calculi: one with only the rule Improve, and the other with both
Improve+ and Prune. In both cases, the rule ConflOpt is only applied when
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cost (M) > cost (O) and is therefore a special case of ConflOptBnB. The Prune
rule is also seen as a special case of ConflOptBnB. Therefore, every transition
is also a transition of OCDCLg. Moreover, since final states of both calculi are
the same, a completed run of OCDCL is also a completed run of OCDCLg.
Therefore, the correctness theorem can be inherited.
Overall, the full formalization was easy to do, once I got the idea how to see
OCDCL as a special case of a sequence CDCL runs without strategy. Formal-
izing a changing target is different than an already fixed version calculus: I
had to change my formalization several times to take into account additional
rules: The Prune rule requires to use {D | {−C | cost (C) ≥ cost (O)}  D},
while the set of clauses {−C | cost (C) ≥ cost (O)} is sufficient for Improve+.
4.3 Optimal Partial Valuations
To reduce the search from optimal partial valuations to optimal total valua-
tions, I use the dual rail encoding [32, 114]. For every proposition variable P,
it creates two variables P1 and P0 indicating that P is defined positively or
negatively. Adding the clause ¬P1 ∨ ¬P0 ensures that P is not defined posi-
tively and negatively at the same time. The resulting set is called penc (N).
More precisely, the encoding penc is defined on literals by penc(P) := (P1),
penc(¬P) := (P0), and lifted to clauses and clause sets by penc(L1 ∨ · · · ∨
Ln) := penc(L1) ∨ · · · ∨ penc(Ln), and, penc(C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm) := penc(C1) ∧
· · · ∧ penc(Cm). I call Σ′ the set of all newly introduced atoms.
The important property of this encoding is that ¬P1 does not entail P0: If
P is not positive, it does not have to be negative either.
Given the encoding penc(N) of N the cost function is extended to a valua-
tion A′ on Σ ∪ Σ′ by cost′(A′) = cost
({








pdec (A) : P 7→

1 if A(P1) = 1
0 if A(P0) = 1
unset otherwise
,
be a function that transforms a total model of penc (N) into a model of N
and pdec− (A) does the opposite transformation, with pdec− (A)(P1) = 1 if
A(P) = 1, pdec− (A)(P1) = 0 if A(P) = 0, pdec− (A)(P0) = 1 if A(P) = 0,
pdec− (A)(P0) = 0 if A(P) = 1, unset otherwise.
Paper Lemma 4.7 (Partial and Total Valuations Coincide Modulo penc, penc
ent postp 3and penc ent upostp 3). Let N be a clause set.
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1. If A |= N for a partial model A then pdec− (A) |= penc(N);
2. If A′ |= penc(N) for a total model A′, then pdec (A′) |= N.
Paper Lemma 4.8 (The Encoding penc Preserves Cost Optimal Models, full
encoding OCDCL correctness 3). Let N be a clause set and cost a cost function
over literals from N. If A′ is a cost-optimal total model for penc(N) over cost′,
resulting in cost′(A′) = m, then the partial model pdec (A′) is cost-optimal for N
and cost(pdec (A′)) = m.
Proof. Assume there is a partial model A for N with cost(A) = k. The model
pdec−A is another model of N. As A′ is cost optimal, cost′(pdec− (A)) ≥
cost′(A′). Moreover, cost′(pdec (A′)) = cost(A′) and cost′(pdec (A)) =
cost(A). Ultimately, A is not better than A′ and A′ has cost m.
penc(N) contains |N| + |Σ| clauses. Recall that for n propositional vari-
ables there are 2n total valuations and 3n partial valuations.
Non-Machine-Checked Lemma 4.9 (OCDCL on the Encoding). Consider a
reasonable CDCL run on penc(N). If rule Decide is restricted to deciding either
P1 or P0 for any propositional variable, and ConflOpt only considers the decision
literals out of M as a conflict clause, then OCDCL performs at most 3n Backtrack
steps.
Paper Proof. Using the strategy on P1 or P0 there are exactly three combina-
tions that can occur on a trail: a decision P1 and ¬P0 by propagation, or the
other way round, or ¬P1 and ¬P0. In summary, for each propositional vari-
able, a run considers at most 3 cases, overall 3n cases for n different variables
in N.
4.4 Formalization of the Partial Encoding
In Isabelle, total valuations are defined by Herbrand interpretations, i.e., a
set of all true atoms (all others being implicitly false) [125], but I work on
partial models for CDCL, because they are similar to a trail. To reason on
total models, I have defined a predicate to indicate whether a model is total
or not. I distinguish between literals that can have a weight ∆Σ from the
others (Σ \ ∆Σ) that can be left unchanged by the encoding.
The proofs are very similar to the proofs described in Section 4.3. I instan-
tiate the OCDCL calculus with the cost′ function:
interpretation OCDCL where cost = cost′
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I have to prove the proof obligation that cost′ is monotone.
Finally, I can prove the correctness Theorem 4.8. The formalization is
800 lines long for the encoding, and 500 additional lines to restrict Decide.
I have not yet formalized the complexity bound of 3n of Lemma 4.9. So
far, I have only verified the correctness of the variant of ConflOpt. It can be
seen as a special case of conflict analysis and backtrack thanks to conflict
minimization:
(M1K† M2, N, U,¬(M1K† M2)) =⇒?Resolve (M1K†, N, U,¬(M1K†))
=⇒?Backtrack (M1¬KD
′
, N, U ∪ {D′},>)
where D′ is the negation of the decisions of M1K† and M2 does not contain
any decision. If there are no decisions in the trail, I set the conflict to ⊥.
I have verified a weaker version of the theorem, namely one about ODPLL.
To do so, I first formalized a DPLLBnB. It was much easier than CDCLBnB,
because the ivariants are easier to manipulate. After that, I instantiated it
with weight as done here. Unlike the DPLL from Section 3.2.1 whene no
strategy is required, I have to favor propagations over decisions but there is
no need to favor backtracking over decisions.
Isabelle Lemma 4.10 (OCDCL on the Encoding, ODPLL complexity 3). Con-
sider a reasonable ODPLL run on penc(N). If rule Decide is restricted to deciding
either P1 or P0 for any propositional variable, then ODPLL performs at most 3n
Backtrack steps.
Proof. The model generated by the decisions in the trail are not repeated as
one literal is flipped by backtrack.
Using the strategy on P1 or P0 there are exactly three combinations that
can occur as decisions on a trail: none of them, a decision P1 and ¬P0 by
propagation, or the other way round.
In summary, for each propositional variable, a run considers at most 3
cases, overall 3n cases for n different variables in N.
Lifting the first part of the argument to OCDCL is not obvious, because
a backjump to level zero is very similar to a restart, subsequently making it
possible to repeat parts of the decisions from the trail.
4.5 Solving Further Optimization Problems
In this section I show two applications of OCDCL. First, it can used to solve
MaxSAT (Section 4.5.1) by adding new variables to the problem. Instead of
considering the weight of literals, the weight of clauses is considered.
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Second, I apply my CDCLBnB framework to another problem, model cover-
age (Section 4.5.2). Both extensions are verified using Isabelle.
4.5.1 MaxSAT
The maximum satisfiability problem (MaxSAT) is a well-known optimization
problem [83]. It consists of two clause sets NH (hard constraints, mandatory
to satisfy) and NS (soft constraints, optional to satisfy). The set NS comes
with a cost function for clauses that are not satisfied. The aim is to find a
total model of NH with minimal cost.
Theorem 4.11 (Reduction of MaxSAT to OCDCL, partial max sat is weight
sat 3). Let (NH, NS, cost) be a MaxSAT problem and let active : NS → Σ′ be
an injective and surjective mapping for a set Σ′ of fresh propositional variables that
assigns to each soft constraint an activation variable.
Let I be the solution found by OCDCL problem N = NH ∪ {active(C)∨C | C ∈
NS} with the cost function cost′(L) = cost(C) if active(C) = L for some C ∈ NS
and cost′(L) = 0 otherwise.
If there is no model I of N, the MaxSAT problem has no solution. Otherwise, I
without the additional atoms from Σ′ is an optimal solution to the MaxSAT problem.
Proof. • NH is satisfiable iff MaxSAT has a solution. Therefore, if there is
no model I of N, then NH is unsatisfiable.
• Let I′ = {L | L ∈ I ∧ atom(L) 6∈ Σ′}. Let J be any other model of
(NH ∪ NS) and J′ its total extension to Σ′: J′ = J ∪ {active(C) | C ∈
NS ∧ J 2 C} ∪ {¬active(C) | C ∈ NS ∧ J  C} to N.
J′ satisfies NH and is a total consistent model of N. Hence, cost′ (J′) ≥
cost (I), because I is the optimal model of N. By definition, cost′ (I) =
cost (I′) and cost′ (J) = cost (J′). Therefore, I is an optimal MaxSAT
model.
4.5.2 A Second Instantiation of CDCLBnB: Model Covering
My second example demonstrates that my framework can be applied beyond
OCDCL. I consider the calculation of covering models. Again this is mo-
tivated by a product configuration scenario where a propositional variable
encodes the containment of a certain component in a product. For product
testing, finding a bucket of products is typically required such that every
component occurs at least once in the bucket. Translated into propositional
logic: given a set N of clauses I search for a set of models M such that for
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each propositional variable P occurring in N, M  P for at least one M ∈ M
or there is no model of N such that P holds.
In order to solve the model covering problem, I define a domination rela-
tion: A model is dominated if there is another model that contains the same
true variables and some others. More formally, if I and J are total models
for N, then I is dominated by J if {P | I  P} ⊆ {Q | J  Q}. In the context
of Horn clauses, this is written as I < J (Horn clauses have a minimal model
unlike clauses in general). If a total model is dominated by a model already
contained inM, then it is not required in a solution. The extension to CDCL
are the two additional rules:
ConflCM (M; N; U;>;M) =⇒MCCDCL (M; N; U;¬M;M)
provided for all total extensions MM′ with MM′ |= N, there is an I ∈ M
which dominates MM′.
Add (M; N; U; k;>;M) =⇒MCCDCL (M; N; U; k;>;M∪{M})
provided M |= N, all literals from N are defined in M and M is not
dominated by a model inM.
The full calculus called MCCDCL calculus does not necessarily compute
a minimal set of covering models. Minimization is a classical NP-complete
problem [68] and can then be done in a second step. The minimal model
covering can be computed by creating another CDCL extension, where the
set M is explicitly added as a component to a state and used for a branch-
and-bound optimization approach, similar to OCDCL [91]. This calculus
is another instance of CDCLBnB. In the formalization, I instantiate CDCLBnB
with
T N(M) = {C | atom(C) ⊆ atom(N)
∧ C is not a tautology nor contains duplicates
∧ {−D | is dominatingM D, total} ∪ N  C}
is improving M M′M↔ M = M′ and M  N
and M is not dominated byM
and M is consistent, total, duplicate free
Compared with OCDCL, T N(∅) is never empty, because it contains at least
the clause set N.
Theorem 4.12 (MCCDCL Correctness, cdclcm correctness 3). If the clauses in
N do not contain duplicated literals, then an MCCDCL starting from (ε, N, ∅,>, ∅)
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and in a state (ε, N, U,⊥,M), and for every variable P in N, there is a model M
of N, M ∈ M, where M  P, or there is no model satisfying both P and N.
The proof involves a lemma similar to Lemma 4.6: Every model is domi-
nated by a model inM or is still a model of N ∪ T N(M).
4.6 Extending CDCL
Over this chapter I have described one extension of CDCL, namely CDCLBnB.
In this section, I briefly describe how to extend my CDCL formalization with
new rules or new transitions. The simplest way consists in restricting the
rules, like required for decision (Section 4.2). I will also give some ideas how
to do extend CDCL (Section 4.6.2).
4.6.1 Restricting CDCL or Adding Shortcuts
Restricting rules or adding rules that combine several other rules tends to be
reasonably easy. The idea is to show that the behavior is one of the behaviors
that were previously possible (if S =⇒+
CDCL W′
T where =⇒+ is the transitive
closure of =⇒, then S =⇒+CDCL W T) and the final states are the same (by
contraposition, if S =⇒CDCL W T, then ∃T. S =⇒∗CDCL W′ T). For example,
a restriction of Decide is done in Section 4.2, and the Jump rule without
the conflict minimization, which is a special case of Jump with it (this was
used in the naive implementation of IsaSAT of Section 3.3). In this case, the
following stronger version holds: if S =⇒CDCL W′ T, then S =⇒CDCL W T.
The termination proof can be inherited.
Recall that one of the invariants of CDCL is that all atoms of the problem
have to appear in the set of initial clauses. It is not possible to add a literal
only to the learned clauses. In some cases, in order to prove that the required
invariants remain true for the new rules, it might be necessary to extract the
proofs that are currently inlined. The proofs corresponds to the file with
name CDCL W*.thy in the repository [48].
4.6.2 More General Rules
How to add rules to a CDCL variant and prove correctness depends on the
considered extension, but here are some ideas: In some cases, it might be
possible to simulate a new rule with restart, adding clauses or doing some
transformation, then followed by applying the usual CDCL rules. This could
be useful, for example, in an SMT solver [107], if the theory solver provides
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a clause that should be used to justify a propagation: With a restart (trail: ε),
followed by adding the clause and the reuse of the trail, it is possible to get
back exactly to the point where the propagation takes place. Interestingly,
this shows the connection between Restart and Backjump: The latter can be
simulated by running the first, followed by several propagations and deci-
sions to go back to the position where the learned clause can be propagated.
In this case, the termination proof must be adapted.
4.7 Summary
I have presented here a framework for CDCL with branch and bound, called
CDCLBnB. The OCDCL formalization amounts to around 3300 lines of proof.
The extension to partial valuations amounts to 1300 lines.
I have instantiated it to find optimal models (CDCL) and to find a set of
covering models. The formalization fits nicely into the framework I have
previously developed and the abstraction I have used in Isabelle to simplify
reuse and study variants and extensions.
I have also used the dual rail encoding to reduce the search of optimal
models with respect to partial valuations to the search of optimal models
with respect to total valuations.
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A crucial optimization in modern SAT solvers is the two-watched-literal [102,
149] data structure. It allows for efficient unit propagation and conflict
detection—the core CDCL operations. It is much more efficient than my func-
tional implementation described in Section 3.3 that iterates over all clauses
to find them. I introduce an abstract transition system, called TWL, that cap-
tures the essence of a SAT solver with this optimization as a nondeterministic
transition system (Section 5.2). Weidenbach’s book draft only presents the
main invariant, without a precise description of the optimization and in-
variants, like the reordering in the learned clause, used in most modern
implementations I enrich the invariant based on MiniSat’s [43] source code
and prove that it is maintained by all transitions.
I refine the TWL calculus in several correctness-preserving steps. The step-
wise refinement methodology enables me to inherit invariants, correctness,
and termination from previous refinement steps. The first refinement step
implements the rules of the calculus in a more algorithmic fashion, using
the nondeterministic programming language provided by the Isabelle Refine-
ment Framework [74] (Section 5.3). The next step refines the data structure:
Multisets are replaced by lists, and clauses justifying propagations are repre-
sented by indices into a list of clauses (Section 5.4). A key ingredient for an
efficient implementation of watched literals is a data structure called watch
lists. These index the clauses by their two watched literals—literals that can
influence their clauses’ truth value in the solver’s current state. Watch lists
are introduced in a separate refinement step (Section 5.5).
Next, I use the Sepref tool [73] to synthesize imperative code for a func-
tional program, together with a refinement proof. Sepref replaces the abstract
functional data structures by concrete imperative implementations, while
leaving the algorithmic structure of the program unchanged. Isabelle’s code
generator can then be used to extract a self-contained SAT solver in impera-
tive Standard ML (Section 5.6). Finally, to obtain reasonably efficient code,
I need to implement further optimizations and heuristics (Section 5.7). In
particular, the literal selection heuristic is crucial. I use variable move to
front [15] with phase saving [119].
To measure the gap between my solver, IsaSAT-17, and the state of the art,
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I compare IsaSAT’s performance with four other solvers: one of the leading
solver Glucose [1]; the well-known MiniSat [43]; the OCaml-based DPT;1
and the most efficient verified solver I know of, versat [112] (Section 5.8).
Although my solver is competitive with versat, the results are sobering.
5.1 Code Synthesis with the Isabelle Refinement
Framework
The Isabelle Refinement Framework approach is at the core of my approach:
I start from a transition system that includes the two-watched-literal scheme.
From there, I refine it by changing data structure and defining heuristics, be-
fore synthesizing imperative code. I describe how to express Isabelle function
in the nondeterminism monad (Section 5.1.1), refine them to imperative code
(Section 5.1.2), and generate code (Section 5.1.3). One issue is the interaction
between the Isabelle Refinement Framework and locales (Section 5.1.4).
5.1.1 Isabelle Refinement Framework
The Isabelle Refinement Framework [74] provides definitions, lemmas, and
tools that assist in the verification of functional and imperative programs via
stepwise refinement [146]. The framework defines a programming language
that is built on top of a nondeterminism monad. A program is a function
that returns an object of type ′a nres:
datatype ′a nres = FAIL | RES (′a set)
The set X in RES X specifies the possible values that can be returned. The
return statement is defined as a constant RETURN x = RES {x} and specifies
a single value, whereas RES {n | n > 0} indicates that an unspecified positive
number is returned. The simplest program is a semantic specification of the
possible outputs, encapsulated in a RES constructor. The following running
example is a nonexecutable specification of the function that subtracts 1 from
every element of the list xs (with 0− 1 defined as 0 on natural numbers):
definition sub1 spec :: nat list⇒ nat list nres where
sub1 spec xs = RETURN (map (λx. x− 1) xs)
Program refinement uses the same source and target language. The refine-
ment relation ≤ is defined by RES X ≤ RES Y ←→ X ⊆ Y and r ≤ FAIL for
1http://dpt.sourceforge.net/
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all r. For example, the concrete program RETURN 2 refines (≤) the abstract
program RES {n | n > 0}, meaning that all concrete behaviors are possible in
the abstract version. The bottom element RES {} is an unrefinable program;
the top element FAIL represents a run-time failure (e.g., a failed assertion) or
divergence.
Refinement can be used to change the program’s data structures and algo-
rithms, towards a more deterministic and usually more efficient program for
which executable code can be generated. I can refine the previous specifica-
tion to a program that uses a ‘while’ loop:
definition sub1 imp :: nat list⇒ nat list nres where
sub1 imp xs = do {
(i, zs)← WHILET (λ(i, ys). i < |ys|)
(λ(i, ys). do {
ASSERT (i < |ys|);
let zs = list update ys i ((ys ! i)− 1);





The program relies on the following constructs. The ‘do’ is a Haskell-inspired
syntax for expressing monadic computations (here, on the nondeterminism
monad). The WHILET combinator takes a condition, a loop body, and a start
value. In my example, the loop’s state is a pair of the form (i, ys). The T
subscript in the combinator’s name indicates that the loop must not diverge.
Totality is necessary for code generation. The ASSERT statement takes an
assertion that must always be true when the statement is executed. Finally,
the xs ! i operation returns the (i + 1)st element of xs, and list update xs i y
replaces the (i + 1)st element by y.
To prove the refinement lemma sub1 imp xs ≤ sub1 spec xs, I can use
the refine vcg proof method provided by the Refinement Framework. This
method heuristically aligns the statements of the two programs and generates
proof obligations, which are passed to the user. If the abstract program has
the form RES X or RETURN x, as is the case here, refine vcg applies Hoare-
logic-style rules to generate the verification conditions. For my example,
two of the resulting proof obligations correspond to the termination of the
‘while’ loop and the correctness of the assertion. I can use the measure
λ(i, ys). |ys| − i to prove termination.
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The goals generated by refine vcg are often easy to discharge with standard
Isabelle tactics, but they may also point to missing lemmas or invariants. The
primary technical challenge during proof development is to handle cases
where the verification condition generator fails to properly align the pro-
grams and generates nonsensical, and usually unprovable, proof obligations.
In some cases, the tool generates error messages, but these are often cryptic.
Another hurdle is that refinement proof goals can be very large, and the
Isabelle/jEdit graphical interface is painfully slow at displaying them. I sus-
pect that this is mostly due to type annotations and other metainformation
available as tooltip, positioning of line breaks, and syntax highlighting.
In a refinement step, I can also change the types. For my small program,
if I assume that the natural numbers in the list are all nonzero, I can replace
them by integers and use the subtraction operation on integers (for which
0− 1 = −1 6= 0). The program remains syntactically identical except for the
type annotation:
definition sub1 imp int :: int list⇒ int list nres where
sub1 imp int xs = 〈same body as sub1 imp〉
I want to establish the following relation: If all elements in xs :: nat list
are nonzero and the elements of ys :: int list are positionwise numerically
equal to those of xs, then any list of integers returned by sub1 imp int ys is
positionwise numerically equal to some list returned by sub1 imp xs. The
framework lets me express preconditions and connections between types
using higher-order relations called relators:
(sub1 imp int, sub1 imp)
∈ [λxs. ∀i ∈ xs. i 6= 0] 〈int of nat rel〉list rel→ 〈〈int of nat rel〉list rel〉nres rel
The relation int of nat rel :: (int× nat) set relates natural numbers with their
integer counterparts (e.g., (5 :: int, 5 :: nat) ∈ int of nat rel). The syntax of
relators mimics that of types; for example, if R is the relation for ′a, then
〈R〉list rel is the relation for ′a list, and 〈R〉nres rel is the relation for ′a nres.
The ternary relator [p] R→ S, for functions ′a⇒ ′b, lifts the relations R and
S for ′a and ′b under precondition p.
The theorem can also be written:
(∀i ∈ xs. i 6= 0) ∧ (xs′, xs) ∈ 〈int of nat rel〉list rel =⇒
sub1 imp int xs′ ≤ ⇓〈int of nat rel〉list rel(sub1 imp xs)
The Refinement Framework uses both versions: The former version is used
when synthesizing code, while the latter is used for every other purpose.
Therefore, I have some theorems that transform the first version to the later.
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5.1.2 Sepref and Refinement to Imperative HOL
The Imperative HOL library [33] defines a heap monad that can express im-
perative programs with side effects. The monad has type ′a Heap where the
result of a function has type ′a that ′a must be a countable type.
On top of Imperative HOL, a separation logic, with assertion type assn,
can be used to express relations ′a⇒ ′b⇒ assn between plain values, of type
′a, and data structures on the heap, of type ′b. For example, array assn R ::
′a list ⇒ ′b array ⇒ assn relates lists of ′a elements with mutable arrays
of ′b elements, where R :: ′a ⇒ ′b ⇒ assn is used to relate the elements.
The relation between the ! operator on lists and its heap-based counterpart
Array.nth can be expressed as follows:(
(λ(xs, i). Array.nth xs i), (λ(xs, i). RETURN (xs ! i))
)
∈ [λ(xs, i). i < |xs|] (array assn R)k × nat assnk → R
The arguments’ relations are annotated with k (“keep”) or d (“destroy”) su-
perscripts that indicate whether the previous value can still be accessed after
the operation has been performed. Reading an array leaves it unchanged,
whereas updating it destroys the old array.
The Sepref tool automates the transition from the nondeterminism monad
to the heap monad. It keeps track of the values that are destroyed and en-
sures that they are not used later in the program. Given a suitable source
program, it can automatically generate the target program and proves the
corresponding refinement lemma automatically. The main difficulty is that
some low-level operations have side conditions, which I must explicitly dis-
charge by adding assertions at the right points in the source program to
guide Sepref.
The following command generates a heap program called sub1 imp code
from the source program sub1 imp int:
sepref definition sub1 imp code is
sub1 imp int :: [λ .True] (array assn nat assn)d →
array assn nat assn
by sepref
The generated array-based program is
sub1 imp code xs = do {
(i, zs)← heap WHILET (λ(i, ys). do { zs← Array.len ys;
return (i < zs) })
(λ(i, ys). do {
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z← Array.nth ys i − 1;
zs← Array.upd ys i z;




The Refinement Framework provides a way to compose all the specifications.
The end-to-end refinement theorem, obtained by composing the refinement
lemmas, is
(sub1 imp code, sub1 spec)
∈ [λxs. ∀i ∈ xs. i 6= 0] (array assn int of nat assn)d →
array assn int of nat assn
5.1.3 Code Generation of Imperative Programs
If I want to execute the program efficiently, I can translate it to Standard
ML using Isabelle’s code generator [57]. The following imperative code,
including its dependencies, is generated (in slightly altered form):
fun sub1_imp_code xs = (fn () =>
let
val (i, zs) =
heap_WHILET
(fn (i, ys) => fn () => i < len heap_int ys)
(fn (i, ys) => fn () =>
let val z = nth heap_int ys i - 1 in
(i + 1, upd heap_int i z ys) end)
(0, xs) ();
in zs end);
The ML idiom (fn () => . . . ) () is inserted to delay the evaluation of the
body, so that the side effects occur in the intended order, although some
of them are removed during code generation. For example, the condition
without any simplification is generated as
(fn (a1, a2) =>
(fn f => fn () => f ((len heap_int a2) ()) ())
(fn x_a => (fn () => (less_nat a1 x_a))))
Code generation in Isabelle is built around a mapping from Imperative
HOL operations to concrete code in the target language. This mapping is
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composed of code equations translating code and the correctness of the map-
ping cannot be verified in Isabelle. For example, accessing the n-th element
of an Imperative HOL array is mapped to accessing the n-th elements of the
target language (e.g., nth in the code above which maps around Array.sub).
These equations are the trusted code base. They cannot be proved correct with-
out a full semantics of the target language and a compiler in Isabelle from
Isabelle’s language to this language.
5.1.4 Sepref and Locales
Using Sepref and locales (either to add assumptions axioms or additional
constants) is not obvious, but there is also a documented way of doing it.
Code synthesis in locales is more complicated than normal code synthesis,
because otherwise, the assumptions of the locale would also be assumptions
on the definition, making code generation from Isabelle impossible, because
the code generator cannot discharge that the assumptions of the definition
hold. The standard idiom is the following:
locale X
begin
sepref register sub1 imp
sepref thm sub1 imp refined is
PR CONST sub1 imp int
:: [λ .True] (array assn nat assn)d → array assn nat assn
by sepref
concrete definition (in −) sub1 imp code
uses X.sub1 imp refined.refine raw
is (? f , ) ∈
prepare code thms (in −) sub1 imp code def
end
The command sepref thm is similar to sepref definition but does not in-
troduce a new definition: It simply synthesizes the code and proves the refine-
ment relation (here under the name sub1 imp refined). concrete definition
is the command in charge of creating the definition with the key difference
that this is done outside the locale: The Isabelle command (in −) locally ex-
its the locale. After that, prepare code thms takes care of some additional
code setup to be able to generate code. The latter is not necessary when the
synthesis does nat happen inside a locale.
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There are two additional complications: First, the constant PR CONST
(defined to be simply the identity) is used for technical reasons to protect
functions to synthesize, if the functions depends on parameters of the locale.2
More precisely, assume that the locale X depends on some parameter N. This
is emulated by Isabelle by having the constant X.sub1 imp taking N as first
parameter. Sepref normalizes a call to sub1 imp (inside the locale) to the call
(outside of the locale) PR CONST (X.sub1 imp N). PR CONST makes sure
that (X.sub1 imp N) are considered together and N is not considered as an
argument. Second, exiting the locale can become complicated and requires
additional (sometimes very fragile) proofs.
5.2 Watched Literals
The two-watched-literal (2WL or TWL) scheme [102] is a data structure that
makes it possible to efficiently identify candidate clauses for unit propagation
and conflict. In each nonunit clause (i.e., a clause with at least two literals), I
distinguish two watched literals; the remaining literals are unwatched. Initially,
any of a nonunit clause’s literals can be chosen to be watched. The solver
maintains the following 2WL invariant for each clause:
Unless a conflict has been found, a watched literal may be false only if
the other watched literal is true and all the unwatched literals are false.
This is the invariant given by Weidenbach. It is inspired by MiniSat’s code. A
consequence of this invariant is that setting an unwatched literal will never
yield a candidate for propagation or conflict. This can dramatically reduce
the number of candidate clauses to consider.
For each literal L, the clauses that contain a watched L are chained together
in a list, called a watch list. When a literal L becomes true, the solver needs to
iterate only through the watch list for −L to find candidates for propagation
or conflict. For each candidate clause, there are four possibilities:
1. If the other watched literal is true, do nothing.
2. If one of the unwatched literals L′ is not false, restore the invariant by
updating the clause so that it watches L′ instead of −L.
3. Otherwise, consider the other watched literal L′ in the clause:
2If there is no dependency to locale parameters, PR CONST is harmful and makes it
impossible to synthesize code calling this function. Whether it is necessary is sometimes so
complicated to find out that I do not always know and wait to see if the code generation fails.
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4. ¬ L0 L1
3. ¬ L0 ¬ L1 L2
2. ¬ L2 ¬ L1 ¬ L0
1. ¬ L1 L2 L0
(a)
¬ L0 L1
L2 ¬ L1 ¬ L0
¬ L2 ¬ L1 ¬ L0
¬ L1 L2 L0
(b)
Figure 5.1: Evolution of the 2WL data structure on a simple example
3.1. If it is not set, propagate L′.
3.2. Otherwise, L′ is false, and I have found a conflict.
Propagation is performed eagerly. When a conflict is detected, the solver
stops updating the data structure and processes the conflict.
To illustrate how the solver maintains the 2WL invariant, I consider the
small problem shown in Figure 5.1. The clauses are numbered from 1 to
4. Gray cells identify the watched literals. Thus, clause 1 is ¬ L1 ∨ L2 ∨ L0,
where ¬ L1 and L2 are watched. The following scenario is possible:
1. I start with an empty trail and the clauses shown in Figure 5.1a. I
decide to make L0 true. The trail becomes L†0. I need to consider every
clause where ¬ L0 is watched, i.e., clauses 3 and 4, in any order.
2. I first consider clause 4 for ¬ L0. I propagate L1 from it. The trail
becomes L1L†0. I still need to consider clause 3 for ¬ L0 and the clauses
for ¬ L1.
3. I consider clause 3 for ¬ L0. Since L2 is unwatched and not false, I swap
L2 and ¬ L0, resulting in the clauses shown in Figure 5.1b. I must still
consider clauses 1, 2, and 3 for ¬ L1.
4. I consider clause 3 for ¬ L1: I propagate L2. The trail becomes L2L1L†0.
I still need to update the clauses 1 and 2 for ¬ L1 and the clauses for
¬ L2.
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5. I consider clause 2. All its literals are false—a conflict. Thanks to the
invariant’s precondition (“unless a conflict has been found”), I do not
need to update clause 1 or the clauses for ¬ L2.
Compatibility with the Jump rule is important for efficiency: When remov-
ing literals from the trail, the invariant is preserved without requiring any
update.
To capture the 2WL data structure formally, I need a notion of state that
takes into account pending updates. These can concern a specific clause
or all the clauses associated with a literal. As in the example above, I first
process the clause-specific updates; then I move to the next literal and start
updating its associated clauses.
States have the form (M, N, U, D, NP, UP, WS, Q), of type ′v stateTWL. The
pending updates are stored in the last two components: the work stack WS
is a multiset {(L, C1), . . . , (L, Cn)}, where L is a false literal and the clauses
Ci watch L and may require an update. The other literals to update are
stored in the queue Q. For example, at the end of step 4 above, WS is
{(¬ L1, ¬ L1 ∨ C ∨ L0), (¬ L1, ¬C ∨ ¬ L1 ∨ ¬ L0)} and Q is {¬C}.
Moreover, I store the unit clauses separately from the nonunit clauses. The
unit clauses are put in the NP and UP components as singleton multisets.
The nonunit clauses are put in N and U. Each nonunit clause is represented
by a value ClauseTWL W UW, where W is the multiset of watched literals, of
cardinality 2, and UW the multiset of unwatched literals.
The stateW of function converts a TWL state to a CDCL W state:
definition stateW of :: ′v stateTWL ⇒ ′v stateW where
stateW of (M, N, U, D, NP, UP, WS, Q) =
(M, image clauseW of N ] NP,
image clauseW of U ] UP, D)
where clauseW of (ClauseTWLW UW) = W ] UW and image f N applies the
function f to each element of multiset N.
The first two TWL rules have direct counterparts in CDCL W:
Propagate (M, N, U,>, NP, UP, {(L, C)} ]WS, Q) =⇒TWL
(L′C M, N, U,>, NP, UP, WS, {−L′} ]Q)
if watched C = {L, L′}, L′ is not set in M, and
∀K ∈ unwatched C. −K ∈ M
Conflict (M, N, U,>, NP, UP, {(L, C)} ]WS, Q) =⇒TWL
(M, N, U, C, NP, UP, ∅, ∅)
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if watched C = {L, L′}, −L′ ∈ M, and
∀K ∈ unwatched C.−K ∈ M
For both rules, C cannot be a unit clause. The condition stating that ∀K ∈
unwatched C. −K ∈ M is necessary because the 2WL invariant trivially holds
for C as long as an update on C is pending.
The next rules manipulate the state’s 2WL-specific components, without
affecting its semantics as seen through the function stateW of:
Update (M, N, U,>, NP, UP, {(L, C)} ]WS, Q) =⇒TWL
(M, N′, U′,>, NP, UP, WS, Q)
if K ∈ unwatched C, −K /∈ M, and N′ and U′ are obtained from N and
U by replacing the clause C = ClauseTWL W UW with ClauseTWL (W −
{L} ] {K})(UW− {K} ] {L})
Ignore (M, N, U,>, NP, UP, {(L, C)} ]WS, Q) =⇒TWL
(M, N, U,>, NP, UP, WS, Q)
if watched C = {L, L′} and L′ ∈ M
Next Literal (M, N, U,>, NP, UP, ∅, {L} ]Q) =⇒TWL
(M, N, U,>, NP, UP,
{(L, C) | L ∈ watched C ∧ C ∈ N ]U}, Q)
As in W+stgy, I postpone decisions. This is achieved by requiring that
WS and Q are empty in the Decide rule. Skip and Resolve are as before,
except that they also preserve the 2WL-specific components of the state. Due
to the distinction between unit and nonunit clauses, I need two rules for
nonchronological backjumping:
Decide (M, N, U,>, NP, UP, ∅, ∅) =⇒TWL
(L† M, N, U,>, NP, UP, ∅, {−L})
if L is not defined in M and appears in N
Jump Nonunit (M′ · K† M, N, U, D ∨ L, NP, UP, ∅, ∅) =⇒TWL
(LD∨L M, N, U ] {ClauseTWL {L, L′} (D′ − {L′})},>, NP, UP, ∅, {L})
if the conditions on Jump are satisfied by D, D′, and L, L′ ∈ D, and L′
has the highest level among D′’s literals
Jump Unit (M′ · K† M, N, U, D ∨ L, NP, UP, ∅, ∅) =⇒TWL
(LL M, N, U,>, NP, UP] {L}, ∅, {L})
if the conditions on Jump are satisfied by D, D′ = ∅, and L
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In Jump Nonunit, I need to choose a literal L′ of D′ with the highest level
among D′’s literals, or the next-highest level in D′ ∨ L (since L has a higher
level than L′). Jump Nonunit is documented in MiniSat’s code (“find the first
literal assigned at the next-highest level”). Remarkably, this important prop-
erty is mentioned neither in Weidenbach’s book draft nor in the description
of MiniSat [43].
Theorem 5.1 (Invariant cdcl twl stgy twl struct invs 3). If the state S satisfies
the 2WL invariant and S =⇒TWL T, then T satisfies the 2WL invariant.
Theorem 5.2 (Refinement full cdcl twl stgy cdclW stgy 3). Let S be a state
that satisfies the 2WL invariant. If S =⇒!TWL T, then
stateW of S =⇒!CDCL W stateW of T.
TWL refines W+stgy’s end-to-end behavior and produces final states that
are also final states for CDCL W. I can apply Theorem 3.9 to establish partial
correctness. Termination of TWL is a direct consequence of the termination
of CDCL W.
I have decided to present the calculus as a transition system, similarly to
the calculus CDCL W and not to directly in the non-determinism transition
monad, like the algorithmic version of the next section. While this would
have worked too, I found it easier to write down and reason about the transi-
tion system, in particular finding the invariants to prove that all propagations
and conflicts have been found.
5.3 Refining the Calculus to an Algorithm
I want to obtain an executable SAT solver from TWL. I do this by refining
the calculus in multiple consecutive steps until I reach an implementation.
The first step in the refinement chain is to implement the calculus as a
program in the nondeterminism monad. The program operates on states of
type ′v stateTWL, as in the TWL calculus, but it reduces some of the calculus’s
nondeterminism. The program consists of a few functions that implement
mutually disjoint sets of rules. I focus on the function that applies Propagate,
Conflict, Update, or Ignore, assuming that its first argument, the pair LC =
(L, C), has already been removed from the WS component of S:
definition PCUIalgo ::
′v lit× ′v clause⇒ ′v stateTWL ⇒ ′v stateTWL
where
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PCUIalgo LC S = do {
let (M, N, U, D, NP, UP, WS, Q) = S;
let (L, C) = LC;
L′ ← RES {L′ | L′ ∈ watched C− {L}};
if L′ ∈ M then (∗ Ignore ∗)
RETURN S
else
if ∀L ∈ unwatched C. −L ∈ M then
if −L′ ∈ M then (∗ Conflict ∗)
RETURN (M, N, U, C, NP, UP, ∅, ∅)
else (∗ Propagate ∗)
RETURN (L′CM, N, U, D, NP, UP, WS,
{−L′} ]Q)
else do { (∗ Update ∗)
K ← RES {K | K ∈ unwatched C ∧ −K /∈ M};
(N′, U′)← RES {(N′, U′) |
update clss (N, U) C L K (N′, U′)};
RETURN (M, N′, U′, D, NP, UP, WS, Q)
}
}
The predicate update clss (N, U) C L K (N′, U′) updates the clause C by ex-
changing the watched literal L and the unwatched literal K in C. The clause
is updated in either N or U, yielding N′ and U′. Since propagations are
performed eagerly, WS never refers to unit clauses.
The PCUIalgo algorithm still contains abstract, nondeterministic parts. For
example, in the Update part, I leave the choice of the new watched literal K
underspecified.
For PCUIalgo, I have the following refinement theorem:
Lemma 5.3 (Refinement unit propagation inner loop body 3). If the 2WL
invariant holds for all clauses occurring in the N and U components of S, then
PCUIalgo (L, C) S ≤ RES {T | add to WS (L, C) S =⇒PCUI T}
The PCUI subscript on the transition arrow refers to the fragment of TWL
consisting of the four rules Propagate, Conflict, Update, and Ignore, whereas
add to WS (L, C) S returns the state obtained by adding (L, C) to S’s WS
component. For the entire SAT solver, I have the following theorem:
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Theorem 5.4 (Refinement cdcl twl stgy prog spec 3). If the 2WL invariant
holds for all clauses occurring in the N and U components of S, then
TWLalgo S ≤ RES {T | S =⇒!TWL T}
The state returned by the program is a final state for TWL. From Theo-
rem 5.2, I deduce that it is also a final state for W+stgy. Hence, the program
TWLalgo is a SAT solver by Theorem 3.9.
5.4 Representing Clauses as Lists
The nondeterministic program TWLalgo presented in Section 5.3 relies on
the same state type as the TWL calculus. This changes with the next re-
finement step: I now store the initial and learned clauses together in a list,
and I use indices to refer to the clauses. States are now tuples (M, NU, u, D,
NP, UP, WS′, Q):
• NU is the list of all nonunit clauses. It simultaneously refines N and
U. The initial clauses occupy indices 1 to u− 1, and the learned clauses
start at index u. The list’s first element is left unused to keep index 0
as a null clause reference.
• M is the trail, where the annotations are replaced by numeric indices.
For nonunit clauses, Li is used instead of LC if NU ! i = C, where the !
operator denotes 0-based list access. When annotating literals with unit
clauses (which are not present in NU), I use the special index 0—i.e., I
put L0 on the trail to mean LL.
• In WS′, I implement a pair (L, C) by the index of clause C. The literal
L, which is the same for all pairs in WS, is stored locally in the refined
unit propagation algorithm.
Abusing notation, I will use the letter C to refer to clause indices and will not
distinguish between a clause and its index. The annotations used in the trail
to indicate where the reason is in the clause set are similar to the pointers
that are used in most implementations.
In addition to the modifications to the state, I also transform the representa-
tion of clauses, from a pair of multisets holding the watched and unwatched
literals to a list of literals such that its first two elements are watched. Given a
nonunit clause (index) C, its watched literals are available as (NU ! C) ! 0 and
(NU ! C) ! 1. Furthermore, I set the stage for future refinements by replacing
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the test L ∈ M by a call to a function, polarity, that returns Some True if L ∈ M,
Some False if −L ∈ M, and None otherwise.
The refined version of the PCUIalgo algorithm follows
definition PCUI list ::
′v lit⇒ ′v clause idx⇒ ′v state list ⇒ ′v state list
where
PCUI list L C S = do {
let (M, NU, u, D, NP, UP, WS, Q) = S;
let i = if (NU ! C) ! 0 = L then 0 else 1;
let L′ = (NU ! C) ! (1− i);
let pol′ = polarity M L′;
if pol′ = Some True then (∗ Ignore ∗)
RETURN (M, NU, u, D, NP, UP, WS, Q)
else
case find unwatched M (NU ! C) of
None⇒
if pol′ = Some False then (∗ Conflict ∗)
RETURN (M, NU, u, NU ! C, NP, UP, ∅, ∅)
else (∗ Propagate ∗)
RETURN (L′CM, NU, u, D, NP, UP, WS,
{−L′} ]Q)
| Some j ⇒ do { (∗ Update ∗)
let NU′ = list update NU C
(list swap (NU ! C) i j);
RETURN (M, NU′, u, D, NP, UP, WS, Q)
}
}
5.5 Storing Clauses Watched by a Literal: Watch Lists
In the Next Literal rule of the TWL calculus, the set of clauses that watch
a given literal is calculated. A refinement step eliminates this gratuitous
inefficiency: Instead of iterating over all clauses, I maintain a map from
literals to the clauses that contain them as watched literals. States now have
the form (M, NU, u, D, NP, UP, Q, W), where W :: ′v lit⇒ clause idx list maps
each literal to its watch list.
The abstract state stores all the clauses that watch the current literal L and
still require processing in its WS component. In the concrete algorithm, I
use a local variable w to traverse the watch list. After processing a clause,
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there are two cases. If the clause still watches L (rules Propagate, Conflict, and
Ignore), I increment w to move to the next clause. Otherwise, the clause no
longer watches L (rule Update). I exchange the element at index w with the
watch list’s last element and shorten the list by one (function delete idx and
swap). Since the traversal order is irrelevant, this is an efficient way to delete
an element in constant time based on arrays. This technique is implemented
in many solvers.
The refined PCUI algorithm is presented below, where the syntax f (x := y)
denotes the function that maps x to y and otherwise coincides with f :
definition PCUIwlist ::
′v lit⇒ nat⇒ ′v statewlist ⇒ nat× ′v statewlist
where
PCUIwlist L w S = do {
let (M, NU, u, D, NP, UP, Q, W) = S;
let C = W L ! w;
let i = if C ! 0 = L then 0 else 1;
let L′ = (NU ! C) ! (1− i);
let pol′ = polarity M L′;
if pol′ = Some True then (∗ Ignore ∗)
RETURN (w + 1, (M, NU, u, D, NP, UP, Q, W))
else
case find unwatched M (NU ! C) of
None⇒
if pol′ = Some False then (∗ Conflict ∗)
RETURN (w + 1, (M, NU, u, NU ! C, NP, UP,
∅, W))
else (∗ Propagate ∗)
RETURN (w + 1, (L′CM, NU, u, D, NP, UP,
{−L′} ]Q, W))
| Some j ⇒ do { (∗ Update ∗)
let K = (NU ! C) ! j;
let NU′ = list update NU C
(list swap (NU ! C) i j);
let W ′ =
W(L := delete idx and swap (W L) w)
(K := W K · C);





When performing a chain of refinements, I often want to reuse information
from earlier refinement steps. Assume that I have previously shown the
refinement relation
g y ≤ ⇓{(t,s)∈R | I1 t∧ I2 t s} f x, (5.1)
where R relates concrete and abstract states and I1 and I2 are invariants. Now
suppose I want to refine g by the function h with relation S and invariant
J. The invariant J typically consists of a genuinely new part Jnew and a part
inherited from higher abstraction levels. I first prove the new part:
h z ≤ ⇓{(u,t)∈S | Jnew u t} g y (5.2)
Then I can combine it with equation (5.1), using the invariant I1 that does
not depend on a state s, yielding
h z ≤ ⇓{(u,t)∈S | Jnew u t∧ I1 t} g y (5.3)
Finally, I can prove the desired refinement relation h z ≤ ⇓{(u,t)∈S | J u t} g y, by
showing the inclusion
{(u, t) ∈ R | Jnew u t ∧ I1 t} ⊆ {(u, t) ∈ R | J u t} (5.4)
Because I frequently needed to combine large invariants to derive refinement
lemmas such as (5.3), I developed a specialized tactic in the Eisbach lan-
guage [99]. It takes as input the relations (5.1) and (5.2). It separates I1 and I2,
based on their syntactic dependencies, and derives the relation (5.3). Another
Eisbach tactic takes (5.3) and the desired refinement goal as arguments and
leaves (5.4) as the goal. Eisbach is very useful for such tedious but straight-
forward manipulations, especially for goals containing large formulas.
5.6 Generating Code
For technical reasons, I need an intermediate refinement step between the
introduction of watch lists (Section 5.5) and the change of data structures.
This step amounts to adding assertions in the watch list algorithms stating
that all literals belong to a fixed, finite domain. Given the set of all literals
Lin that appear in the clause set N, I need to consider only the literals that
appear in Lin or whose negation appear in Lin. I call this set Lall. The
intermediate refinement step involves stating and discharging assertions of
the form L ∈ Lall. This layer is called TWLwlist+Lall. This sets the stage for
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many subsequent optimizations, by allowing me to allocate arrays that are
large enough to represent mappings from atoms or literals. Arrays are used
for watch lists (which map literals to clauses), polarity caching (which map
atoms to their polarities, corresponding to the polarity function), and other
optimizations.
Some of the data structures I need are already available in the Imperative
Collections Framework [75], while others must be developed specifically
for this project. Since the code in Imperative HOL is deterministic, I must
commit to a strategy for applying the calculus rules. The precise heuristics
and other optimizations are described in Section 5.7.
The solver state is enriched with information necessary for optimizations
and heuristics, and its components are implemented by efficient data struc-
tures. For example, literals are refined to 32-bit unsigned integers, represent-
ing a positive literal Pos i by 2 · i and a negative literal Neg i by 2 · i + 1. All
required operations, such as atom extraction and negation, can be efficiently
implemented on this representation. The use of 32-bit numbers restricts my
implementation to at most 231 atoms (which seems to be a common restric-
tion for SAT solvers).
The encoding of literals as unsigned integers can be used to represent a
map from literals by an array, indexed by the literal representation. In this
way, I implement the W function that maps literals to its watch lists by an
array of arrays. The outer array’s size is determined by the actual number of
atoms in the problem, while I use a dynamic resizing strategy for the inner
arrays that hold the watch lists. Using the same literal encoding, clauses
are represented by arrays of 32-bit integers. In contrast, the indices used as
annotations in the trail and in the WS component are unbounded integers.
Internally, the refinement of the state is done in two steps: The first step
handles the addition of the data for optimizations and heuristics, and the
second step uses Sepref to refine the functional representations of the state’s
components to efficient mutable data structures.
To obtain a complete SAT solver, I must provide code to initialize the data
structure with the 2WL invariant using the list of the atoms in the problems.
Initialization works as follows: I first go through the clauses and extract all
the atoms by taking the literal where it occurs first. Then for each clause,
either it contains at least two literals, in which case the first two are watched,
or it is a unit clause, in which case the literal is propagated (or a conflict is
marked) and the clause is added to NP. If there is a conflict, there is no need
to analyze it—the clauses are unsatisfiable.
Once I have refined TWL into an imperative program and combined it
with a function initializing the data structure from a list of clauses, I define
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the complete imperative SAT solver as a function IsaSATcode in Imperative
HOL. The abstract specification of the solver is given by
model if satisfiable =
RES {M | if satisfiable CS then M 6= None∧ the M  CS
else M = None}
where the (Some x) = x. This abstract program returns None if the input
clauses are unsatisfiable; otherwise, it returns Some M, where M is a model
of the clauses. By combining the refinement theorems for all refinement steps,
I obtain end-to-end correctness for the entire solver.
Theorem 5.5 (End-to-End Correctness cdcl twl stgy twl struct invs 3). The
imperative SAT solver returns a model if its input is satisfiable:
(IsaSATcode, model if satisfiable)
∈ [no duplicate no false] clauses assnk →
option assn (list assn lit assn)
The clauses assn relation refines a multiset of multisets of literals to a list
of lists of 32-bit literals, and option assn (list assn lit assn) refines an optional
list of literals to an optional list of 32-bit literals.
Finally, I invoke Isabelle’s code generator [57] to extract Standard ML code
from the Imperative HOL program. The result is a self-contained program
consisting of about 2700 lines of code. It is extended with a simple unverified
parser for SAT problems in conjunctive normal form. To give a flavor of the
program, I show its main loop below (slightly reformatted for readability):
fun IsaSAT_code initial_state () =
let val (_, final_state) =
heap_WHILET
(fn (done, _) => fn () => not done)
(fn (_, T) =>
analyze_or_decide_code
(PCUI_and_Next_Literal T ()) ())
(false, initial_state) ()
in final_state end
5.7 Optimizations and Heuristics
My imperative SAT solver relies on a few optimizations that deserve to be
explained in more detail: an efficient decision heuristic, a representation of
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conflicts as a lookup table, conflict clause minimization, and the elimination
of redundant components from the state.
5.7.1 Variable Move to Front
The variable-move-to-front (VMTF) heuristic [15], based on the move-to-front
algorithm [124], selects which atom to decide next. It offers similar perfor-
mance to the better-known variable-state-independent-decaying-sum (VSIDS)
scheme [102]. VMTF’s main advantage, from a formalization point of view,
is that it does not require floating-point arithmetic.
VMTF works on a list of atoms As, which must contain all atoms from Lin
in some order. Two operations access or modify this list: When a decision
is needed, VMTF traverses As to find the first unset atom with respect to
the trail. When an atom is heuristically determined to be important to the
problem, it is moved to the front of As so that it is found next—an operation
called rescoring.
To speed up these operations, I implement some of the optimizations
described by Biere and Fröhlich [15]:
• To efficiently remove atoms from As, I represent it by a doubly linked
list. Moreover, I store it in an array ns indexed by the atoms, enabling
fast accesses to the associated nodes. Each entry in ns has the form
(st, prev, next), where st is the timestamp indicating when the atom
was rescored, and prev and next are the linked-list “pointers,” or rather
indices in As (with None representing a null pointer).
• I extend the data structure with a next search component that stores
an atom. If As = As0 · . . . · As|As|−1, with next search = Asj, all atoms
As0, . . . , Asj−1 are set in the trail. When searching for an undefined
atom, I can start at index j.
• Timestamps enable me to efficiently unset a literal (e.g., when jumping).
Since atoms are sorted in reverse timestamp order in As, I need to
update next search only if the unset atom has a higher timestamp than
the current next search atom.
• I batch the rescoring of atoms. Atoms are not removed from As, until
the end of the next Jump when rescoring takes place: I sort the atoms
to rescore by their timestamps and prepend them to As.
The tuple vmtf = ((ns, st, fst, next search), to rescore) captures the VMTF
data structure. The ns component corresponds the doubly linked list de-
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(a) Doubly linked list for
the VMTF heuristics for
As = [A, B, C], st = 4, and













(b) Doubly linked list for the VMTF
heuristics after bumping B for
As = [B, A, C] and st = 5
Figure 5.2: Example of the VMTF heuristic before and after bumping.
scribed above; st is the maximum timestamp; fst gives the first atom in As;
and to rescore is the batch of atoms that are awaiting rescoring.
In Isabelle, I define the inductive predicate vmtf As st ns that checks whether
ns stores a doubly linked list corresponding to As and the timestamps are
bounded by st. It is defined by the following introduction rules:
Empty list vmtf ε st ns, where ε denotes the empty list;
Singleton list vmtf i st ns
if i < |ns| and ns ! i = (st, None, None);
List of length 2 or more vmtf (ijAs) (st + 1) ns
if vmtf (jAs) st ns′, i 6= j, i < |ns|, and ns is ns′ where ns ! i = (st + 1,
None, Some j) and the prev component of ns′ ! j has been updated to
Some i in ijAs to get jAs.
An example is shown in Figure 5.2. In the function that finds the next
unset literal, I iterate over the doubly linked list stored in ns:
find next undef ((ns, st, fst, next search), ) M = do {
WHILET (λnext search. next search 6= None
∧ defined atm M (the next search))
(λnext search.
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The defined atm predicate tests whether an atom is set in the trail. The
get next i function returns the next component of the node associated with
atom i—i.e., the atom following atom i in As (or None if i is the last element
in As).
To prove this program correct, I must show the termination of the while
loop, which amounts to the well-foundedness of the relation
{(get next (ns ! the next search), next search) |
next search 6= None}
This, in turn, amounts to showing that the chain of get next calls contains no
loops. I achieve this by showing that the chain is a traversal of the list As,
which is finite. On the example from Figure 5.2, first A would be tested, then
B, and finally C.
When implementing a heuristic such as VMTF, I must prove that it does
not fail (e.g., because of an out-of-bound array access) and that it returns a
correct result. I do not need to prove that my implementation is actually
a “VMTF” as defined by Biere and Fröhlich [15]. For example, there are
no formal guarantees that the sorting function I use to rescore the batched
atoms by their timestamps is correct; it is sufficient to show that sorting
introduces no new atoms. I actually found out later that my sorting function
was incorrect (and simply the identity) and later fixed it3.
VMTF gives only the next atom to decide (if one exists). I also need to
choose the literal’s polarity. I use the phase saving heuristic [119]. It is a
mapping ϕ from an atom to a polarity, implemented as an array of Booleans.
Initially, all atoms are mapped to a negative polarity. Then for each conflict,
the mapping is updated: Every atom involved in the conflict will be mapped
to the polarity it has in the trail.4
5.7.2 Conflict Clause as a Lookup Table
In the TWL calculus and the refinements shown so far, the conflict clause
is either > (None) or an actual clause (Some C). Four operations access or
modify the conflict clause:
• The Conflict rule replaces > by a conflict clause.
3As part of a research immersion lab under my supervision, a student, Maximilian Wuttke,
proved the correctness of the quicksort implementation that is now used.
4This was later changed to the standard phase saving algorithm: Whenever a propagation
is done, the mapping is updated.
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Intermediate code Refinement relation Imperative HOL code
(b′, n′, ps′C) refines
the clause C as a
lookup table; L′
and K′ refine the
literals L and K
let n = size (the C); n′ ← size conflict code
(b′, n′, ps′C)
The 32-bit unsigned
integer n′ is equal
to the natural
number n
let D = replicate n K; D′ ← Array.new n′ K′
The array D′ has
the same length
and same content
as the list D
let D = D[1 := L]; D′ ← Array.upd 1 D′ L′
The array D′ refines
the updated list D;
both contain K at
position 1
let C′ = Some (b′, n′, ps′C′)←
(the C− {K, L}); remove from K′ L′
(b′, n′, ps′C)
(b′, n′ − 2, ps′C)
refines C′
RES {(E, None) | (E′, (b′, n′, ps′>))←
E ! 0 = K2 (λ . conflict with cls)
∧ E ! 1 = L K′ L′ D′
∧ |E| ≥ 2 (b′, n′, ps′C′)
∧ C′ =}
mset (drop 2 E)}
The array E′ refines
the clause C, and
(b′, n′, ps′>)
refines >
Figure 5.3: Conversion from the lookup table to a clause, assuming C 6= None
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• The Resolve rule merges the conflict clause with another clause, remov-
ing duplicates.
• The choice between the Resolve and Skip rules depends on whether the
trail’s head appears in the conflict clause.
• The choice between Resolve and Jump requires an iteration through the
clause to evaluate the maximum level of the clause minus one literal.
Initially, I tried representing the conflict as an optional resizable array
that is converted to a nonresizable array when the clause is learned (by
rule Jump Nonunit). However, this led to many memory allocations and to
inefficient code for resolution (rule Resolve).
Inspired by MiniSat, I moved to an encoding of the conflict clause as a
lookup table. I use an array ps such that the entry at position i indicates
the polarity of atoms i in the conflict clause—i.e, whether the literal i occurs
positively, negatively, or not at all in the clause. More precisely, a conflict
clause is represented by a triple (b, n, ps), where b indicates whether the
conflict is > and n stores the size of the conflict clause. The n component is
useful to quickly test whether the conflict clause is empty, or whether it has
size one.
There are two main differences between the lookup table and the original
version. First, duplicate literals and tautologies cannot be represented. I
know from my invariants that this is not an issue. Second, the clause can
only contain atoms that are smaller than the length of the array.
To give a sense of what this involves, I describe the refinement of a small
program fragment from the abstract level, where a conflict is an optional
multiset, to the concrete level, where a conflict is a lookup table. At the end
of Jump Nonunit, I need to convert the conflict clause C to a list that I can
add to my list of clauses such that two given literals L, L′ ∈ C are watched
(i.e., are at positions 0 and 1). This conversion is specified abstractly as
RES {(D, None) | D ! 0 = L ∧ D ! 1 = L′ ∧ mset D = C
∧ |D| ≥ 2}
The condition |D| ≥ 2 ensures that the accesses to positions 0 and 1 are
well-defined. In the refined code, I convert the lookup table to an array (D in
the specification) and empty the lookup table (instead of reallocating a new
one later; this is the None in the specification).
The refinement is done in two steps. I first refine the specification to an
intermediate function that describes the implementation on the level of the
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abstract data structures (leftmost column of Figure 5.3). In a second step, the
abstract data structures and operations are refined to concrete data structures
and operations (rightmost column of Figure 5.3). The middle column gives
the refinement relation that connects the notions of states used on either side,
before and after every statement. Each statement from the intermediate code
is mapped to a concrete function, such that the refinement relation of the
result is also the refinement relation of the arguments of the next statement.
Since intermediate and concrete functions must have the same number of
arguments, some arguments are ignored on the concrete side (indicated by
the unbound argument in the λ-abstractions).
5.7.3 Conflict Clause Minimization
I follow the minimization scheme due to Sörensson and Biere [134]. If the
conflict is E∨K, where E contains the literal L that is always kept in rule Jump,
and I can show that N ]U  E ∨ −K, then by resolution I have N ]U  E
and the conflict can be reduced to E. More precisely, minimization is a
recursive procedure that considers each literal K of the conflict distinct from
L in turn:
1. If K appears in E, then E ∨ K can be reduced to E.
2. If −K is set at level 0 in the trail, then −K is entailed by N ]U and
E ∨ K can be reduced to E.
3. If (−K)−K∨C appears in the trail and for each literal K′ of C, I have that
E ∨ K′ be recursively reduced to E, then E ∨ K can be reduced to E.
4. Otherwise (e.g., if K was decided), the literal K is kept.
The minimization procedure terminates because the literals K′ have been
set earlier than K. To optimize the procedure, I cache the clause’s minimiza-
tion status: “can be minimized”, “cannot be minimized” (called poison by
Van Gelder [51]), or “not determined yet.” This turns out to be the tricki-
est part of the proof. After exploring many dead ends, I found that I can
define “can be minimized” as N ]U  EMK ∨ −K, where EMK denotes
the subclause of E consisting only of literals that appear to the right of K in
the trail M. This is very similar to the redundancy as defined by Weiden-
bach [140] to prove that CDCL learns no redundant clause, although I did
not realize it when formalizing it.
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I initially tried to work on the resolution chain instead of the redundancy
criterion: Instead of reasoning on entailment, I tried to work on the resolu-
tions used in the third step. However, this was too complicated, since the
clause has changed between two successive removals of literals.
Minimization is specified abstractly in terms of multisets and refined to an
efficient implementation using the lookup-table representation. To simplify
the code, when propagating a literal I ensure it appears at the first position
in the clause, as in MiniSat. Similarly to VMTF, I prove correctness but no
notion of optimality: I especially do not prove that all literals of level 0 are
removed.
5.7.4 State Representation
The states I am considering before generating code in Imperative HOL are
eight-tuples (M, NU, u, D, NP, UP, Q, W). However, two components are re-
dundant and can be eliminated: Unit clauses are added to NP and UP but
never accessed afterwards.
Initially, I wrote code as I have shown in Section 5.5: All function bodies
started with let (M, NU, u, D, NP, UP, WS, Q) = S. This made it convenient
to refer to the components individually, or to refine them. I could also add
information to the components during refinement. For example, since the
VMTF heuristic depends on the trail, its vmtf tuple could only be added
to the refined trail component. However, this approach works only if the
additional information depends on a single component. Moreover, it offers
no means of eliminating redundant components such as NP and UP.
After gathering some experience with the Refinement Framework, I de-
cided to move to a different scheme, following which all state manipulation
is mediated by accessor functions. I can then refine each of these functions
individually. For example, when refining (M, NU, u, D, NP, UP, WS, Q) to
the intermediate representation (M, NU, u, D, WS, Q, vmtf , ϕ) with heuristics
(where vmtf is the VMTF data structure and ϕ is the mapping used for phase
saving), the get queue function that selects the eighth tuple component is
mapped to a function that selects the sixth tuple component.
There is, however, a difficulty with this scheme. In an imperative imple-
mentation, a getter that returns a component of a state that is stored on the
heap must either copy the component or return a pointer into the state. The
first option can be very inefficient, and the alternative is not supported by
the Sepref tool, which does not permit pointer aliases. My solution is to
provide ad hoc getters to extract the relevant information from the state,
without exposing both parts of the state and the whole state simultaneously
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(which would require aliasing). Similarly, I provide setter functions to update
components of the state.
For example, after reducing a conflict (rules Resolve and Skip), I must
distinguish between either jumping (rules Jump Unit and Jump Nonunit) or
stopping the solver by testing whether the conflict was reduced to ⊥:
the (get conflictwlist S) = ∅
(The result is unspecified if the conflict is >, i.e., None.)
Since all I need is the emptiness check and not the conflict clause itself, I
can define a specialized getter:
conflict is emptywlist S←→ the (get conflictwlist S) = ∅
Then I refine it to the intermediate state with heuristics:
conflict is emptyHeur (M, NU, u, D, WS, Q, vmtf , ϕ)
←→ conflict is empty D
with the following auxiliary function that operates only on the D component:
conflict is empty D ←→ the D = ∅
Next, I refine the auxiliary function to use the lookup-table representation:
conflict is empty lookup (b, n, ps)←→ n = 0
Finally, this function is given to Sepref, which generates Imperative HOL
code. This, in turn, makes it possible to synthesize conflict is emptyheuristic.
The representation of states changes between refinement layers. It can
also change within a layer, to store temporary information. Consider the
number of literals of maximum level in the conflict clause. When it reaches
1, the Resolve rule no longer applies. Keeping this number around, in a
locally enriched state tuple, can be much more efficient than iterating over the
conflict clause to evaluate the maximum level. With my initial concrete notion
of state as an eight-tuple, adding this information would have required a
new layer of refinement, since the level depends simultaneously on two state
components (the trail and the conflict clause).
5.7.5 Fast Polarity Checking
SAT solvers test very often the polarity of literals. Therefore testing it by
iterating over the trail is too inefficient. In practice, solvers employ a map
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from atoms to their current polarity. Since the atoms are natural numbers,
I enrich the trail data structure with a list of polarities (of type bool option),
such that the (i + 1)st element gives the polarity of atom i. The new polarity
function is defined as follows:
definition polaritylist pair
:: nat literal⇒ (nat, clause idx) ann literal list× bool option list⇒
bool option
where
polaritylist pair L (M, Ls) =
(
case Ls ! atm of L of
None⇒ None
| Some b ⇒ Some (if is pos L then b else ¬ b)
)
Given Lall the set of all valid literals (i.e., the positive and negative version
of all atoms that appear in the problem), the refinement relation between the
trail with the list of polarities and the simple trail is defined as follows:
definition traillist pair trail ref
::
((
(nat, clause idx) ann literal list× bool option list
)




traillist pair trail ref ={
((M′, Ls), M). M = M′ ∧ ∀L ∈ Lall. atm of L < |Ls| ∧
Ls ! atm of L = polarity M L
}
This invariant ensures that the list Ls is long enough and contains the polari-
ties. I can link the new polarity function to the simpler one. If ((M′, Ls), M) ∈
traillist pair trail ref, then
RETURN
(
polaritylist pair (M′, Ls) L
)
≤ RETURN (polarity M L) (5.5)
In a subsequent refinement step, I use Sepref to implement the list of
polarities by an array, and atoms are mapped to 32-bits unsigned integers
(uint32), as in Section 5.6. Accordingly, I define two auxiliary relations:
• The relation lit assn :: nat literal⇒ uint32 literal⇒ assn refines a literal
with natural number atoms by a literal encoded as a 32-bit unsigned
integer.
• traillist pair assn :: (nat, clause idx) ann literal list× bool option list⇒
uint32 ann literal list× bool option array⇒ assn is a relation refining the
trail data structure to use an array of polarities (instead of a list) and
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annotated literals of type uint32 ann literal, using the 32-bit representa-
tion of literals. The clause indices of type clause idx remain unbounded
unsigned integers.
Sepref generates the imperative program polarity code and derives the fol-
lowing refinement theorem:
(polarity code, RETURN ◦ polaritylist pair)
∈
[
λ((M, Ls), L). atm of L < |Ls|
]
traillist pair assnk × lit assnk → id assn
(5.6)
The precondition, in square brackets, ensures that I can only take the polarity
of a literal that is within bounds. The term after the arrow is the refinement
for the result, which is trivial here because the data structure for polarities
remains bool option.
Composing the refinement steps (5.5) and (5.6) yields the theorem
(polarity code, RETURN ◦ polarity) ∈ [λ(M, L). L ∈ Lall]
trail assnk × lit assnk → id assn
where trail assn combines both refinement relations for trails trail list pair assn
and traillist pair trail ref. The precondition atm of L < |Ls| is a consequence
of L ∈ Lall and the invariant traillist pair trail ref. If I invoke Sepref now and
discharge polarity code’s preconditions, all occurrences of the unoptimized
polarity function will be replaced by polarity code. After adapting the initial-
ization to allocate the array for Ls of the correct size, I can prove end-to-end
correctness as before with respect to the optimized code.
Using stepwise refinement, I integrate this optimization into the impera-
tive data structure used for the trail. This refinement step is isolated from the
rest of the development, which only relies on its final result: a more efficient
implementation of the trail and its operations. As Lammich observed else-
where [75], this kind of modularity is invaluable when designing complex
data structures.
5.8 Evaluation
In September 2017 I compared the performance of my solver, IsaSAT-17, with
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(a) IsaSAT with and without the lookup-
table conflict representation (Sec-
tion 5.7.2), without caching the number
of literals of highest level in the conflict















(b) IsaSAT and versat
Figure 5.4: Comparison of performance on the problems classified easy or
medium from the SAT Competition 2009
versat, by Oe et al. [112], is specified and verified using the Guru proof as-
sistant [136], which can generate C code. versat consists of 15 000 lines of C
code. Optimized data structures are used, including for watched literals and
conflict analysis (but not for conflict minimization), and a variant of VSIDS
heuristic is in charge of decisions. However, termination is not guaranteed,
and model soundness is proved trivially by means of a run-time check of the
models (not activated by default); if this check fails, the solver’s outcome is
“unknown.”
I ran all five solvers on the 150 problems classified easy or medium from
the SAT Competition 2009, with a time limit of 900 s. Glucose solves 147
problems, spending 51 s on average per problem it solves. MiniSat solves 143
problems in 98 s. DPT solves 70 problems in 206 s on average. versat solves
53 problems in 235 s on average.
To evaluate the lookup-table-conflict representation, I ran IsaSAT without
caching of the number of literals of maximum level. IsaSAT without the
lookup table solves 43 problems in 126 s on average, while the version with
a lookup table solves only 36 problems in 127 s on average (including four
problems that the version without lookup table could not solve). IsaSAT with
every optimization solves 56 problems in 183 s on average. As an indication
of how far I have come, the functional solver implementing the CDCL W
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calculus [25, Section 5] and my first imperative unoptimized version with
watched literals do not solve any of the problems. The solvers were run on
a Xeon E5-2680 with 256 GB of memory, with Intel Turbo Boost deactivated.
Globally, the experiments show that Glucose and MiniSat are much faster
than the other solvers and that DPT solves substantially more instances than
IsaSAT and versat, which are roughly comparable.
A more precise comparison of performance of my solver with and with-
out the lookup table is shown in Figure 5.4a. A point at coordinates (x, y)
indicates that the version with the lookup table took x seconds, whereas
the version without the table took y seconds. Points located above the main
diagonal correspond to problems for which the table pays off. Figure 5.4b
compares versat and the optimized IsaSAT: It shows that either solver solves
some problems on which the other solver times out. This is to be expected
given that the two solvers implement different decision heuristics.
There are several reasons explaining why my solver is much slower than
the state of the art. First, it lacks restarts and forgetting. This limit will be
lifted in Chapter 6. Glucose and MiniSat also use preprocessing techniques
to simplify the initial set of clauses. Other SAT solvers, such as Lingeling [12],
also use inprocessing techniques to simplify initial and learned clauses. This
makes it possible to derive new clauses that cannot be derived or are very
hard to derive.
Another difference is that Isabelle/HOL can only generate code in impure
functional languages, whereas most unverified SAT solvers are developed
in C or C++. Although I proved that all array accesses are within bounds,
functional languages nonetheless check array bounds at run-time. Moreover,
other features, such as the arbitrary-precision arithmetic (which I use for
clause indices), tend to be less efficient than their C++ counterparts.
To reduce these effects, I implemented literals by 32-bit unsigned integers
(which required some extra work to prove absence of overflows). This in-
creased the speed of my solver by a factor between two and four. In a slight
extension of the trusted base of the code generation, I convert literals directly
to machine-size integers (32- or 64-bit), instead of taking the detour through
unbounded integers. This simple change improved performance by another
factor of two.
5.9 Summary
In this chapter, I have presented a refinement from CDCL W to TWL, a cal-
culus that include the two-watched-literal scheme. Starting from the later
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calculus, I refine it to an executable version. This refinement is done gradu-
ally and each step changes the data structures or specialize the behavior. The
different layers are summarized in Figure 5.5. For example, the watch lists,
although critical for performance, are added to the state only in a later step.
Finally, the complete SAT solver, IsaSAT-17, is obtained. Once combined
with an unverified parser, I can compare it to state-of-the-art SAT solver. It
is slower than state-of-the-art SAT solvers, but faster than versat. The cor-
rectness properties are inherited from the most abstract down to the version
synthesized by Sepref. However, there is no formal connection between this
version and the generated code: The code generator is trusted and cannot be
verified unless a semantic for the target language is formalized.
The whole formalization is around 28 000 lines of proof for refinement
from TWL to the last layer Heur, 15 000 lines (Heur and code generation), and
5000 lines for libraries.
In the next chapter, I will optimize IsaSAT further by adding two algorith-
mic improvements, Restart and Forget, and some other optimizations that





1 CDCL W is correct and termi-
nates.
2 TWL adds watched literals.
3 Algo enters the nondetermin-
ism transition monad.
4 TWL list uses lists instead of
multisets.
5 TWLwlist adds watch lists to the
state.
6 TWLwlist+Lall restricts literals to be in
the input problems.
7 Heur adds all heuristics.
8 IsaSAT is synthesized by
Sepref.
9 Executable code is generated by the
code generator.




6 Optimizing My Verified SAT Solver
IsaSAT
In this chapter, I optimize IsaSAT further. Because some idioms I used in
Chapter 5 made the proofs hard to maintain and slow to process, I first
refactored the Isabelle formalization (Section 6.1). The first optimization is
the use of blocking literals [36] to improve Boolean constraint propagation
(Section 6.2). The idea is to cache a literal for each clause—if the literal is true
in the current partial model of the solver, the clause can be ignored (saving a
likely cache miss by not accessing the clause).
Partly to avoid focusing on hard parts of the search space, the search
of a SAT solver is heuristically restarted and the search direction changed,
because the decision heuristic VMTF is dynamic and, therefore, leads to
different decisions. Keeping too many clauses slows down unit propaga-
tion. Hence clauses that are deemed useless are also forgotten. However,
the standard heuristics rely on the presence of meta-information in clauses
that can be efficiently accessed. To make this possible, I redesigned the
clause representation, which also allowed me to implement the position sav-
ing [52] heuristic (Section 6.3). Extending the SAT solver with restart and
forget required the extension of the calculus with watched literals: Both be-
haviors were already present in the abstract calculus CDCL W but were not
implemented in the next refinement step TWL. Heuristics are critical and
easy to verify, but hard to implement in a way that improves performance
(Section 6.4).
Using machine integers instead of unbounded integers is another useful
optimization. The new IsaSAT thus uses machine integers until the num-
bers do not fit in them anymore, in which case unbounded integers are
used to maintain completeness: theoretically, IsaSAT could have to learn
more than 264 clauses before reaching the conclusion SAT or UNSAT, which
would overflow clause counters and indices to clauses in the watch list. The
code is duplicated in the generated code but specified and refined only once
(Section 6.5): Sepref is able to synthesize both versions.
I analyze the importance of the different features and compare IsaSAT with
state-of-the-art solvers (Section 6.6). Even though the new features improve
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the performance IsaSAT significantly, much more work is required to match
the best unverified solvers.
Finally, IsaSAT is a very large development and I will give some ideas
where to start, if someone wants to extend it (Section 6.9).
6.1 Refactoring IsaSAT
The optimizations require changes in the proofs and in the code. My first
step is a refactoring to simplify maintenance and writing of proofs.
Proof Style. The original and most low-level proof style is the apply script:
It is a forward style and each tactic creates subgoals. It is ideal for proof
exploration and simple proofs. It is, however, hard to maintain. A more
readable style states explicit statements of properties in Isar [142]. The styles
can be combined: each intermediate step can be recursively justified by apply
scripts or Isar. For robustness, I use Isar where possible.
The tactics aligning goals are inherently apply style, but I prefer Isar. I will
show the difference on the example of the refinement of PCUIalgo (Figure 6.1a)
by PCUI list (Figure 6.1b). Assume the arguments of the function are related
by the relation ((LC, S), (LC′, S′)) ∈ Rstate. The first two goals stemming from
aligning PCUIalgo with PCUI list are
∀L′ L C C′. ((LC, S), (LC′, S′)) ∈ Rstate ∧ LC = (L, C) ∧ LC′ = (L′, C′)→
(LC, LC′) ∈ Rwatched (6.1)
∀L′ L C C′. ((LC, S), (LC′, S′)) ∈ Rstate ∧ LC = (L, C) ∧ LC′ = (L′, C′)
∧ (LC, LC′) ∈ Rwatched →
RES (watched C− {L}) ≤⇓ Rother watched(RES (watched C′ − {L′})) (6.2)
where equation (6.1) relates the two lets, equation (6.2) the two RES, and
the relations Rwatched and Rother watched are two schematic variables that have
to be instantiated during the proof (e.g., by the identity). Although I strive
to use sensible variable names, they are lost when aligning the programs,
making the goals harder to understand.
A slightly modified version of Haftmann’s explore tool [56] transforms the
goals into Isar statements. The workflow to use it is the following. First, use
Sepref’s tactic to align two programs. Then, explore prints the structured
statements. Finally, those statements can be inserted in the theory, before




PCUIalgo LC S = do {
let (L, C) = LC;
L′ ← RES (watched C− {L});
if L′ ∈ trail list S then
RETURN S
else . . .
}
(a) Ignore rule before refactoring
definition PCUIwlist where
PCUI list LC S = do {
let (L, C) = LC;
L′ ← RES (watched C− {L});
if L′ ∈ trail list S then
RETURN S
else . . .
}
(b) Ignore rule after refactoring
Figure 6.1: Comparison of the code of Ignore rule in Algo before and after
refactoring
have (LC, LC′) ∈ Rwatched
if LC = (L, C) and LC′ = (L′, C′)
and ((LC, S), (LC′, S′)) ∈ Rstate
for L′ L C C′
sorry
have RES (watched C− {L})
≤⇓ Rother watched
(RES (watched C′ − {L′})
if (LC, LC′) ∈ Rwatched and
LC = (L, C) and LC′ = (L′, C′)
and ((LC, S), (LS′, S′)) ∈ Rstate
for L′ L C C′ C C′
sorry
(a) Proof as generated by explore: no shar-
ing of variables and assumptions across
goals
context
fixes L′ L C C′ C C′
assumes ((LC, S), (LC′, S′)) ∈
Rstate
and LC = (L, C) and
LC′ = (L′, C′)
begin
lemma (LC, LC′) ∈ Rwatched
sorry
lemma RES (watched C− {L})
≤⇓ Rother watched
(RES (watched C′ − {L′}))
sorry
end
(b) Proof with contexts as generated
explore context, with sharing of
variables and assumptions across goals
Figure 6.2: Different ways of writing the proof that PCUI list from Figure 6.1a
refines PCUIalgo
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to the two have statements, where have R x if P x and Q x for x stands for
the unstructured goal ∀x. (P x ∧ Q x −→ R x). Each goal can be named and
used to solve one proof obligations arising from the alignment of the two
programs.
explore does not change the goals and hence, variables and assumptions
are not shared between proof steps, leading to duplication across goals. I
later expanded the explore to preprocess the goals before printing them:
It uses contexts (Figure 6.2b) that introduces blocks where variables and
assumptions are shared by theorems. These proofs are now faster to check
and write and minor changes are easier to do. There is no formal link between
the statements and the goal obligations: If the goal obligations changes, the
Isar statements have to be updated by hand. After big changes in the refined
functions, it can be easier to regenerate the new statements, re-add them to
the theory, and reprove them than to adapt the old one. Thankfully, this
only happens a few times, usually when significantly changing the function
anyway, which also significantly changes the proof.
Heuristics and Data Structures. At first, the implementation of heuristics
and optimized data structures was carried out in three steps:
1. use specification and abstract data structure in Heur (e.g., the conflict
clause is an optional multiset);
2. map the operations on abstract to concrete functions (e.g., the function
converting a clause to a conflict clause is refined to a specific function
converting a clause to a lookup table);
3. discharge the preconditions from step 2 with Sepref (e.g., no duplicate
literal).
In principle, if step 2 is changed, Sepref can synthesize a new version of
the code without other changes, making it easy to generate several versions
to compare heuristics and data structures. However, in practice, this never
happens because optimizing code further often requires stronger invariants,
requiring to change the proofs for step 3. Moreover, Sepref’s failures to
discharge preconditions are tedious to debug. To address this, I switched to
a different approach:
1
′. introduce the heuristics and data structures in Heur (e.g., the conflict is
a lookup table);
2
′. add assertions for preconditions on code generation to Heur.
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The theorems used to prove steps 2 are now used during the refinement to
Heur. Sepref is also faster since the proofs of 2′ are now mostly trivial: Either
the invariant is asserted or the synthesis should fail. In one extreme case,
Sepref took 24 minutes before failing with the old approach. After identifying
the error, the solution was to add another theorem, recall Sepref, and wait.
Thanks to this simpler approach and the entire-state based refinement, Sepref
now takes only 16 s to synthesize the code (or fail).
Layer Conception. As described in Section 5.6, IsaSAT initially relied on
a locale parametrized by Lall (layer TWLwlist+Lall), the set of all literals that
appear in the initial set of clauses or their negation. This is also the set of all
literals that can appear during the execution of the program. This set is very
useful to express conditions on the size of lists for heuristics (as described
in Section 5.7.5). However, using locales has some drawbacks: First, all
functions are defined in the same namespace. This is not an issue as long
as Isabelle is not entering and exiting locales too often, because switching
between locales is slow. However, this is exactly what happens each time
code is synthesized (as described in Section 5.1.4). A more dramatic issue is
that synthesizing the code for the whole SAT solver is complicated: Lall is
both a parameter of the functions and of the refinement relation. Therefore, a
relation refining f by g would have the form
(g, f) ∈ [λL′all.L′all = Lall] R Lall → S Lall
where R Lall is the relation refining the arguments, S Lall the relation refin-
ing the image. The precondition L′all = Lall ensures that Lall is the only
possible argument. However, such relations are not supported by Sepref:
Free variables like Lall are not instantiated during code synthesis. At first,
I used a workaround: Internally, Sepref uses an intermediate form, called
heap-nres (or hnr), which is then used for code synthesis. I could transform
the theorems into hnr-form, then use reflexivity to force the variables to be
equal, and finally use this version of the theorem for synthesis. However,
after some other changes, the setup broke and I decided to replace all the
occurrences of Lall by the set of literals in the problem itself, since they are
equal and every function already contained the assertion that the two sets
were equal. This is a bit more cumbersome, because Lall now has to be
passed as argument to every relation (e.g. traillist pair trail ref of Section 5.7.5).
However, it also simplified the code generation of the whole SAT solver and
the formalization became a bit faster to check.
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definition PCUIalgo where
PCUIalgo LC S = do {
let (L, C) = LC;
L′ ← RES {L′ | L′ ∈ C};
if L′ ∈ trail S then
RETURN S
else do {
L′′ ← RES (watched C− {L});
if L′′ ∈ trail S then
RETURN S
else . . .
}
}
(a) Ignore part of the PCUIalgo in Algo with
blocking literals
definition PCUIwlist where
PCUIwlist L i S = do {
let (L′, C) = watch list at S L i;
let L′ = L′;
if L′ ∈ trail S then
RETURN S
else do {
L′′ ← RES (watched C− {L});
if L′′ ∈ trail S then
RETURN S
else . . .
}
}
(b) Ignore in WList with watch lists and
blocking literals
Figure 6.3: Refinement of the rule Ignore with blocking literals from Algo to
WList
6.2 Adding Blocking Literals
Blocking literals [36] are an extension of the two-watched-literal scheme
and are composed of two parts: a relaxed invariant and the caching of a
literal. Most SAT solvers implement both aspects. Blocking literals reduce
the number of memory accesses (and, therefore, of cache misses).
Invariant. IsaSAT-17’s version of the two-watched-literal scheme is inspired
by MiniSat 1.13. The key invariant is the following [49]:
A watched literal can be false only if the other watched literal is true or
all the unwatched literals are false.
I now relax the condition by replacing “the other watched literal” by “any
other literal.” This weaker version means that there are fewer changes to
do to the watched literals: If there is a true literal, no change is required.
Accordingly, the side conditions of the Ignore rule of TWL can be relaxed
from L′ ∈ watched C to L′ ∈ C. Adapting the proof of correctness was
relatively easy. The proofs are easy to fix (after adding some key lemmas)
thanks to Sledgehammer [20], a tool that uses automatic theorem provers to
find proofs.
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The generalized Ignore rule is refined to the non-determinism monad (Fig-
ure 6.3a). Since the calculus has only been generalized, no change in the
refinement would have been necessary. In the code, the rule can be applied
in three different ways: Either L′, the other watched literal L′′, or another
literal from the clause is true (the last case is not shown in Figure 6.3). Any
literal (even the false watched literal L) can be chosen for L′.
Caching of a literal. Most SAT solvers contain a second part: When visiting
a clause, it is often sufficient to visit a single literal [124]. Therefore, to avoid
a likely cache miss, a literal per clause, called blocking literal, is cached in the
watch lists. If it is true, no additional work is required; otherwise, the clause
is visited: If a true literal is found, this literal is elected as new blocking
literal, requiring no update of the watch lists.
In the refinement step WList, the choice is fixed to the cached literal from
the watch list (Figure 6.3b). The identity “let L′ = L′;” helps the tactics of the
Refinement Framework to recognize L′ as the choice for RES {L′ | L′ ∈ C},
i.e. yielding the goal obligation L′ ∈ RES {L′ | L′ ∈ C}.
IsaSAT’s invariant on blocking literals forces the blocking literal to be
different from the associated watch literal (corresponding to the condition
L 6= L′ in Figure 6.3). This is not necessary for correctness but offers better
performance (since L is always false) and enables special handling of binary
clauses: No memory access is necessary to know the content of the clause.
IsaSAT’s watched lists contain an additional Boolean indicating whether the
clause is binary.
6.3 Improving Memory Management
The representation of clauses and their metadata used for heuristics is crucial
for the performance of SAT solvers. Most solvers use two ideas: First, they
keep the metadata and clauses together. For example, MiniSat puts the
metadata before the clause. The second idea is that memory allocation puts
clauses one after the other in memory to improve locality.
init 3 A B C learn 4 ¬A ¬B C D
Figure 6.4: Example of arena module with two clauses A ∨ B ∨ C (initial
clause, ‘init’) and ¬A ∨ ¬B ∨ C ∨ D (learned clause, ‘learn’)
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However, none of these two tricks can be directly obtained by refinement
and Isabelle offers no control over the memory allocator. Therefore, I im-
plemented both optimizations at once, similarly to the implementation in
CaDiCaL [13]. The implementation uses a large array, the arena, to allo-
cate each clause one after the other, with the metadata before the clauses
(Figure 6.4): The lengths (here 3 and 4) precede the clause. Whereas the
specifications allow the representation to contain holes between clauses, the
concrete implementation avoids it.
In IsaSAT-17, the clauses were a list of clauses, each one being a list of
literals (both lists being refined to arrays). This representation could not
be refined to an arena. Moreover, it was not compatible with removing
clauses without shifting the positions. For example, if the first clause was
removed from the list [A ∨ B ∨ C; ¬A ∨ ¬B ∨ C ∨ D], then the position of
the second clause changed. This was a problem as the indices are used in
the trail. Therefore, I first changed the representation from a list of lists
to a mapping from natural numbers to clauses. Then, every element of
the domain was mapped to a clause in the arena with the same index (for
example, in Figure 6.4, the clause 2 is A ∨ B ∨ C; 7 is ¬A ∨ ¬B ∨ C ∨D; there
are no other clauses).
Introducing arenas requires some subtle changes to the existing code base.
First, the arena contains natural numbers (clause length) and literals (clause
content). Therefore, I use a datatype (as a tagged union) that contains either a
literal or a natural number. Both types are refined to the same type, a 32-bits
word and the datatype is removed when synthesizing code. An invariant on
the whole arena describes its content. Moreover, because literals are refined
to 32-bit machine words, the length has to fit in 32 bits. However, as the
input problems can contain at most 231 different atoms and duplicate-free
tautologies, the maximum length of a clause is 232. To make it possible to
represent all clauses including those of size 232, the arena actually keeps the
number of unwatched literals (i.e., the length minus 2), unlike Figure 6.4.
While introducing the arena, I also optimized parts of the formalization. I
replaced loops on a clause starting at position C in the arena (i.e., iterations
on C + i for i in [0, length C]) by loops on the arena fragment (i.e., iteration on
i for i in [C, C + length C]). This makes it impossible to compare IsaSAT-30
with and without the memory module without changes in the formalization.
The impact of the arena was small (improvement of 2%, and a few more
problems could be solved), but arenas make it possible to add metadata for
heuristics.
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Position Saving. I implemented a heuristic called position saving [52], which
requires an additional metadata. It considers a clause as a circular buffer:
When looking for a new literal, the search starts from the last searched
position instead of starting from the first non-watched literal of the clause.
The position is saved as a metadata of the clause. Similarly to CaDiCaL [13],
the heuristic is only used for long clauses (length larger than four). Otherwise,
the position field is not allocated in the arena (i.e., the size of the metadata
depends on the clause size). Incorporating the heuristic was easy thanks to
non-determinism. For example, to apply the Ignore rule, finding a true literal
is sufficient; how it is found is not specified. This makes it easy to verify a
different search algorithm.
Although there exist some benchmarks showing that this technique im-
prove the performance of solvers [14], only CaDiCaL and Lingeling [13]
implement it and I did not know if it would improve IsaSAT: The generated
code is hardly readable and hard to change it in order to test such techniques.
However, it was easy to add in Isabelle and it improves performance on most
problems (see Section 6.6).
6.4 Implementing Restarts and Forgets
CDCL-based SAT solvers have a tendency to get stuck in a fruitless area of
the search space and to clutter their memory with too many learned clauses.
Most modern SAT solvers offer two countermeasures. Restarts try to avoid
focusing on a hard part of the search space. Forgets limit the number of
clauses because too many of them slow down the solver.
Completeness is not guaranteed anymore if restart and forget are applied
to skip ← RES {n. True};
WHILE(λ(to skip, i, S). 〈there is a clause to update or to skip > 0〉))
(λ(to skip, i, S). do {
skip element← RES {b | b→ to skip > 0}
if skip element then RETURN(to skip− 1, i, S) (∗ do nothing ∗)
else do{
LC← 〈some literal and clause to update〉;
PCUIalgo LC S }
})
Figure 6.5: Skipping deleted clauses during iteration over the watch list
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too often. To keep completeness, I delay them more and more. TWL does
not propagate clauses of length 1, because they do not fit in the two-watched-
literal scheme. The clauses are propagated by clauses of length one cannot be
removed from the trail. However, such clauses will always be repropagated
by CDCL W. Therefore, a TWL restart corresponds to a CDCL W restart and
some propagations. If decisions are also kept, then IsaSAT can reuse parts
of the trail [120]. This technique avoids redoing some work after a restart.
The trail could even be entirely reused if the decision heuristics would do
the same decisions.
When forgetting several clauses at once, called one reduction step, IsaSAT
uses the LBD [1] (least block distance) to sort the clauses by importance,
and then keeps only linearly many (linear in the number restarts). All other
learned clauses are deleted. I have not yet implemented garbage collection
for the arena, so deleted clauses currently remain in memory forever.1
After clauses have been marked as deleted, the watch lists are not garbage
collected. Instead, before accessing a clause, IsaSAT tests if the clause has
been deleted or not. However, this is an implementation-specific detail I
do not want to mirror in Algo. To address this, I changed Algo in a less
intrusive way. Before Algo was iterating over the WS component of the state
S. After the change, a finite number of no-ops was added to the while loop
(Figure 6.5). When aligning the two programs, an iteration over a deleted
clause is mapped to a no-op. More precisely, there are two tests: whether
the blocking literal is true and whether the clause is marked as deleted. If
the blocking literal is true, the state does not change (whether the clause is
deleted or not). Otherwise, the clause has to be accessed. If the clause is
deleted, it is removed from the watch list.
IsaSAT uses the EMA-14 heuristic [16], which is based on two exponential
moving averages of scores, implemented using fixed-point numbers: a “slow”
average measuring the long-term tendency of the scores and a “fast” one for
the local tendency. If the fast average is worse than the slow one, the heuris-
tic is triggered. Then, depending on the number of clauses, either restart or
reduce is triggered. The heuristic follows the unpublished implementation of
CaDiCaL [13], with fixed-point calculations. This is easier to implement than
Glucose’s queue for scores. Due to programming errors, it took several itera-
tions to get EMA-14 right: The first version never restarted while the second
did as soon as possible. Both versions were complete because the number of
conflicts between successve restart slowly increased: It was initially 50, then
1I implemented it later, but this did not significantly changed the result of the benchmarks
presented in Section 6.6.
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51, after that 52, ... Once I understood where the programming error was, I
fixed it and IsaSAT performed much better.
Later, I found out that I forget some bitshifting during the calculation of
the moving average. Fixing it had two effects. First, it led to noticeably more
restarts (roughly ten times more restarts), bringing the number of restarts
closer to the values printed by Glucose. Second, it decreased performance.
It is not clear if this is indicating another error in the implementation of the
heuristic (although it cannot be a correctness bug), or if this is only an issue
due to the choices of the constants.
The reuse of parts of the trail was not hard to implement, but it does not
seem to happen very often. The VMTF decision heuristic probably changes
too fast. Therefore, the decisions on the trail are very likely to be different
after a restart. I tested that on a few examples and barely anything of the
trail is reused. Most of the time, zero or one level is reused. However,
the maintenance and performance cost is low. Therefore, I kept it in the
formalization.
6.5 Using Machine Integers
When I started to work on IsaSAT, it was natural to use unbounded integers
to index clauses in the arena (refined from Isabelle’s natural numbers). First,
they are the only way to write list accesses in Isabelle (further refined to
array accesses). Second, they are also required for completeness to index the
clauses and there was also no code-generation setup for array accesses with
machine words. Finally, the Standard ML compiler I use, MLton [139], effi-
ciently implements numbers first as machine words and then as unbounded
GMP integers with one bit indicating whether something is a pointer or a
machine integer. For these reasons, using machine words seemed unneces-
sary. However, profiling showed that subtractions and additions took among
them around 10% of the time.
I decided to switch to machine words. Instead of failing upon overflow or
restarting the search from scratch with unbounded integers, IsaSAT switches
in the middle of the search:
while ¬ done ∧ ¬ overflow do
〈invoke the 64-bit version of the solver’s body〉;
if ¬ done then
〈convert the state from 64-bit to unbounded integers〉;
while ¬ done do
〈invoke the unbounded version of the solver’s body〉
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The switch is done pessimistically. When the length of the arena is longer
than 264 − 216 − 5 (maximum size of a non-tautological clause without dupli-
cate literals is 216 and 5 is the maximal number of header fields), the solver
switches to unbounded integers, regardless of the size of the next clause. This
bound is large enough to make a switch unlikely in practice. In Isabelle, the
two versions of the solver’s body are just two instances of the same function
where Sepref has refined Isabelle’s natural numbers differently during the
synthesis. To synthesize machine words, Sepref must prove that numbers
cannot overflow. For example, if i is refined to the 64-bit machine word w,
then the machine-word addition w + 1 refines i + 1 if the addition does not
overflow, i.e., i + 1 < 264. The code for data structures like resizable arrays
(used for watch lists) has not been changed and, therefore, still uses un-
bounded integers. However, some code was changed to limit manipulation
on the length of resizable arrays.
IsaSAT uses 64-bit machine words instead of 32-bit machine words. They
are used in the trail but mostly in the watch lists. Using 32-bits words would
be more cache friendlier for the trail. However, this would not make any
difference for watch lists. Each element in a watch list contains a clause
index, a 32-bit literal, and a Boolean. Due to padding, there is no size
difference for 32 and 64-bit words. Moreover, the SAT Competition contains
problems that require more memory than fits in 32 bits: After hitting the
limit, IsaSAT would switch to the slower unbounded version of the solver,
whereas no switch is necessary for 64-bit indices.
6.6 Evaluation
In December 2018, I evaluated IsaSAT-30 on preprocessed problems from
the SAT Competitions 2009 to 2017 and from the SAT Race 2015 using a
timeout of 1800 s. The hardware was an Intel Xeon E5620, 2.40 GHz, 4 cores,
8 threads. Each instance was limited to 10 GB of RAM. The problems were
preprocessed by CryptoMiniSat [133]. The motivation behind this is that
preprocessing can significantly simplify the problem. Detailed results can be
found on the companion web page of the NFM paper2.
State-of-the-art solvers solve more problems than IsaSAT with the default
options (Figure 6.6). Since the instances have already been preprocessed, the
difference comes from a combination of simplifications (pre- and inprocess-
ing), better heuristics, and a better implementation. To assess the difference,




Default options No simplification
SAT solver Solved Average Solved Average
time (s) time (s)
CryptoMiniSat 1774 349 1637 349
Glucose 1703 320 1696 303
CaDiCaL 1677 361 1602 346
MiniSat 1388 326 1373 317
MicroSAT 1018 310 N/A
IsaSAT-30 fixed heuristic 801 359 N/A
zChaff 573 345 N/A
IsaSAT-30 without the four
optimizations
433 301 N/A
IsaSAT-17 393 220 N/A
versat 368 224 N/A
Figure 6.6: Performance of some SAT solvers (N/A if no simplification is
performed by default)
Reduction Restarts Position Machine Solved Average
saving words time memory
(s) (GB)
520 294 2.1
 551 291 2.3
 526 281 2.1
  547 289 2.3
 666 292 2.2
  713 312 2.5
  712 294 2.4
   753 306 2.7
 433 213 1.6
  448 207 1.7
  446 212 1.6
   456 204 1.7
  677 336 2.8
   738 339 3.1
   705 324 2.9
    749 338 3.2
Figure 6.7: Benchmarks of variants of IsaSAT-30 before fixing the forget
heuristic
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Figure 6.6). For Glucose 4.0 and MiniSat 2.2 the difference is small, unlike
for CaDiCaL sc18 and CryptoMiniSat 5.6.8, who are doing much more inpro-
cessing (and the heuristics are optimized towards it). Heule’s MicroSAT [59]
aims at being very short (240 lines of code including comments). Compared
with IsaSAT, it has neither position saving nor blocking literals but is highly
optimized and its heuristics work well together. The version without the four
presented optimizations differs from IsaSAT-17 by a faster conflict analysis,
a different decision heuristic, blocking literals, and various minor optimiza-
tions. IsaSAT performs better than the only other verified SAT solver with
efficient data structures I know of, versat [112]. I also include the older
solver zChaff 04 [90], that was state-of-the-art around 2004. The results are
surprising, because they do not confirm the results of the SAT Competitions.
I believe that this is due to the limited cache provided on the MPI cluster:
Optimizations like special handling of ternary clauses are much more impor-
tant on it than they are on modern hardware, where more cache is present. I
have seen an issue like that where a change in IsaSAT caused a slowdown of
either ∼ 20% (on the cluster), ∼ 5% (on my home computer), or no difference
(on my laptop) due to differences in the cache size (and, therefore, in the
number of cache misses).
I compared the impact of reduction, restart, position saving, and machine
words (Figure 6.7). Since Standard ML is garbage-collected, the peak memory
usage depends on the system’s available memory. The results show that
restarts and machine words have a significant impact on the number of solved
problems. The results are less clear for the other features. Position saving
mostly has a positive impact. The negative influence of reduction hints at a
bad heuristic: I later tuned the heuristic by keeping clauses involved in the
conflict analysis and the results improved from 749 to 801 problems. The fact
that garbage collection of the arena is not implemented could also have an
impact, as memory is wasted.
6.7 Extracting Efficient Code
When refining the code, it is generally not clear which invariants will be
needed later. However, I noticed that improvements on data structures also
require stronger properties. Therefore, proving them early can help further
refinement but also makes the proofs more complicated. Another issue is
that the generated code is not readable, which makes it extremely hard to
change in order to test if a data structure or a heuristic improves speed.
Profiling is crucial to obtain good performance. First, it shows if there
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are some obvious gains. However, profiling Standard ML code is not easy.
MLton has a profiler which only gives the total amount of time spent in the
function (not including the function calls in its body) and not the time per
path in the call graph. So performance bugs in functions that do not dominate
run time are hard to identify. One striking example was the insertion sort
used to sort the clauses during reduction. It was the comparison function
that was dominating the run time, not the sort itself, which I changed to
quicksort.
Continuous testing also turned out to be important. It can catch perfor-
mance regression before any change in the search behavior is done, allowing
me to debug them. One extreme example was the special handling of binary
clauses: A Boolean was added to every element of the watch list, changing
the type from word64 * word32 to word64 * (word32 * bool). This change
in the critical spot of any SAT solver caused a performance loss of around
20% due to 3.5 times as many cache misses. Since the search behavior had
not changed, I took a single problem and tried to understand where the re-
gression came from. First, word64 * (word32 * bool) is less efficient than
word64 * word32 * bool as it requires a pointer for word32 * bool. This
can be alleviated by using a single constructor datatype (the code generator
generates the later version and the single constructor is optimized away).
However, there is a second issue: The tuple uses three 64-bit words, whereas
only two would be used in the equivalent C structure. I added code equa-
tions to merge the word32 * bool into a single word64 (with 31 unused bits),
solving the regression. Developers of non-verified SAT solvers face similar
issues3 but there are more tools for C and C++.
While working on the SAT solver, I added several serializations of con-
stants in Isabelle to constants in Standard ML. They are part of the trusted
code base. The additional code equations are either trying to avoid the con-
versions to unbounded integers (IntInf) and back (as would happen by
default when accessing arrays) or related to printing (statistics during the
execution). Whether or not the equations are safe is not always obvious. For
example, the code equations to access arrays without converting the numbers
to unbounded integers and back4 are safe as long as the array bounds are
checked.
However, IsaSAT is compiled with an option that deactivates array-access
bound checks. When accessing elements outside of an array, the behavior
is undefined. As long as I am using Sepref and clauses of the input do not
3e.g., https://www.msoos.org/2016/03/memory-layout-of-clauses-in-minisat/
4although the Standard ML specification encourages compilers to optimize such code
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contain duplicate literals, validity of the memory accesses was proved. With-
out the custom code equations and with bound checks, only 536 problems
(average time: 283 s) are solved, instead of 749.
Equivalent C code would be more efficient. First, as already mentioned,
there are differences in the memory guarantees. Standard ML does not
provide information on the alignment. A second issue are spurious reallo-
cations. A simple example is the function fun (propa, s) => (propa + 1,
s). This simple function (counting the number of propagations) is respon-
sible for 1.7% of all allocations although I would expect no extra allocation.
A third issue is that the generated code is written in a functional style with
many unit arguments fun () => ... to ensure that side effects are done in
the right order. Not every compiler supports optimizing these additional
constructs away.
All the optimizations have an impact on the length of the formalization.
The whole formalization is around 31 000 lines of proof for refinement from
TWL to the last layer Heur, 35 000 lines (Heur and code generation), and 9000
lines for libraries. The generated Standard ML code including all auxiliary
functions is 8100 lines long.
6.8 Detailed TWL Invariants in Isabelle
In this section, I describe in detail the invariants to prove correctness of the
watched literals invariants. This can serve as a base for testing or adding
assertion when implemented an SMT solver or SAT solver where clauses are
added.
I first define two predicates, one indicating whether a literal is blocking
and whether a clause has a true literal with respect to a given literal.
definition is blit :: (′a, ′b) ann literals ⇒ ′a clause ⇒ ′a literal ⇒ bool
where
is blit M D L = (L ∈ D ∧ L ∈ M)
definition has blit :: (′a, ′b) ann literals ⇒ ′a clause ⇒ ′a literal ⇒ bool
where
has blit M D L′ = (∃L. is blit M D L ∧ get level M L ≤ get level M L′)
The restriction get level M L ≤ get level M L′ is not important in a SAT
solver, because L′ is typically a literal whose negation has been propagated
after the last decision. Therefore, L′ is always of maximum level, making
the inequality automatically true. While this is automatically true in a SAT
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solver, this is the core argument of the compatibility of the two-watched-
literal scheme with Backjump and Restart.
In practice, the invariants for a clause C on watched literals do not hold
most of the time. They only hold if C does need any update:
definition twl is an exception where
twl is an exception C Q WS =
(∃L. L ∈ Q ∧ L ∈ watched C) ∨ (∃L. (L, C) ∈WS)
When a false literal is watched and the clause does not have a blocking
literal, then this literal is of maximum level and is of level higher than all
other literals. This invariant is natural in SAT solvers, since conflicts are
always detected eagerly before any further decision is made.
fun twl lazy update :: (′a, ′b) ann literals⇒ ′a twl cls⇒ bool where
twl lazy update M (TWL Clause W UW) =
∀L. (L ∈W ∧−L ∈ M ∧ ¬has blit M (W + UW) L) −→
(∀K ∈ UW. get level M L ≥ get level M K ∧−K ∈ M)
fun watched literals false of max level :: (′a, ′b) ann literals ⇒ ′a twl cls ⇒
bool where
watched literals false of max level M (TWL Clause W UW) =
∀L. L ∈W ∧−L ∈ M ∧ ¬has blit M (W + UW) L −→
get level M L = count decided M
The previous function can be combined to an invariant that is always true
when executing TWL:
fun twl st inv :: ′v twl st⇒ bool where
twl st inv(M, N, U, D, NE, UE, WS, Q) =
(∀C ∈ N + U. struct wf twl cls C) ∧
(∀C ∈ N + U. D = None∧ ¬twl is an exception C Q WS −→
twl lazy update M C) ∧
(∀C ∈ N + U. D = None −→ watched literals false of max level M C)
An important property is the compatibility with backtrack and restarts. It
is given by the following invariant:
fun past invs :: ′v twl st⇒ bool where
past invs(M, N, U, D, NE, UE, WS, Q) =
∀M1 M2 K. M = M2@Decided K#M1 −→ (
(∀C ∈ N + U. twl lazy update M1 C ∧
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watched literals false of max level M1 C ∧
twl exception inv (M1, N, U, None, NE, UE, ∅, ∅)C)∧
confl cands enqueued (M1, N, U, None, NE, UE, ∅, ∅) ∧
propa cands enqueued (M1, N, U, None, NE, UE, ∅, ∅) ∧
clauses to update inv (M1, N, U, None, NE, UE, ∅, ∅)
It states that all invariants still holds after Backtrack and Restart.
Failing to fulfill the invariants can lead to unforeseen issues. One example
is an issue that is in the SAT solver from the solver SPASS-SATT 5 [30] (tech-
nically not an SMT solver, because only one theory at a time is supported):
The theory solver can give a new clause to the SAT solver to justify a propa-
gation. However, this is not done eagerly and, therefore, it can happen that
a propagation is not done at the right level. For example, if the trail is B† A†,
the theory solver can ask the SAT solver to learn and propagate the clause
¬A∨C, yielding the trail C¬A∨CB† A†. If the SAT solver backtracks or restarts
to level 1, the trail becomes A†, but the clause ¬A ∨ C is not repropagated.
While this should not lead to bugs in SPASS-SATT, it can lead to efficiency
losses. The lost clause might be repropagated after the next restart (if few
enough literals of the trail are reused) or it will be found during the next
round inprocessing (because it is associated with restart at level 0). In a SAT
solver, an important invariant is that there is at least on literal of highest level
in the conflict, which is not the case here anymore whenever such a clause
becomes a conflicting clause. However, the core of most SMT solvers can also
use the Skip rule over decisions, which solves the issue.
The invariants above are not the only invariants that have to be fulfilled.
For example, IsaSAT relies on the fact that if LC∨L is in the trail, then L has
to be at first position in the clause C ∨ L (unless the clause C ∨ L is binary).
6.9 Extending IsaSAT
The simplest case is the extension of IsaSAT with different heuristics. In this
case, only the Heur layer needs to be changed. This corresponds to the file
with name IsaSAT *.thy in the repository. In some cases, especially if the
propagation loop is changed, then also refinement of the two-watched-literal
calculus might have to change (files Watched Literals*.thy).
Currently no features are provided to add or remove literals during the





problem during a run is during a restart: change and simplify the problem
there, adapt the data structures, and restart the run of the solver. Remark
that especially adding literals should be done with care, as keeping the same
number of literals is currently the essence of the termination proof. Removing
the restriction that literals fit in 32-bit words is not hard, but should be done
with care to avoid harming performance more than necessary, even though
I expect that switching to 64-bit literals to be relatively harmless, except for
the merge trick used in the watch list (Section 6.7).
I started the extension of CDCL to enumerate models: It is a system that
is similar to a very naive SMT solver, where the theory only supports partial
models and does not create any propagation (and does not add any variable).
I refined this version to the two-watched-literal scheme (without restarts and
forget) but I did not refine it past WList, although the main function calls
IsaSAT, which has already been refined (files Model Enumeration.thy and
Watched Literals * Enumeration.thy). It can also be used as a starting
point to refine OCDCL from Chapter 4 to verified executable code, because
the proof obligations will be similar. Termination comes from the fact that
either a model is found, or no model exists anymore (no variable is added,
only the negation of the decisions of the trail is added to the clauses).
6.10 Summary
In this chapter, I have optimized my verified SAT solver further by adding
two features that were already included in CDCL W, but not yet refined to
TWL, forget and restart. I have also extended the TWL calculus to include
blocking literals in a very abstract way, before extending the TWLwlist layer
to efficiently use blocking literals. The inclusion of forget required some
changes in the memory representation. Finally, the use of machine words
instead of unbounded integers in IsaSAT as long as possible improves the
performance of the overall solver.
Overall, the whole formalization is around 31 000 lines of proof for refine-
ment from TWL to the last layer Heur, 35 000 lines (Heur and code generation),
and 9000 lines for libraries. The generated Standard ML code including all
auxiliary functions is 8100 lines long. The length of the refinement did not
change with the extension, except for the new additional restarts and forget
that did not exist previously.
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In the final chapter of this thesis, I discuss in more details the other formal-
izations and SAT solvers, and compare them to my own work. The most
important difference is the refinement approach I used all along my formal-
ization to inherit, reuse properties, and extend the formalization (Section 7.1).
After a brief summary of this thesis (Section 7.2), I give some ideas of future
work (Section 7.3)
7.1 Discussion and Related Work
Discussion on the CDCL Formalization. My formalization of the DPLL
and CDCL calculi consists of about 17 000 lines of Isabelle text (Figure 7.1).
The work was done over a period of 10 months, and I taught myself Isabelle
during that time. It covers nearly all the metatheoretical material of Sections
2.6 to 2.11 of Automated Reasoning and Section 2 of Nieuwenhuis et al., includ-
ing normal form transformations and ground unordered resolution, which
I partly formalized during my Master’s thesis [46]. The formalization of
CDCL W and the functional implementation were already formalized in my
Master’s thesis [46]. However, I did not formalize CDCL NOT, Nieuwenhuis
et al.’s account of CDCL (and therefore neither the link between CDCL NOT
and CDCL W), I did not use locales, the calculus did not include conflict
Formalization part Length (kloc)
Libraries for CDCL 3
CDCL 17
CDCL Extensions 5
Libraries for refinement and
code generation
6
From TWL to TWLwlist+Lall 26
Heur and code generation 35
Figure 7.1: Length of various parts of the formalization (in thousands lines
of code, not accounting for empty lines)
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minimization, and I did not use the refinement approach. All of this is part
of my Ph.D. thesis.
It is difficult to quantify the cost of formalization as opposed to paper
proofs. For an abstract paper proof, formalization may take an arbitrarily
long time; indeed, Weidenbach’s eight-line proof of Theorem 3.10 initially
took 700 lines of Isabelle. In contrast, given a very detailed paper proof, one
can sometimes obtain a formalization in less time than it took to write the
paper proof [147].
A frequent hurdle to formalization is the lack of suitable libraries. I spent
considerable time adding definitions, lemmas, and automation hints to Isa-
belle’s multiset library, and the refinement to resizable arrays of arrays re-
quired an elaborate setup, but otherwise I did not need any special libraries.
I also found that organizing the proof at a high level, especially locale engi-
neering, is more challenging, and perhaps even more time-consuming, than
discharging proof obligations. Sometimes having alternate definitions of in-
variants makes them easier to use for Isabelle’s built-in tactics or less likely
to cause loops (especially, when the simplifier runs).
Given the varied level of formality of the proofs in the draft of Automated
Reasoning, it is unlikely that I will ever formalize the whole textbook. But
the insights arising from formalization have already enriched the textbook
in many ways. For the calculi described in this paper, the main issues were
that fundamental invariants were omitted and some proofs may have been
too sketchy to be accessible to the book’s intended audience.
For discharging proof obligations, I relied heavily on Sledgehammer, in-
cluding its facility for generating detailed Isar proofs [20] and the SMT-based
smt tactic [27]. I found the SMT solver CVC4 particularly useful, corroborat-
ing earlier empirical evaluations [121]. Although they were much less useful
during the Heur step of refinement. In contrast, the counterexample genera-
tors Nitpick and Quickcheck [19] were seldom useful. We often discovered
flawed conjectures by observing Sledgehammer fail to solve an easy-looking
problem. As one example among many, I lost perhaps one hour working
from the hypothesis that converting a set to a multiset and back is the iden-
tity. Because Isabelle’s multisets are finite, the property does not hold for
infinite sets A; yet Nitpick and Quickcheck fail to find a counterexample,
because they try only finite values for A (and Quickcheck cannot cope with
underspecification anyway).
Other Formalizations of Logic. Formalizing metatheoretical results about
logic in a proof assistant is an enticing, even though somewhat self-referential,
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prospect. Persson’s completeness proof for intuitionistic predicate logic in
ALF [117], Shankar’s proof of Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem [131],
Harrison’s formalization of basic first-order model theory [58], Margetson
and Ridge’s formalized completeness and cut elimination theorems [92], or
more recently the completeness of a Gentzen system [26] are some landmark
results in this area.
There has been a lot of recent work related to formalizing calculi. In partic-
ular, Schlichtkrull et al. [128] have verified the Bachmair and Ganzinger’s or-
dered resolution prover, including a verified functional implementation [126,
127]. While it does not feature imperative data structure, a challenge was
the possible nontermination of the prover. Jensen et al. [66] have imple-
mented a first-order prover in Isabelle. Peltier has verified superposition in
Isabelle [116].
More related to SAT solving, Narváez [105] has verified symmetry break-
ing of formulas in CNF in the proof assistant PVS [113]. Unlike my formaliza-
tion, he has not verified an implementation to break symmetries on concrete
formulas, but his work requires several libraries, in particular graphs.
Other CDCL Formalizations. At the calculus level, I followed Nieuwenhuis
et al. (Section 3.1) and Weidenbach (Section 3.2), but other accounts exist. In
particular, Krstić and Goel [71] present a calculus that lies between CDCL
NOT and CDCL W on a scale from abstract to concrete. Unlike Nieuwenhuis
et al., they have a concrete Backjumping rule. On the other hand, whereas
Weidenbach only allows resolving the conflict (Resolution) with the clause
that was used to propagate a literal, Krstić and Goel allow any clause that
could have caused the propagation (rule Explain). Another difference is that
their Learn and Backtrack rules must explicitly check that no clause is learned
twice (cf. Theorem 3.10). The authors mention that the check is not required
in MiniSat-like implementations, but no proof of this statement is provided.
In his Ph.D. thesis, Lescuyer [82] presents the formalization of the CDCL
calculus and the core of an SMT solver in Coq. He also developed a reflexive
DPLL-based SAT solver for Coq, which can be used as a tactic in the proof
assistant. Another formalization of a CDCL-based SAT solver, including
termination but excluding two watched literals, is by Shankar and Vaucher
in PVS [132]. Most of this work was done by Vaucher during a two-month
internship, an impressive achievement.
CDCL Extensions. I am not aware of any attempt to formalize extensions
of CDCL in a proof assistant, but there are several presentations of optimizing
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SAT. Larossa et al. have developed a similar approach to mine [79]. They
define cost optimality with respect to models (without specifying if total or
partial models are meant), but their Improve rule only considers total models.
Our calculus is slightly more general due to the inclusion of the rule Improve+.
Moreover, the first unique implication point is built into our calculus. The
Pruning rule can be simulated by their Learn rule: ¬M ∨ c ≥ cost(O) is
entailed by the clauses.
A related problem to finding the optimal-cost partial model has been called
minimum-weight propositional satisfiability by Sebastiani et al. [130]. It
assumes that negative literals do not cost anything: In my case, the opposite
of L is ¬L or L undefined. In their case, ¬L and L undefined have the same
weight. This makes their version compatible with the learning mechanism of
CDCL.
Liberatore developed a variant of DPLL to solve this problem [86]. Each
time a variable is decided, it is first set to true, then set to false. If the current
model is larger than a given bound, then the search stops exploring the
current branch. When a new better model is found, the search is restarted
with the new lower bound. A version lifted to CDCL was implemented
in zChaff [53] to solve MaxSAT. Although Liberatore’s method can return
partial models, they are only an Herbrand model: They are entirely given by
the set of all true atoms. Therefore, the method actually builds total models.
I have presented here a variant of CDCL to find optimal models and used
the dual rail encoding to reduce the search of optimal models with respect
to partial valuations to the search of optimal models with respect to total
valuations. Both have been formalized using the proof assistant Isabelle/
HOL. This formalization fits nicely into the framework we have previously
developed and the abstraction we have used in Isabelle to simplify reuse and
studying variants and extensions.
I started the encoding for cost-minimal models with respect to partial
valuations by introducing three extra variables for each variable based on
Dominik Zimmer’s upcoming Bachelor thesis. Compared with the dual rail
encoding, the third extra variable explicitly modeled whether a variable is
defined or undefined. I performed the content of Section 4.3 and Section 4.4
with this encoding and only afterwards was pointed by a reviewer to the
dual rail encoding. It took me half a day to redo the overall formalization.
For me, this is another example that the reuse of formalizations can work.
This is further demonstrated by the application of the OCDCL results to
MaxSAT and the reuse of the formalization framework to verify the model
covering calculus MCCDCL, Section 4.5. Minimization of the model covering
set computed by MCCDCL can also be solved by an afterwards application
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of a CDCL calculus with branch and bound [91], and would probably fit in
my framework.
Discussion on Refinement. I found formalizing the two watched literals
challenging. In the literature, only variants of the invariant from Section 5.2
are presented. However, there are several other key properties that are neces-
sary to prove that no work is needed when backjumping. For example, the
invariant states that “a watched literal may be false only if the other watched
literal is true,” but this is not the whole story. It would be more precise to
state that “a watched literal may be false only if the other watched literal is
true and this false literal’s level is greater than or equal to the true literal’s level.”
This version of the invariant explains why no update is required after Jump:
Either both watched literals are now unset in the trail, or only the true literal
remains.
One difficulty I faced when adding optimizations is that the “edit, compile,
run” cycle is much longer when code is developed through the Isabelle
Refinement Framework instead of directly in a programming language such
as C++. For example, the change to the conflict-clause representation took
two weeks to prove and implement, before I found out that the overall solver
gets slower. Although I could fix that problem (iterating over the conflict
representation as a hash table is too inefficient), I have yet to find a good
methodology for carrying out quick experiments.
The distinguishing feature of my work is the systematic application of
refinement to connect abstract calculi with generated code. The Refinement
Framework allows me to generate imperative code while keeping programs
underspecified for as long as possible. It makes it straightforward to change
the implementation or to derive multiple implementations from the same
abstract specification. Its support for assertions makes it possible to reuse
properties proved on an abstract level to reason about more concrete levels.
One of my initial motivations for using locales, besides the ease with which
it lets me express relationships between calculi, was that it allows abstracting
over the concrete representation of the state. My first idea was instantiating
the CDCL W locale with the more complicated TWL data structures and
convert these structures in the selectors to the data structures from CDCL W.
However, I discovered that this is often too restrictive, because some data
structures need sophisticated invariants, which I must establish at the abstract
level. I found myself having to modify the base locale each time I attempted
to refine the data structure, an extremely tedious endeavor.
In contrast, the Refinement Framework, with its focus on functions, allows
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me to exploit local assumptions. Consider the prepend trail function (Sec-
tion 3.1.2), which adds a literal to the trail. Whenever the function is called,
the literal is not already set and appears in the clauses. The polarity-checking
optimization (Section 5.7.5) relies on this property to avoid checking bounds
when updating the atom-to-polarity map. With the Refinement Framework,
there are enough assumptions in the context to establish the property. With a
locale, I would have to restrict the specification of prepend trail to handle only
those cases where the literals are in the set of clauses, leading to changes
in the locale definition itself and to all its uses, well beyond the polarity-
checking code.
While refining to the heap monad, I discovered several issues with my
program. I had forgotten several assertions (especially array bound checks)
and sometimes mixed up the k and d annotations, resulting in large, hard-
to-interpret proof obligations. Sepref is a very useful tool, but it provides
few safeguards or hints when something goes wrong. Moreover, the Isa-
belle/jEdit user interface can be unbearably slow at displaying large proof
obligations.
The Refinement Framework’s lack of support for pointer aliasing impacted
my solver in two main ways. First, I had to use array indices instead of
pointers to clauses. This moved the dependency between the array and the
clause from the code level to the abstract specification level. Second, array
access NU ! C must take a copy of the array at position C. I avoided this issue
by consistently using two-dimensional indexing, (NU ! C) ! i, which yields an
unsigned 32-bit integer representing a literal.
Another issue is the lack of iterators. When defining the arena module,
I cannot hide it as an implementation detail. With proper abstractions, an
arena is simply a memory allocator with a particular strategy. However, with
Isabelle, I cannot cast part of it to a clause (as done with pointers) or hide the
details on how iteration over clauses are done by using iterator and saying
that an iterator over a clause is refined to an iterator over a part of the arena.
The longest part was the refinement from the abstract algorithm to the
executable version. To improve performance, I studied the generated code
and looked for bottlenecks. This was tedious: The code is hardly readable,
with generated variable names (only function names are kept). But at least,
at every step I knew that the code was correct.
Formalizing heuristics turns out to be surprisingly hard: There is no guar-
antee that they behave correctly and it is extremely hard to compare the
behavior to other SAT solvers. For example, during restarts, the beginning
of the trail can be reused (Section 6.4). When testing it, I have remarked that
most of the time only one or two are levels are reused. I do not know if
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this is normal (it could be a side effect of the VMTF decision heuristic that
often shuffles the order) or it indicates that this a performance problem in
the interplay of the heuristics.
There is a subtle point about completeness of IsaSAT: The SML semantics
does not enforce that arbitrary-sized arrays can be represented. The compiler
I use, MLton, only supports arrays with less than 263 − 1 elements, which
means that the generated version is not complete. It will fail with an ex-
ception in the unlikely case that IsaSAT uses an array of more than 263 − 1
elements.
Other Formalized SAT solvers. SAT solvers have been formalized in proof
assistants, with the aim of obtaining executable code. Marić [93,95] verified a
CDCL-based SAT solver in Isabelle/HOL, including two watched literals, as
a purely functional program. The solver is monolithic, which complicates ex-
tensions. Marić’s methodology is quite different from mine, without the use
of refinements, inductive predicates, locales, or even Sledgehammer. More
precisely, he developed.
1. A CDCL calculus: He formalized the abstract CDCL calculus by Nieuw-
enhuis et al. and, together with Janičić [93,96], the more concrete calcu-
lus by Krstić and Goel [71].
2. The two-watched-literal scheme: It is a different scheme than the one I veri-
fied. Most notably, propagations are not done immediately when possi-
ble. In my notation, this corresponds to only propagating when taking
a literal out of WS, instead of directly propagating it when adding it to
WS. This makes the invariants simpler to define.
3. A code extraction of an executable SAT solver [95]: A SAT solver was de-
rived from the refined calculus. This solver does not have any efficient
data structure and is implemented in a purely functional style. This
solver contains only very naive heuristics: For example, the decision
heuristic selects a random undefined literal.
4. A connection by hand to the C++ solver Argo [94]: Through a chain of
refinement partly on paper and partly in Isabelle, Marić connected
ArgoSAT to his functional code. This solver contains features that
are not included in the code generated from Isabelle, such as conflict
minimization, restart, and forget.
Oe et al. [112] verified an imperative and fairly efficient CDCL-based SAT
solver, expressed using the Guru language for verified programming. Opti-
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mized data structures are used, including for two watched literals and con-
flict analysis. However, termination is not guaranteed, and model soundness
is achieved through a run-time check and not proved. The two-watched-
literal scheme used in versat is different from IsaSAT: Instead of updating
one watched literal at a time, both can be updated at the same time.1 They
use the invariant described in Section 6.2, but do not have blocking literals.
Unlike Marić’s version and similarly to IsaSAT, literals are immediately prop-
agated. The code of versat uses bounded integers: The code actually relies
on C integers (int) to be exactly 32-bit words; otherwise, the behavior is
undefined.2 Therefore, the solver is not complete and actually crashes when
trying to solve some larger problems of the SAT competition. Technically,
they have verified a checker inside a SAT solver: only the resolutions are
certified. Proving this requires some additional proofs on the SAT solver (no
undefined behavior, no crashes). To take the example of watch lists, this re-
quires to prove that the pointer in the watch lists are valid pointers that point
to clauses entailed by or present in the problem, but there was no reason to
prove that every clause appears twice in the watch lists.
There are several formalizations of DPLL, including Berger et al. [11],
whose Haskell solver outperforms versat on large pigeonhole problems.
(CDCL is not faster than DPLL on such problems, because the learned clauses
are useless at pruning the search space.) Like versat, the resolution steps are
certified, but termination and correctness of the returned model is proved.
A partial verification is included in Roe’s Ph.D. thesis [123]. He developed
tools for Coq to automatically prove the correctness of structural invariants.
He applied it on the verification of the two-watched-literal scheme in a DPLL
solver. Only some properties have been verified (8 out of 83) and he only
focuses on the structural invariants, not on heuristics. Although his code
is obtained by parsing a C program, the data structures are non-standard
in SAT solvers. Instead of keeping clauses as an array of literals, the solver
operates on structures called clause that is a C structure containing an array
of type bool [NUM ATMS] where true at the i-th position indicates that the
atom i is watched and false that it is unwatched or not present in the clause.
Therefore, finding the watched literals requires iterating over all atoms in
the input problem. More generally, the data structures are not optimized for
efficiency, since each clause contains several arrays of type bool [NUM ATMS]
(for positive literals, negative literals, watched atoms, next watched clauses,
1I am not aware of any state-of-the-art SAT solver doing so.
2Luckily, it crashed when I used it on a 64-bit machine, making it possible to identify
that I was using the program outside of the specification. The hint was a function with 32
arguments used to initialize a variable.
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previous watched clauses), like a hashmap to indicate that an atom is present.
They make iterations over any clause inefficient and the clause needs a lot of
memory.
Other Verification Approaches. Given that I had formalized CDCL in Isa-
belle/HOL, it was natural to use the Isabelle Refinement Framework and
Sepref. For Coq, the Fiat tool is available [42]. Like Sepref, it applies au-
tomatic data refinement to obtain efficient implementations. However, it is
limited to purely functional implementations and does not support recursive
programs. Nor does it support assertions, which are an important mecha-
nism to move facts down the refinement chain instead of reproving them at
each level.
Gries and Volpano [55] describe a data refinement approach that, like
Sepref, automatically transforms abstract to concrete data structures, by re-
placing abstract with concrete operations. It refines imperative to imperative
programs, whereas Sepref connects functional to imperative programs. To
my knowledge, their approach does not use a theorem prover, i.e., the cor-
rectness of the transformations must be trusted.
It is not necessary to use the Isabelle Refinement Framework to do refine-
ment. It is also possible to refine functions directly with locales: Functions
are defined on simple datatypes. This is the most abstract level. Then, the lo-
cales is instantiated with a more complicated datatype or a more complicated
locale. This is the approach used in the theory for linear arithmetic [137] and
more generally in CeTA [135]. Unlike the Isabelle Refinement Framework,
there cannot be assertions or nondeterministic specification of functions. The
locale approach can be called from the nondeterminism monad (by RETURN).
However, once the nondeterminism monad is entered, the result cannot be
extracted from the heap monad.
Unlike the top-down approach used here, the verification of the seL4 micro-
kernel [69] relies on abstracting the program to verify. An abstract specifi-
cation in Isabelle is refined to an Haskell program. Then, a C program is
abstracted and connected to the Haskell program. Unbounded integers are
not supported in C and therefore achieving completeness of a SAT solver
would not be possible: If there are more than 264 clauses, integers larger than
64 bits are required. Whether a computer that with enough memory store 264
clauses exists is a different question. The goal obligations arising from such
abstraction would be similar to the ones I have already discharged. For exam-
ple, I could start with a C version of CaDiCaL and import it to Isabelle with
AutoCorres [111] and connect it to TWLwlist+Lall. CaDiCaL uses the VMTF
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heuristic that has similar invariants to IsaSAT, even if different variables are
considered important.
Other techniques to abstract programs exist, like Chargueraud’s charac-
teristic formulas [34]. Another option is Why3 [45] or a similar verification
condition generator like Dafny [81]. Some meta-arguments in Why3 (for
example, incrementing a 64-bit machine integer initialized with 0 will not
overflow in a reasonable amount of time; therefore, machine integers are
safe [38]) would simplify the generation of efficient code. In any case, refine-
ment helps to verify a large program.
Increasing Trust. Isabelle’s code generator does not formally connect the
generated code to the original function. On the one hand, Hupel’s verified
compiler [64, 65] from Isabelle to the semantics of the verified Standard ML
compiler CakeML could bridge the gap. However, code export from Imper-
ative HOL is not yet supported. On the other hand, HOL4 in conjunction
with CakeML makes it possible to bridge this gap and also to reason about
input and output like parsing the input file and printing the answer [72].
There is, however, no way to eliminate the array-access checks, because these
conditions cannot be embedded in the program as done by assertion and no
precondition can express that no array check is required in a function. For
example, consider the two following programs:
definition f1 :: unit⇒ nat where
f1 () = 42
definition f2 :: unit⇒ nat where
f2 () = (let = [] ! 12 in 42)
Since functions are total in HOL, both programs are well defined: [] ! 12 is
defined and returns an arbitrary (undefined) value. Moreover, the programs
are equal in HOL, because they both return 42. The execution f1 () is safe,
but not the execution of f2 in general, because f2 accesses the empty array
[] outside of the bounds. Therefore, without array checks, the execution of
f2 () is undefined, but HOL cannot distinguish both definitions. Hence, no
precondition on programs can ensure that a function is safe. One possible
solution is assertions as done in the nondeterministic exception monad. The
code in the CakeML semantics does not have assertions, making it impossible
to prove that all array bounds have been checked.
Besides the array checks, CakeML uses boxed machine words unlike ML-
ton: This means that every access to a machine word (including in arrays)
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requires following a pointer (and possibly a cache miss), which likely leads
to a significant slowdown in the overall solver.
Certification. Instead of verifying a SAT solver, another way to obtain
trustworthy results is to have the solver produce a certificate, which can
be processed by a checker. While certificates for satisfiable formulas are
simply a valuation of the variables and can easily be generated and checked,
certificates for unsatisfiable formulas are more complicated. The de facto
standard format is DRAT (deletion resolution asymmetric tautology) [62],
which can be easily generated by solvers. The standard DRAT certificate
checker [145] is, however, an unverified C program. Recent research [39, 40,
61, 77] shows that it is now possible to have efficient verified checkers. Like
a SAT solver, checkers uses many arrays and accesses them often. Therefore,
they would likely benefit from machine words to improve performance.
Other SAT solvers. My work is related to the implementation of non-
verified SAT solvers. The overall idea of CDCL goes back to Grasp [98].
zChaff [90] pioneered the decision heuristic VSIDS. Glucose pioneered the
LBD score to rank the importance of clauses (and, in particular, which clauses
can be forgotten). The LBD score for restarts works well for unsatisfiable in-
stances. CaDiCaL, CryptoMiniSat, and Lingeling focus more on inprocessing
to simplify the clause set. Some information on the heuristics and on the
implementation is given in Annex A.
Most recent work concerned heuristics and understanding why heuristics
work well, including [35, 44, 85, 106]. There are only few recent extensions
of CDCL (“No major performance breakthrough in close to two decades”
according to Marques-Silva [97]), but one recent extension is the inclusion of
chronological backtracking implemented by Nadel and Ryvchin [104]. Möhle
and Biere presented it as an abstract transition system [101] that is closer to
the implementation than the original paper and proved correctness.
7.2 Summary
In this thesis, I have presented my formalization of the conflict-driven-clause-
learning procedure, based on two different accounts by Weidenbach and
Nieuwenhuis et al. The most important feature in the formalization is the
use of a nondeterministic transition system to represent the calculi and the
approach by refinement. This makes it possible to reuse and extend the
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formalization by inheriting properties. My presentation includes the restart
and forgets, that are critical in SAT implementations.
I have used the CDCL formalization as a framework to expand it further
by making it incremental and developing an abstract CDCL with branch and
bound, which is instantiated to find a total model with minimum weight
and a covering set of models. The most important feature of the CDCLBnB
framework is the reuse of the invariants and definitions from CDCL, reducing
the hurdle to verify other variants of CDCL.
After that, I refined CDCL to include two important features for efficiency,
the two-watched-literal scheme and blocking literals. These two techniques
are important for the efficiency of the implementation of the propagation rule.
I still present this system as a nondeterminism transition system, although it
allows fewer behaviors that the more abstract calculus.
Finally, after several further steps of refinement, I refined the transition sys-
tem to executable code with efficient data structures. This solver is obtained
by refining code and synthesizing code with imperative data structures from
code with only functional data structures. Once combined with a trusted
parser, it is efficient enough to solve problems from the SAT Competition
and it performs better than any other verified SAT solver.
7.3 Future Work
Lammich is currently working on synthesizing LLVM [80] code from Isa-
belle [78]. This could give more control on the generated code (e.g., the tuple
representation is more efficient). It could also enable to write structures in-
stead of tuples that must be decomposed and recomposed in each function,
and give access to more benchmarking tools. Generating LLVM changes
the trusted part of the code: Instead of trusting the translation from Isabelle
functions to Standard ML, the Isabelle version of the LLVM semantics must
be trusted. As the code generator of Isabelle is taken out of the equation,
there would no more (fn () => ...) (), that must be optimized away by
the compiler.3 However, the current setup does not support unbounded in-
tegers. Therefore, completeness cannot be kept easily. Early results indicate
that the LLVM generated version is between 30% and 50% faster than the
SML version.
3The most striking example of a missed optimization was the use of the constant 232 in
the propagation loop. MLton was not able to precalculate the value, which was instead re-
evaluated every time. In this specific case, the slowdown was massive enough to be obvious
and the fix very simple: replace 232 by its value during code generation.
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There are several techniques missing IsaSAT compared with state-of-the-
art SAT solvers, currently garbage collection of the arena module, but mostly
pre- and inprecessing. Besides preprocessing that can tremendously simplify
problems and is now standard in most SAT solvers, a technique called viv-
ification [84, 89] is now implemented in many SAT solvers that took part in
the SAT Competition 2018. The technique is not new [118], but it is now
included in several solvers that do not extensively focus on inprocessing.
I would like to extend my calculus to be able to represent CDCL(T ), the
calculus behind SMT solvers. The theory of linear arithmetic has already been
implemented by Thiemann [28, 137]. The authors of the CeTA checker would
also be interested in using a verified SAT solver. They do not use Imperative
HOL and there is no way to extract a result from code in Imperative HOL.
Therefore, some work is required to adapt IsaSAT. One possible solution is
to use Sepref to generate functional code in Imperative HOL and generate
from it a version in HOL (i.e., outside of the nondeterminism monad).
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A More Details on IsaSAT and Other
SAT Solvers
This chapter describes some features of other SAT solvers and compares
them to the implementation in IsaSAT. This section is independent and not
necessary to understand the rest of the thesis.
Clauses and how they are represented in memory is critical for the perfor-
mance of a SAT solver. In particular, this is the data structure that uses the
most memory. Glucose, CaDiCaL, and IsaSAT use a similar representation
for clauses (Section A.1).
Watch lists is another important point for performance. Glucose splits the
watch lists into two different lists, one for binary and one for the other clauses.
The watch lists of IsaSAT are based on the ones from CaDiCaL (Section A.2).
The decision heuristic is very important aspect of a SAT solver. For ex-
ample, with a perfect choice heuristic, solving a satisfiable instance is trivial.
Glucose, MapleSAT, and CaDiCaL use different heuristics, but it is not clear
to me which one is better (Section A.3).
The conflict minimization implemented in MiniSat and Glucose and is
similar to the one implemented in IsaSAT. However, CaDiCaL uses a more
advanced minimization algorithm: The result is the same minimized clause,
but the algorithm is faster (Section A.4).
SAT solvers spend most of their time learning new clauses. A lot of them
are discarded and the selection is important (Section A.5).
Finally, they are several algorithm to simplify the clause set and make
the work of the CDCL loop easier. These simplifications can be used at the
beginning (called preprocessing) or interleaved with the CDCL loop (called
inprocessing). Most solvers only do preprocessing, but all winners of the SAT
Competition since 2015 do (Section A.6).
A.1 Clauses
The clause representation is the central point of the performance of SAT
solvers. The representations of IsaSAT and other SAT solvers are similar,
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even though only IsaSAT offers no abstraction over the clause representation:
How the clauses are represented in memory is usually only handled by the
allocator and does not impact the remaining code, while in IsaSAT, the arena
module impacts every clause access, due to a lack of pointers (which in
particular makes it impossible to write a generic memory manager).
A.1.1 IsaSAT
The arena module is presented in Section 6.3. With all heuristics, IsaSAT has
the following headers before a clause:
• the saved position (Section 6.3), which is optional and kept only for
long clauses.
• the status (initial, learned, or deleted) and whether the clause has been
used. This field is extremely wasteful as only 3 bits are used (out of 32
bits).
• the size of the clause.
• the activity of the clause and whether the clause has been used during
the conflict analysis (by rule Resolve).
• the LBD score of the clause.
The latest two fields and the Boolean indicating that the clause has been
used are used for the forget heuristic.
A.1.2 Glucose
Glucose uses a similar memory presentation to IsaSAT, with a flat memory
representation. However, it is handled using an allocator defined in the file
XAlloc, where the relevant part is the following:
template<c l a s s T>
c l a s s RegionAllocator
{
T* memory ;
u i n t 3 2 t sz ;
u i n t 3 2 t cap ;




The pointer memory is the allocated region and clauses are added to it. Us-
ing pointers to clauses makes it possible to hide how the allocations are done.
This cannot be done in Isabelle, which makes the loops more complicated
and less clear.
A.1.3 CaDiCaL
IsaSAT’s memory representation is inspired by CaDiCaL’s. However, C++
makes the implementation easier to achieve. Clauses are defined in a class:
c l a s s Clause {
public :
i n t pos ;
i n t alignment ;
bool extended : 1 ;
/ * s e v e r a l o t h e r B o o l e a n f l a g s * /
signed i n t glue : LD MAX GLUE;
i n t s i z e ;
union {
i n t l i t e r a l s [ 2 ] ;
Clause * copy ;
} ;
}
In the code of CaDiCaL, literals[2] is only a trick (although technically
undefined behavior in C++1) and the clause can (obviously) contain more
than two literals. After that, the memory allocator takes care to allocate
the clause in a flat representation and not to allocate the field pos that
holds the information required for the position saving heuristic when the
clause is short (similarly to the representation in IsaSAT). Compared with
the representation in IsaSAT, the headers are represented in a more compact
fashion (both because not all bits of the LBD score are stored and because
1Flexible array members are part of C (since C99), but not of any C++ version
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there are fewer wasted bits.) In particular, the compiler takes care of putting
the headers in the least number of bytes.
Another difference is the fact that the pointer to the clause is represented
either as a clause or a pointer if the clause was reallocated. This makes
it easier to reallocate the clause and update the reasons in the trail. The
union makes garbage collection more efficient. In IsaSAT, I found no way to
represent that: If I assume that clause indices are represented on by 64-bit
numbers, I could do it by encoding it into two 32-bit numbers and include
it in the arena. However, I do not see any way to represent this behavior
for unbounded integers. So far, I avoided introducing behaviors that differ
between the bounded and the unbounded version to be able to compare the
performance of both versions.
A.2 Watch Lists and Propagations
Glucose use two different watch lists: One only for binary clauses (i.e., a list
of blocking literals) and one for non-binary clauses (i.e., a list of blocking
literals and a pointer). This avoids testing if a clause is binary during the
propagation loop (and is more cache-friendly), but requires two loops. I
thought about doing that too in IsaSAT: At the CDCL W level, I would still
have a single list for watched list, which would get split into two at Heur.
However, I have never managed to prove that I can split a single loop into
two different loops during a refinement step. I talked to Peter Lammich, but
he did not see any simple solution to it either.
In CaDiCaL sc18 (used for the SAT Competition 2018), an element of a
watch list contains an additional redundant information whether the clause
is redundant or not:
s t r u c t Watch {
Clause * c lause ;




Even if 31 bits are still wasted (integers signed int are 32 bits, Boolean bool
can be only one bit, and pointers are Clause* 64 bits),2 whether the clause is
2Technically the C standard does not specify how structures are represented in memory
(padding between elements) and what size integers and pointers have, but most compilers
agree on this representation on 64-bit architectures.
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redundant can be used during inprocessing: If an initial clause is subsumed
by a binary clause, then the latter can be promoted to an initial clause and
the former can be removed. All this information can be accessed without
cache miss. In IsaSAT the redundant information is not accessed (instead 31
bits are wasted). Since CaDiCaL sr19 (used for the SAT Race 2019), the size
is stored in the watch structure instead of a Boolean (i.e., binary is true iff
the size is exactly 2), in order to make some inprocessing procedures more
efficient.
A.3 Decision Heuristics
There are several decision heuristics, by order of invention: Glucose (and
Minisat) uses VSIDS, CaDiCaL uses VMTF (like IsaSAT), while MapleSAT
variants have LRB. The last heuristic seems especially efficient for satisfiable
instances (this is how one variant won the SAT Competition 2018 [4]).
The main reason for not implementing VSIDS or LRB in IsaSAT is that
VMTF is much simpler but does not seem to perform worse than VSIDS [15],
and especially does not require the use of floating-point arithmetic. The be-
havior of floating-point numbers has been formalized in Isabelle by Yu [148],
but it has not been used in for refinement and there is currently no setup for
code synthesis. Moreover, it is not so clear if the implementations follow ex-
actly the norm. Finding out differences is a major hurdle: Lochbihler found
a bug in PolyML while doing so [87].
A.4 Clause Minimization
The efficiency of the conflict minimization algorithm is important, because
this procedure is called extremely often.
Compared with IsaSAT, Glucose includes conflict minimization with bi-
nary clauses: by iterating over the watch lists, some literals are removed (this
is only tried if the LBD score of the conflict clause is low enough). If the
conflict clause is A ∨ B ∨ C, A is the literal of highest level, and the clause
A ∨ ¬B is a clause of the problem, then the conflict clause can be shortened
to A ∨ C by resolution. This is a special case of inprocessing, which is very
efficient since all necessary information is in the watch lists.
CaDiCaL does not minimize the conflict clause with binary clauses (this is
done during inprocessing), but the algorithm for clause minimization differs
slightly:
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• it is based on a more advanced version of van Gelder’s poison idea [51]
to limit the number of recursive attempts. This, however, requires more
complicated data structures.
• it contains an idea by Knuth to abort earlier.
• the implementation is recursive and not iterative (and contains a depth
check to limit the recursion depth).
A.5 Forget
In IsaSAT, clauses are sorted by LBD and by activity and linearly-many
clauses are kept, except for initial clauses, binary clauses, clauses of LBD less
than three3, or clauses that have been used for rule Resolve. This is a move-to-
front like scheme: used clauses are always kept at least once when resolving.
The activity is the number of times a clause is used in a conflict. Using
the activity for ties seems to help on my benchmarks. CaDiCaL’s scheme is
similar, but clauses are marked as used, but clauses are also marked as used
in other parts of the solver.
MapleSAT uses a much more complicated way to decide if a clause must
be forgotten or not. The idea is use a three tiers. Tier 0 is never emptied,
i.e., clauses of Tier 0 are never deleted; Tier 1 is emptied regularly (∼ 25 000
conflicts), Tier 2 is emptied more often (∼ 10 000 conflicts). Clause can switch
from one tier to another.
A.6 Clause Simplification
There are several algorithms used to simplify the clause set. Here is a limited
list.
Removal of true/false literals If L is true, then L ∨ C can be removed from
the clause set and −L can be removed from −L ∨ D.
Variable elimination This technique tries to eliminate variables. This is usu-
ally done if the number of clauses is not increased. A special case is
pure literal deletion: If a literal appears only positively, it can be removed
and the clauses it appears in (this corresponds to setting to true).
3if the LBD calculation is correct, this supersedes the previous point, but I don’t prove
any correctness of the LBD calculation
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Variable addition This is the opposite of the previous technique: clauses are
simplified by adding new literals.
Subsumption-resolution If L ∨ C and −L ∨ D is included in the clause set
and C ⊆ D, then the clause −L ∨ D is redundant and can be removed.
Subsumption If C ⊆ D, then the clause D is redundant and can be removed.
MiniSat and Glucose mostly uses techniques as preprocessing: The in-
put problems are simplified initially, then not at all, except for removal of
true/false literals (and recently vivification for Glucose).
CryptoMiniSat, Lingeling, and to a lesser extent CaDiCaL perform several
of these techniques as inprocessing. It is difficult to schedule them in a way
that does not harm performance, but can be extremely helpful for example
on benchmarks (e.g., for cryptography).
IsaSAT does not perform any simplification. There are two main problems.
First, the CDCL calculus relies on the fact than the initial clauses have not
been modified. This could be changed, but the termination proof requires
that atoms can only be deleted. The second problem is that my invariants
are not compatible with removing atoms. For example, if a literal appears a
single time in a clause that is removed, then this literal must also be removed
from the VMTF heuristic.
A.7 Conclusion
Multiple techniques have been implemented in SAT solvers for efficiency.
Some solvers switch between heuristics, like some MapleSAT variants switch
between the VSIDS and LRB decision heuristics. Overall, it is not clear how
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